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Taiwan 
 

Ilha Formosa 
 

A Greentours Trip Report 
 

9
th

 – 26
th
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Led by Ian Green, Lief Matheson and Richard Foster 
 

 

Days 1 & 2 September 9th & 10th  to Taiwan 
 

Our flight departed Heathrow in the evening and due to the large time difference and distance 

involved arrive into Taipei the next evening. Spot on time. After a bit of a wait for baggage we 

met up with Leif and he took us to the Hotel in Taoyuan just fifteen minutes from the airport. 

 

 

Day 3  September 11th   to Dasyueshan 
 

We started with obligatory 'find your way round the Taiwanese breakfast' though there was a 

western option which looked suspiciously like a cross between spagbol and a fry-up. The 

Taiwanese option was delicious riceballs stuff with a fragrant herby meat. There was a mug of 

freshly squeezed kiwi juice and tea and coffee in abundance. Toast didn't have the crusts... and 

there were salads and cereals etc.  
 

We were on the way by nine. Our route took us south through the lowlands, in some ways just an 

overpopulated mostly wildlife-free landscape but also endlessly interesting from the human 

viewpoint. After two hours we headed into the mountains and into the small town of Dongshi. 

Here we really got into Taiwanese life for an hour or two as we shopped in a supermarket (what 

are those fruit/veg/drinks?), did some mobile SIM buying (how much is it to call Turkey?) and 

then had lunch in a little backstreet diner. This was really rather good. We all had noodles with 

beef which was delicious and Leif added a few plates of pork dim-sum (or something like) and a 

plate of tofu with those weird-looking black eggs the Taiwanese love. It was all delicious.  
 

Now we headed to the mountains. Just a few kilometres out of town and we stopped by a bridge. 

Down by the waterside we could see our first two swallowtails – stunning ones both – a Glassy 

Bluebottle and a Chinese Peacock, the latter all shimmering blues and greens with just a couple of 

red arcs. A Common Jester posed on a leaf and we found our first Great Eggfly. Globe Skimmers 

were everywhere and a Eurasian Kingfisher perched down by the water. Next up was another 

streamside stop which yielded lots of interest. Black Bulbuls and drongos were in the trees. A 

superb Map Butterfly posed on the road and later the first of several Blue Admirals appeared. 

Along the stream were a number of Formosan Jewelwings and the Indigo Dropwings still looked 

shiny even though the darks clouds were dropping just a little rain. There were also Crimson 
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Dropwings and Common Pruinose Chaser seen here.  
 

We headed quite some way up into the hills now passing into really good forest, shot through 

with great stands of impressively large bamboo. By the road we found a Highland Red-bodied 

Swallowtail and Glassy Tiger and a great range of insects including various wasps and a very 

'honest' looking bush cricket! A huge moth was impressive. Heading down a sidetrack we found 

some special things, notably the lovely Orange Oakleaf which landed and so showed its 

remarkable leaf mimicking ability. Single Ring Bushbrown, Chinese Labyrinth and Lethe insana 

were all found along this stretch. Down by some water several swallowtails were flying around 

including both male and female Great Mormons and White-bellied Pigeons flew over. A great 

surprise was a fabulous male Swinhoe's Pheasant cockily walking along the track. 
 

Now we headed up into the mists – these are often prevalent in the afternoon in these high 

mountains – and thence to our accommodation behind the visitors centre, though not before we'd 

had an exciting encounter with two Formosan Serow. Two males, one chasing the other rather 

angrily descending onto the road right behind the vehicle as we photographed a beautiful 

waterfall – they headed straight down the watercourse, and we could hear angry calls 

disappearing down the valley. 
 

We saw more of this endemic mammal later in the even – around half a dozen of them by 

torchlight. Only one stayed to be looked at though. However the nightwalk's star turn was 

certainly the White-faced Giant Squirrel. We saw perhaps a dozen or more of these spectacular 

squirrels. They really are – nearly a metre long with a huge bushy red tail, and pure white 

undersides and face. Many of these we saw up close as they come down to nibble at the walls for 

salt or lime. We were able to photograph them down to around five metres and one youngster 

down to a metre as we looked over a wall. Another youngster came out onto the road, both 

frightening and interesting a young Taiwanese woman who could hardly contain her 

excitement/fear! We all got close to this one as it pottered about on the road! The moths were 

outstanding too – we saw so many around the lights along the road and around the buildings, 

each light would have a dozen or more around. There was a huge Antherea yamamai silk moth in 

the entrance to our building. 

 

 

Day 4  September 12th  Dasyueshan 
 

At six-thirty those with trap cameras went and collected them – nothing to report! Though I did 

find some pretty Tripleurospernum lanceolatum, a trailing gentian relative with long white tubular 

gentian flowers as well as a lady's-tresses orchid. Nearby a White-tailed Robin hopped on the 

forest floor. 
 

After a varied breakfast featuring things we did know and things we didn't we headed out at 

eight for the higher parts of Big Snow Mountain. It was a quite bright and sunny morning, 

occasional bands of mists wafting up from the lowlands too. We took a walk for a while along the 

road enjoying some bird groups containing Taiwan Yuhinas and Grey-cheeked Fulvettas. The 

roadside mosses and ferns were fabulous.  
 

Up at the top of the road – at 2400m – we parked up by the visitors centre and took a walk up to a 

nearby pond and a little further into the higher forest too. At this altitude variety is mostly floral, 
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with few bird and butterfly species, however what you see is almost always endemic and very 

often tame and/or beautiful too. There were several major highlights on this walk. Most 

ubiquitous amongst those were the extremely confiding White-whiskered Laughing Thrushes 

which we encountered in pairs several times, and each time they seemed to come out and want to 

have a good close look at us, and often sing/call to us too! Photographs were taken, often down to 

3m, and they posed beautifully, their yellow-orange wing feathers showing off well when the 

mist allowed. The flora up here was perhaps more familiar than lower down with quite a few 

familiar genera, the pick amongst them the gentians – here were two blue species, Gentianas 

atkinsonii and arisanensis, and a white one, Gentian flavomaculata. We had a stunning encounter 

with a snake. This beautifully marked creature decided that we could easily be warned off and 

seemed quite confident in itself as it held its head up six inches above the ground and flattened 

the back of its neck cobra-like. Said neck was striped and squared with tiger-orange and black, 

hence the snake's common name of Formosan Tiger Keelback. The head had a lime-yellow throat 

and was marked with black and grey, the next with a wide yellow band. We photographed it 

down to a metre or so for twenty minutes or so, not wanting to leave such was the snake's beauty 

and its elegant pose. Gentle brushing of a tiny pine seedling near the snake with a stick didn't 

cause the snake to move as we intended, instead it did a slow motion dance, eventually striking 

lazily at the stick! We decided that we wouldn't get those snake moving videos after all and made 

to leave at which point the snake decided to go off to and so we watched it, video edit and 

followed it as it explored the bank above, poking its nose into holes, sliding smoothly over 

stumps etc. A totally magical experience.  
 

We enjoyed the large goldfish in the pond, the hawker flying around it, a superb endemic 

Johnstone's Busahchat, a family of chattering Yellowish-bellied Bush-Warblers, and a Central 

Formosan Toad before we returned to the visitors centre for lunch. This was a pot noodle (very 

good!) with hot water from the centre, yoghurts, bread, jams, peanut butter etc. Tea and coffee 

too. Just as we were finishing we noticed the two local photographers who had been training 

their gigantic lenses on the grass near us suddenly jump up and run backwards with their 

cameras. The Mikado Pheasant they had been waiting for had suddenly emerged too close to 

them! We joined them over the next half an hour in getting amazing close up views of this 

stunning bird. This pheasant is basically blue all over, the blue with hints of purple or mauve. 

The tail feathers are blue-black barred neatly with white, the mantle feathers having black centres 

to the blue. The effect was very 'velvety'! Joining the pheasant was a rather raucous Common 

Nutcracker who whenever he called or flew in and landed close to the pheasant made him jump 

quite comically. The two Brown Bullfinches and female Vinaceous Rosefinch that also landed in 

the same area didn't have the same effect. 
 

After lunch we spent the afternoon going downhill, stopping from time to time and walking. The 

weather was still largely good, though it became increasingly misty. We continued to more to 

keep us happy. Bird parties included White-eared Sibias, many more Yuhinas, also gorgeous 

Black-throated Tits, the occasional Eurasian Nuthatch and even the odd Steere's Liocichla or two. 

We found abundant cobra-lilies, Arisaema species, of at least three species, but all were in fruit. 

The variety of trees, especially of the many types of cedars, was amazing. Some of the latter were 

huge, and very old, the various monumental trees here are between 2000 and 3000 years old. We 

had a close up view of a Formosan Muntjac. A surprise was a dead Hatori’s Chinese Coral Snake 

that sadly had been run over. This is an endangered species. 
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Later we collected the trap cameras and placed them in a new location before going down to the 

old location so that those who had not seen the lady's-tresses could do so. Here we had the most 

marvellous encounter with the stunning Swinhoe's Pheasant as a gorgeous male paraded before 

us, just 3-4 metres away – the cameras clicked continuously as the pheasant posed against a 

mossy buttress root! 

 

 

Day 5  September 13th  Dasyueshan 
 

John was out and about early and got great shots of the pretty little Steere's Liocichla. After 

breakfast we packed up and left the hotel around eight o'clock. The sun was shining and the 

scenery magnificent as we drove down. The forest looked glorious and bird song accompanied us 

down to the national park entrance. Today though we were after lower altitudes and the potent 

mix of insect beauty and diversity that would provide. 
 

We spent all day around 1100m above sea level in the valley at the foot of the Dasyueshan. 

Slightly off the main road we found ourselves in a quiet valley with a few little farms with neat 

Chinese Pear orchards. There were just a few visitors, Taiwanese families, on walks or taking 

their kids to fish for minnows (!?) in the river – a scene reminiscent of any quiet scenic corner of 

England. What was different though was the rich mix of butterflies, moths, beetles and 

grasshoppers that inhabited the rich mix of habitats that varied from orchard to native forest and 

from tumbling river to garden. Birds there were, but not many species. Plumbeous Water 

Redstarts were ubiquitous along the water course and White-rumped Munias, Grey Wagtails and  

Pacific Swallows were ever present. We did see a nice flock of Collared Finchbills and a pair of 

Japanese Whiteyes too. 
 

We spent from nine o'clock to four-thirty at this site and saw an amazing variety of species. First I 

should perhaps mention the beetles, so far outgunned by other groups. Here we started to see 

why Taiwan is renowned for the beauty and variety of its beetles with a succession of fine 

species. These included a sky-blue longhorn neatly marked with black. Then there were various 

shiny greenish species, a tiny opaque lime-green tortoise beetle, some fine stag beetles, and a 

lovely orange and blue beetle with a golden head. We also enjoyed the large number of blue and 

orange beetles in one particular orchard. There were strange flies, amazing wasps, a mystery that 

turned out to be a caterpillar that had been eaten leaving only the head and antennae, and also 

many fine orthoptera. 
 

Moths included all sorts of nice species with the lovely peachy Asura connexa, all covered in 

hieroglyphics, one of the nicest, though there were plenty more. There were Odonata too. There 

were stunning Formosan Jewelwings along the river and in one pool we found the little yellow 

'flying twigs' of Ceriagrion fallax. We watched Pruinose and Green Skimmers, and the huge Island 

Emperor visited from time to time. 
 

The butterflies were wonderful. They were excellent during the morning, quietened down a bit 

post lunch, then became really exceptional for the last couple of hours. Dark Blue Tigers were 

immediately evident but we also saw a number of Blue Glassy Tigers and Glassy Tigers, and 

amongst the crows we enjoyed the Striped Blue Crows, particularly in flight when their stunning 

electric blue forewings showed. Another butterfly that really came to the fore today was the 

Purple Sapphire. This little beauty has bright ochre hindwings edged with red, and with black 
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white-tipped tails always aquiver. The uppersides are deep indigo in the males, brown with 

strong orange-red bands in the female. We saw at least fifteen of these stunning butterflies, all 

females! There were other blues too, several Nacadubas, and at least two Caerulean species, and 

the gorgeous Club Silverline Spindasis syama. 
 

There were of course Swallowtails. Particularly in the afternoon. Most were moving past, but one 

or two stopped for the camera. We saw many Great Mormons, but also noted were Paris Peacock, 

Papilio taiwanus, Yellow Helen, Blue Bottle, and Glassy Bluebottle. A great surprise was a superb 

China Nawab that came down to the riverbank and sat on a dead crab. Mental note – remember 

to bring a dead crab with us next time! There were frequent sightings of Asian Comma. And just 

the one of Comma. Great Eggflies were joined by a single Malaysian Egg-fly. Common Sailors 

were.... common! Similar were Orange Staff Sergeant and Clear Sailor. A Bamboo Tree Brown 

was seen, and there were lots of Muirhead's Labyrinths. Yellow Orange-tips were common. A 

nice surprise was an Orange Oakleaf which played around above the riverbank for a while. New 

were a number of skippers including Austen’s Swift, Small Branded Swift, Oriental Straight 

Swift, and the curiously-named Restricted Demon. 
 

In the afternoon we headed down into Dongshi to our very pleasant hotel, and thence to an 

excellent dinner served at a local restaurant. 

 

 

Day 6  September 14th  Basianshan 
 

Another fine sunny morning! After breakfast we headed a little into the mountains and forty-five 

minutes later pulled up at the Forest Recreation Area at Basianshan. It being a weekend the place 

was already busy with coachloads of taiwanese though in fact this had little impact on our day as 

most of them either stay around the centre, or walk round the trails in a very orderly fashion!  
 

We spent the day enjoying the rich invertebrate fauna here. There were so many highlights but 

once again butterflies stole the show and today it really was the turn of the swallowtails. 

Amazingly we saw at least fourteen species. In total there were hundreds, though of course the 

vast majority were in flight and not settling but none the less we had close views on numerous 

occasions and just a few allowed photography too.  
 

Commonest were the Yellow Helens and the Great Mormons. There were a few Red Helens too. 

What I thought were Paris Peacocks were in fact Papilio hermosanus, and they were numerous, we 

must have seen at least thirty of these exquisite insects, all shimmering turquoise, green and red 

on a black background. There were Taiwan Swallowtails too, and a few Spangles, two of the latter 

had fallen prey to bird predators. There were both Chinese Peacock and Southern Chinese 

Peacocks, and the elegant Formosan Swallowtail appeared at least twice. A single Pink-spotted 

Windmill drew much admiration. Common Bluebottles flew by at regular intervals and there 

were one or two Glassy Bluebottles and at lunchtime a Common Jay went over. There were also a 

couple of Asian Swallowtails, a species rather like our own. 
 

The area behind a toilet block provided us with much entertainment. A superb Formosan 

Emperor butterfly was being photographed when someone spotted the first of several moths. 

Then a caterpillar was spotted by Ros, a real beauty, all arching body and eyespots. Then a 

Golden Skimmer got so up close and personal we successfully managed to get wide angle shots 
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of it in flight – remarkable. Then there was a lovely female Formosan Jewelwing which flashed its 

iridescent wings at us. There was a superb red beetle, various satyrids, and a female Sergeant-

Major butterfly. 
 

Another area that we liked was by the river bank where we found a number of butterflies 

including the Red Skirt Ring. Blue Admirals were seen here and elsewhere, and there were visits 

by many swallowtails and sailors as well as a Formosan Sunbeam, one of the latter later 

wandered all over my feet! 
 

At the start of the morning and at lunchtime we spent plenty of time around a little pond. Here 

there were numerous odonatan as well as many butterflies. In the afternoon we walked down the 

entrance road. Here we saw Lilacine Bushbrown and yet more White-spotted Leopard Cats! 

Other highlights of the day included two Whip-Scorpions unearthed when we turned over rocks. 

Red-base Jezebel was found when we went in search of Foot-soaking pool. Ros enjoyed a session 

of 'foot-soaking' here. A great Orange-tip flew over. All three Cerulean species were noted. 

Grasshoppers were many and varied and we saw some fine beetles including a Tiger Beetle 

species. Back to the butterflies – we saw both Himalayan and Common Jesters, also lots of 

Rustics, a single but very cooperative Indian Fritillary, several Asian Commas  
 

We saw very few birds today, concentrating as we were on the insects, but several Brown 

Dippers were good. 

 

 

Day 7  September 15th  Huisan FRA 
 

Dongshi was awash with very warm morning sunshine at breakfast time. We were heading a 

little further south now visiting the Forest Recreation Area at Huisan around an hour and a half 

from Dongshi. We stopped en route for a dead Ruhstrat’s Wolf Snake, a pretty little juvenile that 

lay dead on the road though we could see no obvious reason why it had died. 
 

Huisan proved a beautiful place. Though some of the forest around the complex was planted 

there were plenty of trails that headed off into natural forest. There was hardly a soul about and 

as we got out of the vehicle there were both male and female Indian Fritillaries, a Red Ring-Skirt, 

and several species of sailor/sergeant. We spent much of the morning at the beginning of the 

'Fording Trail where a stream cascaded down the slope next to the trail. This was so productive 

especially for butterflies that we returned to it for an extended lunch period.  
 

Birds once again took a back seat with very little seen, a few White-rumped Needletails with the 

Little Swifts, Red-rumped and Pacific Swallows in skies that remained blue all day. Otherwise we 

saw no forest birds at all though we did hear and find a wing feather of the endemic Taiwan 

Whistling Thrush. 
 

We saw very many of the butterfly species we saw at Basianshan, indeed the Swallowtail list was 

more or less identical, only Common Raven being new and Southern Chinese Peacock not being 

seen. However the difference here lay in the possibility for photographing them, as today we 

found a number actually sitting still. At one point we had two Bluebottles, a Common Jay and an 

Asian Swallowtail all sipping salts as Chinese Peacock and Yellow Helen flew about us. The latter 

also allowed photographs at times as did female Great Mormons, and a Glassy Bluebottle 
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stopped to have its picture taken.  
 

What was noticeably different here were the number and variety if blues. In particular the oak 

blues. The Burmese Bushblue was very common, we must have seen fifty. The Falcate Oakblue 

was a real treat, what a wonderfully leaf mimic! And then there was the much larger Powdered 

Oakblue with deepest indigo uppers. The Malayan was everywhere and we also saw the Hainan 

Black Cupid and several Caeruleans. There were also hairstreaks such as the Cornelian and the 

gorgeous Formosan Royal. 
 

As yesterday we saw many Nymphalids, especially sailors and the like. Again though there were 

differences. Here the Staff Sergeant far outnumbered the Orange Staff Sergeant. Hill Sailors 

outnumbered Common Sailors. And we saw fabulous specimens of both Studded Sergeant and 

Five-dot Sergeant. The Sergeant Major was on fine form. Moving up the echelons of military 

butterflies we found a single Eastern Courtier and also quite a few Red Barons. There were 

White-banded Leopard-Cats and a single Empress was a great find even if it was only seen flying. 

Speaking of only flying two other magnificent butterflies passed us by without stopping but at 

least they gave us a great views as they went! The first was the wonderful Vietnamese 

Junglequeen, a huge pale peachy-orange butterfly, the other, an Orange Oakleaf. 
 

Lemon Pansy was new and we saw more Golden Commas, lots and lots of Chocolate Soldiers. 

There were Striped Blue Crows, Double-banded Blue Crows, Dark Blue Tigers and Glassy Tigers. 

It seemed the butterflies would never end! Great Orange-tips flew over, a Lesser Gull stopped for 

a while, and Three-spot Grass Yellows and Yellow Orange-tips were seen. Two Red-base Jezebels 

were much appreciated, and so too were two sightings of the Broadwing Jezebel. There were 

even new skippers. Both Scrub Hopper and Bush Hoppers were seen, and there was a  White-

banded Awl seen.  
 

Moths were particularly numerous, the most common, and perhaps most brilliantly coloured was 

a species with plenty of blue, orange and white as well as a little bit of emerald. There were also 

the swallowtail mimics and a bright orange species. There were plenty of other invertebrates too 

with lots of grasshoppers and crickets, a fair smattering of beetles, and some entertaining ants 

that tried to walk off with some of our lunch, yet ignored the bread that Ros gave them! 
 

In the afternoon we headed further south to Puli where we stopped and did some bank things 

and some general shopping. Here we tried some bubble-tea, a taiwan speciality. Some liked it... 

Then it was up into the mountains and Wushe where after some delay due to telephone 

difficulties (sorry everyone!) we had a great dinner in a local restaurant. Ros demolished a plate 

of crispy whole shrimps almost single handedly! Then it was up hill to the University of Taiwan 

experimental farm at Mei-fung where we settled in. A few minutes later we were out again, a 

student taking us out to an already set-up moth trap. This was doing pretty well with lots of 

species visiting though not too many spectacular ones. There were at least three swallowtail 

moths including the bright yellow Ourapteryx sciticaudaria and the paler Ourapteryx pallidula and 

Ourapteryx similaria. The golden-edged Obeidia lucifera was nice and the smaller Obeidia trigrata 

was seen. There were beautifully marked bright orange-peach Miltochrista species, a pretty little 

Cyana, and the gorgeous green Diphtherocome pulchra amongst very many species. 
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Day 8  September 16th  Mount Hehuan and the Blue Gate Trail 
 

We met up at six forty-five and headed out for a little wander around Mei-fung’s grounds. Birds 

seen included several groups of Steere's Liocichlas, a lovely flock of Ashy Minivets, some Oriental 

Turtle Doves, and a Crested Serpent-Eagle which called loudly overhead. There were already a 

number of swallowtails on the wing, with Common Windmills and Highland Red-bodied 

Swallowtails on great form, and looking fabulous in the morning sunlight. Best though was the 

fabulous Papilio hoppo which sat sunning its shimmering green, blue and red wings in full 

sunlight. There were also Swinhoe's Chocolate Tigers and Indian Cabbage White to photograph. 
 

After breakfast we drove up through increasingly stunning scenery in equally marvellous 

weather, past patches of spruce (Picea morrisonicola) and verges decorated with Pearly Everlasting 

(in its subspecies morrisonicola), to the highest road pass in Taiwan, a whopping 3265m on Mount 

Hehuan. Many mountains in Taiwan are above 3000m altitude, and near this pass were peaks of 

3600m. Further south in the Yushan National Park is the highest peak in Taiwan and indeed in 

northeast Asia, Mount Yü at 3952m (12966 feet) which is also called Mount Hsin-kao, and was 

formerly Mount Morrison – hence all the references to Morrison in the names of the special alpine 

plants that we found on this day in the high mountains. 
 

Butterflies were zipping over the sunlit slopes. In particular Nagasawa's Dryad was very 

common, its silky black uppers seen often. The equally lovely Formosan Lilacfork was quite 

common and we saw Muirhead's Labrynth as well. A surprise was the number of swallowtails 

and tigers drifting over the high slopes – many well above their supposed life zones. I guess that 

is hill-topping and the benefit of superb sunny weather for you! This late in the year, a large 

proportion of the alpine plants were in fruit, but there was still plenty to make our progress down 

the road slow and much that we saw was endemic to Taiwan. The relevant volume of Richard’s 

travelling library meant that we were able to quickly identify many of the specialities. Low 

creeping willowherbs (Epilobium amurense, Epilobium hohuanense and Epilobium platystigmatosum) 

grew on moist gravel, with Veronica morrisonicola and the low brown hairy Rubus rolfei with its 

roundish leaves. An open stony fan had Stag’s-horn and Issler’s Clubmosses Cliffs had abundant 

Grass of Parnassus and the perfect delicate yellow alpine stonecrop (Sedum morrisonense) and St 

John’s-wort (Hypericum nagasawai). A pretty white campion (Silene morrison-montana) grew with 

an orpine (Hylotelephium subcapitatum) and the beautiful yellow Gentiana scabrida. A Flamecrest 

was spotted just below the road and a Yellowish-bellied Bush-warbler in the bamboo. 

 

We spent the rest of the morning walking along the trail from the new park information centre 

past a hotel in the direction of Taroko National Park (where we’d be in a week or so’s time). This 

turned out to be a great trail through a fine mix of habitats. The bushy verges at the start held 

some very fine Vinaceous Rosefinches, these proviing very tame. Some trees by the hotel 

(including the fir Abies kawakamii and Viburnum betulifolium) provided us with great views of 

White-whiskered Laughingthrushes, these being so tame. Swertia randaiensis grew on damp 

flushed soil and the rocks were shrouded in the yellow-flowered honeysuckle Lonicera acuminata, 

whilst bushes of Rhododendron rubropilosum and the willow Salix fulvopubescens were common 

amongst the rocks. There were areas of conifer forest scattered over the slopes here and we 

entered some fine montane forest of fir and Taiwan Hemlock (Tsuga chinensis) where Johnson's 

Bushchat was seen. Common Jester, Bluebottles, European Comma, and Large Hedge Blue were 

seen during the walk. Below the Yushania undergrowth was a delicate creeping “Scroph” 
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Ellisiophyllum pinnatum. During lunch we were joined, quite literally, by a White-whiskered 

Laughingthrush and a male Vinaceous Rosefinch, the latter actually wandering around on the 

picnic table as we watched spellbound – what a beautiful bird – and at a range of a metre! 
 

Brown Bullfinches and Johnson's Bushchats delayed our departure somewhat! 
 

We descended to The Rueyian River protected area and what is known amongst birders as the 

Blue Gate Trail. This trail through steep broadleaved forest (the path thankfully was more or less 

level!) in the middle to upper latitudes held a fine variety of native Persicaria species, whilst 

nettles and buttercups grew on the wet margins. A wild relative of Fatsia was prominent in the 

scrubby edges. Hemiboea was a very prominent herb along the pipeline trail with its large white 

trumpets marked purple inside, together with the native balsam (Impatiens uniflora) and a button 

daisy (Dichrocephala bicolor). Right by the entrance there were several swallowtails coming down 

to the Sambucus flowers, these including Highland Red-bodied Swallowtails and Common 

Windmills. We soon spotted the cute chipmunk-like Maritime Squirrel and later a Red-bellied 

Squirrel as well. The walk was also productive for birds. Bob immediately spotted a superb Black 

Eagle circling just above the forest. There were Ashy Woodpigeons in the trees and we found 

several birds parties made up of Steere's Liocichlas, White-eared Sibias, Yellow Tits, and Taiwan 

Yuhinas. Other birds in amongst these included Eurasian Nuthatch, some superb Flame-breasted 

Flowerpeckers spotted in some flowering mistletoe, and some Green-backed Tits. In the shady 

areas we came across the Straight-line Treebrown. 
 

Then it was down to Cingjing farm for an early dinner before returning to the University 

Experimental Farm at Mei-fung just after dark and heading up to see what moths had been lured 

in. There were of course many, and quite a number different from the night before. 

 

 

Day 9  September 17th  Mei-Fung and to Sanlingxi 
 

I popped over to get the trap camera in the morning seeing several White-tailed Robins and a 

surprise Taiwan Hill Partridge in the process. 
 

After breakfast, during which we met up with Richard who would be with us for the next few 

days, we departed Mei-Feng, driving the short distance to the Blue Gate Trail. Here we had a 

happy hour and a half enjoying a wonderful show from the Highland Red-bodied Swallowtails. 

These sailed over, or frolicked on Sambucus by the road, and one pair even followed a pair of 

Black Eagles right up into the sky! The ones on the Sambucus allowed fabulous views and we 

photographed them a lot! There was also a Common Windmill or two that sailed in and joined 

them. A Taiwan Brimstone was a nice surprise. As well as the eagles there were also some pretty 

Fire-breasted Flowerpeckers and a great flock that included lots of Taiwan Yuhinas, Rufous-faced 

Warblers and Rufous-capped Babblers.  
 

We spent the rest of the morning at a place, also owned by the university, but much lower down 

the valley. Here it was very warm and sunny. The little 'water garden' provided us with plenty of 

entertainment as we found a big selection of butterflies, odonata and various other insects. We 

were greeted with Taiwan Swallowtails and Yellow Helens and went on to see Chinese Peacocks, 

Common Ravens, Paris Peacocks, Great Mormons and Bluebottles. Here were our first Small 

Leopards, and there were a number of Blue Pansies too. Various sailors sat upon the tracks and 
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paths and there were also Common Jesters, various grass yellows, a crow or two, and Lemon 

Pansy. There were a number of skimmers about, and the yellow damsel the Green Sprite was 

rather common. A single Coastal Glider sat pointing its abdomen skywards. Our special guest at 

lunchtime today was a superb Orange Oakleaf, though sadly this one stayed only a few seconds! 
 

During the afternoon we stopped at various spots, most of them full of butterflies and a goodly 

few insects to boot. Perhaps the best was a little trail that followed a cascading stream. This 

proved a great spot for sailors and the like with both Staff Sergeant and Orange Staff Sergeant, 

also Common Sailor, and both Studded Sergeant and Formosan Sailor. Great Orange-tip sailed 

down the path. There were all manner of fine insects from colourful large flies to a large Danaid 

caterpillar, and from an iridescent green bee to a red and green-headed beetle who was tearing 

great chunks out of a tree!  
 

We headed southwards past scenic Sun Moon Lake and thence to a excellent restaurant where we 

took an early dinner. Then it was on to Sanlingxi and our very pleasant guesthouse. Here we 

settled in as Richard set up the moth trap. Barely had he turned on the light and the first moth 

arrived. It was very successful with all manner of moths comings in. We also took a walk down 

the road. A total of six flying squirrels were seen. At least five of them were Red & White Giant 

Flying Squirrels. We also found a Serow grazing quietly on the cliff. 

 

 

Day 10 September 18th  Sanlingxi & to the south. 
 

Breakfast completed we packed up and left the very pleasant guesthouse and travelled the few 

kilometres up the road to Sanlingxi. This is a forest recreation area and like many of these 

throughout the Taiwanese mountains offers a way into fantastic terrain and habitats yet with the 

trappings of comfort and safety. A road wound up a narrow forested valley and there were trails 

off it through the forests and along the beautiful rivers. There were also a cafe or two, and buses, 

taking those that didn't want to walk up to the top. Of course we eschewed the buses and walked. 

Our route took us up a quiet road (buses were rather rare!) to a plant nursery and cafe and thence 

up along a more open valley to a higher region where the river came down through a 

wonderland of idyllic 'japanese' scenery. This was really beautiful, the river plunged over a ledge 

for perhaps twenty metres and then formed a large turquoise pool dotted with huge rocks upon 

which grew trees and ferns. On either side the land had eroded back to form giant overhangs 

from which curved stalactites hung. A mesmerising place only added to by the large shoals if fish 

in the pools and the Plumbeous Water Redstarts cavorting around the pools. 
 

We did have several meetings with bird parties during the walk. Most common were Steere's 

Liocichlas, Tawny-capped Babblers, Black-throated Tits, Grey-cheeked Fulvettas and Taiwan 

Yuhinas. Along rivers Brown Dippers were common. Less common species included a White-

browed Shortwing glimpsed, a White-browed Bushrobin see hardly better, and Taiwan Barwings 

seen very well indeed. We saw occasional Red-bellied Squirrels. A Formosan Tiger Keelback was 

seen curled up elegantly on a mossy stump. The Stejneger's False Cobra on the road was 

completely squashed. We enjoyed the blue-tailed juveniles of the Five-lined Skinks. 
 

The flora was excellent with Geraniums, Impatiens, Hydrangeas and Ranunculus joining an 

improbably rich assortment of ferns along the tracks. We found a strange saprophytic plant and 

also a pretty orchid.  
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Butterflies. It was really a morning of two types. There were swallowtails. Not so much huge 

numbers as at some places we had visited, but more here it was about photographable 

swallowtails up close. Down by a river sat the fabulous Hoppo Swallowtail, all shimmering green 

and blue and red. Eventually I got up so close to this fabulous insect that I was using the camera 

lens to gently push the wings apart! A Spangle was down here too. Later we were we see several 

of both these species along the river, alongside Southern Chinese and Chinese Peacocks, and 

some Common Windmills. The other side of the butterfly coin was represented by Treebrowns. 

Here we saw Straight-banded, Christoph’s, Bamboo and Bojonia Treebrowns. There were also 

Commodores, lots of Asian Beaks, several Sailor species and a number of skippers. 
 

Heading down towards the lowlands from Sanlingxi we stopped for a cup of tea midway down. 

This was by a bank of lantana that had an improbable seven species of swallowtail flying and 

perching on it. There were both Common and Pink-spotted Windmills, the Chinese Peacock, the 

Great Mormon, the Raven, the Common Rose, and the Red Helen. Dark Blue Tigers were 

common and there were also Glassy Tigers and Taiwan Black Cupids. Two Forest Chasers 

perched below the road, their bodies a rich yellow-gold, and on a stick we spotted the Formosan 

Pied Jewelwing. 
 

Then it was down into the lowlands were we stopped to take a look at a local Taoist Temple. This 

one was a beauty, all ornate columns, and a wonderful array of gods. Richard explained a few of 

the intricacies of temple and taoist life to us. He also pointed out the roosting Collared Scops 

(really!) in the roof of the building! 
 

Then we joined the freeway and headed south for a couple of hours, reaching the peninsula at the 

southern end of the island at around seven and stopping for an excellent seafood meal before 

finding our rather excellent guesthouse nearby. 

 

 

Day 11 September 19th  a local valley & Nanren 
 

We awoke to a slightly less sunny day than all the previous ones. Quite cloudy and a little windy 

and with the promise of a typhoon arriving in a couple of days.  
 

Brown Shrikes were everywhere around the grounds, and there were lots of Styan's Bulbuls and a 

few Grey Treepies too. Best bird was undoubtedly was an Ijima's Leaf Warbler. Falcate Oakblue 

and Blue-branded Crow were in the stream along with a Eurasian Kingfisher. 
 

After a varied breakfast in Mr Lin's kitchen we headed out. The weather by now was not looking 

at all good so we sought a sheltered valley. This Richard duly delivered and we had a great time 

for a couple of hours sorting through various butterflies though Richard's mention of seeing 

groups of Golden Birdwings sipping salts on the edge of the watercourse made us green with 

envy. All we saw was a single female, but she was well received. It was a good place for skippers 

and blues. We saw the Malayan, Transparent 6-Line Blue, Falcate Oakblue, and best of all, several 

Common Tinsels. Skippers included our first brush with the water flats – so here were Chinese 

Flat and Formosan Flat. There were some exquisite beetles and an indigo bee, and lots of katydids 

and grasshoppers. Common Mormons proved quite common and include three mud-puddling 

by the river where they were joined by a Common Bluebottle. Downriver we saw a superb Red-
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ring Skirt, and also both male and female Spotted Sawtooths. Shiny-spotted Bob was much 

appreciated. There were few birds, just a large flock of bulbuls and treepies feeding on a fruiting 

fig, where a Formosan Rock Macaque was also noted. 
 

Then it was down to the coast for fuel where an unfortunate Red-banded Odd-tooth Snake met 

his end as the station staff hastily and nosily dispatched the poor snake – apparently it had been 

haunting their pumps for a day or two after they'd seen it arrive in a car! Rain was now falling so 

we headed inland and the shelter of the Nanren Valley. 
 

Nanren is a great spot for butterflies and even though the weather today was pretty poor – rain at 

the start and end of our visit there – we still managed to record over sixty species of butterfly. 

Once the initial rain had eased we ventured out and so too did the butterflies. We noticed that 

they were leaving their shelter in some numbers, particularly the tigers and crows. Right by the 

bus we saw Dark Blue Tiger, Blue Tiger, Glassy Tiger and Ceylon Glassy Tiger, as well as Dwarf, 

Blue-branded King, Striped Blue and Double-branded Black Crows. There were skippers 

everywhere and during our visit we saw ten or more species. There were Indian (or possibly 

Similar) Awlkings, and there were Bamboo Darts and Chinese Darts, there were various flats 

including Formosan Flat, and Common Lineblues flashed deepest indigo as they flew. 

Swallowtails were less common than on previous days but still we managed to see out first Tailed 

Jays and there were great photo opportunities for Chinese Peacocks. A single specimen of the 

Freak was also a first for us. There was a Malayan Egg-fly and a Rustic, there was a Striped 

Albatross and a superb Orange Oakleaf.  
 

Bird life was again scarce though Eurasian Kingfisher was seen again and a Chinese Goshawk 

sailed overhead. Again there was prolific insect life with favourites being the large group of 

orange-ish beetles congregating under leafs. A superb Tortoise beetle was seen and there were 

Cicidas, Crickets and the like.  
 

Then it was back to base for a little while before going out to dinner. Then we went on a night 

walk up the hill behind the guesthouse. We saw LaTouche’s Frogs, a few moths and butterflies, 

the latter including Chocolate Albatross, and two snakes – the Greater Green Snake, and the very 

small Formosan Slug Snake. 

 

 

Day 12 September 20th  Sheding FRA and the Southernmost Cape 
 

It was raining at breakfast this morning and given the approaching typhoon we were not hopeful 

of getting much of a day of wildlife in. However, in the end, we managed really a rather good 

day, even if we did occasionally get wet! 
 

Our morning was spent at Sheding, a protected area just a few kilometres back of the 

southernmost point on the Taiwanese mainland. Here an unusual landscape of ancient and 

eroded coral beds provided the substrate for a strange stunted forest dominated by narrow-

leaved trees and the 'walking' Pandanus 'palms'. During our walk through this convoluted 

landscape we saw two Sika Deer, and Owston's Long-nosed Squirrel, and quite a few birds too. 

There was one flock in particular that we spent a while with as they allowed us to get right in 

amongst them. There were thirty or more Grey Treepies, a couple of bright green Taiwan Barbets, 

lots of Styan's Bulbuls, and a pair of Black-naped Monarchs. We also saw a flock of Grey-cheeked 
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Fulvettas, along with two small groups of Taiwan Scimitar Babblers, and a Japanese 

Sparrowhawk. 
 

The paths were lined with patches of Lantana which attracts many butterflies- the reserve has 

over a hundred species recorded. Today with the wind and occasional rain we were not too 

hopeful but we did see quite a lot of species in the end with some special sightings. The only 

Golden Birdwing was at the start but we saw Common Mormons frequently, and sometimes 

there were Common Roses and Taiwan Redbreasts/Spangles to enjoy. We saw several Paper 

Kites, these in perfect condition, and allowing us very close to themselves. There were various 

tigers and crows as usual, and we saw the Freak again, this time perched right by a large 

hawkmoth. Skippers were not as varied as the day before but we still came up with some great 

species, notably the Grass Demon and the Indian Awlking. Best amongst a decent variety of 

Lycaenids was the Green Flash, though the abundant Common Lineblues that continually flashed 

brilliant dark blue were quite wonderful. 
 

Lunch was in a little local noodle shack and was very tasty. Then we went to a nearby cliff top 

viewpoint over the Pacific. There were coachloads of Chinese tourists here, rather bizarre given 

the windy wet conditions! A Blue Rock Thrush was seen by Richard and so too Oriental Skylark. 

The rest of us admired the view with the already riled Pacific crashing its waters against the 

ancient coral beds that formed the peninsula here. 
 

In the afternoon we went to the southernmost point in Taiwan. This is a nature reserve with some 

nice habitat but today the weather was getting the better of things and we arrived in rain. 

Walking down to the point we spotted just three butterflies – good species all! A Gram Blue, new 

to the trip, a male Golden Birdwing, and our first stationary Great Orange-tip. Down on the 

observation platform looking out to see we were greeted by strong wind and rain. Any sensible 

people would have given up at this point but we waited it out and fifteen minutes later the rain 

stopped and we could see out over the already quite impressive waves. As we had hoped there 

were birds. Taiwan is not big on seabirds though has a big list of them, Typhoon conditions are 

what pushes numbers of them towards the shore and sure enough there were terns aplenty. 

These were difficult to identify with any certainty however we could see Little Terns for sure, and 

two other species, probably Common Terns, and possibly Aleutian Tern. Three Eurasian Curlews 

flew past and later a single Far-Eastern Curlew gave good views of the diagnostic features as it 

flew past. There were some good seabirds coming in from our left and swinging back out to sea. 

We saw several shearwaters, the later ones were certainly Streaked Shearwaters, the earlier, 

darker, ones, we could not be sure of. A Pomarine Skua flew in and out, as did a Brown Booby. 

One wonders what the seawatching here during the actual typhoon would bring! 
 

Then it was back up to the carpark for tea and snacks before heading back to the hotel. 

 

 

Day 13 September 21st  Typhoon Day 
 

We awoke to find that the typhoon had not yet arrived. However extremely heavy rain in the 

night meant that the trickle below my cabin was now a raging torrent that would have swept 

away anything in its path! The rain eased a little around breakfast time and so we set off as 

planned aiming to get the journey to Jhibhen out of the way quickly in case the typhoon caused 

difficulties. We soon found ourselves on the cross hill route but straightaway we found it closed 
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off by police and big concrete barriers. They told us of problems ahead and said they'd aim for 

reopening about 2pm. So we headed back downhill to see what action we might find along the 

southern coast. Terns were very obvious along the violently swollen rivers, hovering in large 

numbers above the turbulent brown water, mostly White-winged Black Terns and Whiskered 

Terns.  
 

Down by the coast the rain and wind were starting to really get up. The typhoon was now 

making landfall. We spent the morning visiting a few spots along the coast, watching the giant 

waves that were crashing in, noting big flocks of terns over the paddies, and generally taking in 

the typhoon atmosphere. At one spot as the locals filled a popular local seafood restaurant to the 

gunnels we watched two Streaked Shearwatwers and two Wedge-tailed Shearwaters offshore! 
 

In truth the typhoon had now been downgraded to a severe tropical storm but it still impressed 

us with its power. This reached its height as we simultaneously stopped for lunch and had a 

puncture. Poor Leif changed the wheel lying in a puddle as the wind and rain drove horizontally 

around him! Now the wind was really powerful and tales of gusts reaching over a hundred miles 

an hour were believable, and the rain continued to pelt down. As the rest of us sat and ate 

oysters, shellfish, scallops and the like in a superb restaurant we heard that a metre of rain had 

fallen in just fourteen hours at Taitun, right by Jhibhen, our destination for the day. The drive 

back along the road from the restaurant was amazing, we could see hardly a thing around us due 

to the amount of rain and the strength of the wind. There was debris everywhere though 

thankfully all of it small. It was noticeable though how carefully everyone drove. Back at the 

roadblock we found that the new opening time was four o'clock so we waited patiently for an 

hour and indeed, a few minutes after four the cavalcade of mostly colourful buses moved off. The 

route here takes one over low mountains (the two high mountain routes are definitely out when it 

comes to typhoons) covered in lovely forest. The weather had abated a bit by now and we could 

actually see around us and already the torrents of brown water were lessening. There was just 

one large tree down over the road, other than that damage appeared minimal. And by the time 

we had dropped to the Pacific shore we found to our surprise that the seas were reasonably calm 

and that the rain had mostly stopped. The drive though was still something as the rivers were 

still cascading out into the sea the brown waters meeting the seawater in a spectacular frothing 

and crashing.  
 

At six we reach Jhibhen and thankfully settled into our very comfortable spa hotel! 

 

 

Day 14 September 22nd   Jhibhen & journey to Wuli 
 

We were quite surprised to see just how sunny it was when we woke. Sunny and warm. The 

contrast with the previous day's typhoon was marked. After an extensive and varied buffet 

breakfast we headed out into the 'butterfly' garden a couple of hundred metres from the hotel. 

This is a spot where they've planted lots of Ixora along pathsides and groups of lantana too. It is 

an irresistible mix to swallowtails in particular. During the next hour we saw no less than twelve 

species of these magnificent butterflies. And with the flowers keeping them busy we were able to 

photograph them too. Common Mormons were commonest, with a few females that mimic 

Common Roses about. There were Taiwan Redbreasts, there were Chinese Peacocks, also 

Common Bluebottles, Great Mormons, Paris Peacocks, Common Ravens, a windmill species, and 

Common and Tailed Jays too. We had our first decent opportunities to photograph the Golden 
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Birdwings and new was the Lime.  
 

It wasn't just the swallowtails though as butterfly and butterfly paraded by. There were Blue 

Tigers, Ceylon Blue Tigers, a single Plain Tiger, there were Small Leopards and a Common 

Lascar. Lemon and Peacock Pansies were joined by a few Chocolate Soldiers. There were Double-

branded Black, Dwarf, and Striped Blue Crows. Whites were very varied too with Common 

Albatross, Common Gull and Plain Puffin as well as both Taiwanese species of Brimstone and 

some great sightings of Great Orange-tip. Both Lemon and Mottled Emigrants were seen. Crested 

Serpent Eagles soared and called overhead. Dragonflies too were numerous. 
 

Around ten o'clock we retired to a 7-11 for some cold/hit refreshments. The TV vans outside were 

winding down their reportage from the previous day's weather. Still sunny, we headed up a 

small road into the hills. This was covered in mostly small debris from the typhoon and in places 

formed a road-wide stream. However Leif managed to get us up a few kilometres before a 

waterfall and the resultant water flow stopped us. The waterfall would have probably been 

pleasant and pretty on any other day but today it was still getting rid of some of the 90cm of rain 

that had fallen the previous morning. The water thundered down the falls. The impact of the 

water was so powerful at the base that it sprayed sideways so powerfully that at fifteen metres 

from the falls one just became soaked to the skin from the horizontal blast of wind and spray.  
 

We walked down the road for the rest of the morning. Butterflies continued to impress though 

now it was mostly the turn of blues and skippers. There were other insects, notably a kind of 

Tiger beetle, also a hummingbird hawkmoth, also a fabulous stick insects, and an assortment of 

caterpillars, moths and beetles. The latter included a lovely tortoise beetle that disappeared as 

quickly as it was spotted. Butterfly-wise we spotted Rustics, Malayans, Great Eggflies, Malayan 

Eggflies, There were Falcate Oakblue, Dark Cupid and the Quaker. Map Butterfly was a frequent 

site, and we saw a single Yellow Emperors.  
 

A wonderful bird part came past. There were Black Bulbuls and Bronzed Drongos in the 

vanguard. Following on were Black-browed Barbets, a pair of Gray-crowned Woodpeckers, a 

White-bellied Yuhina or two, some Grey-chinned and a few Ashy Minivets, and flashy almost 

reddish Maroon Oriole.  
 

After a pleasant picnic lunch where some of us dangled our feet in the waters still running down 

the road it was off northwards and thence along a deep valley to Wuli where we checked into our 

spa hotel for the evening. 
 

The hotel moth trap seemed to have the wrong bulb as nothing was coming to it however the 

hotel lights were doing rather better and there was a really quite good selection of moths, some 

memorable katydids, and a good sized stick insect or two. We took a walk down the road seeing 

some distant eyeshine that we could not identify high on both slopes. We did spot an Emerald 

Treefrog sit on a branch above our heads and eventually found a squirrel close enough to 

identify, this the Formosan Giant Flying Squirrel, the largest of the island's flying squirrels. This 

one quickly made its way to the end of a branch and waited with baited breath for it to 

launch....but it just settled down and stayed there! 
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Day 15 September 23rd  Fuyuan & Matian 
 

It was again bright and sunny though the deep valley meant the sun didn't get on the slopes until 

well after seven. John had already been out and collected the trap cameras – nothing on them! We 

took a short walk after breakfast but soon decided that we should move on as we weren't seeing 

too much. That seemed a bit harsh on the flock of Formosan Blue Magpies and the Taiwan 

Whistling Thrush, both in the car park, and the fabulous Moon Moth on the roadside... but then 

standards are high here! 
 

We made a short stop lower down in the valley where we had fun with a marvellous beetle-like 

bug called Eurotus vallidus. This beautiful creature has neatly marked uppersides but it was the 

underside that made us marvel – shimmering yellows and greens with two luminous golden 

spots near the back. A Paris Peacock hopped around close to us, and there were a few skippers 

and blues too. A Common Tiger in sparkling condition came and posed on the track. 
 

Then it was on to Fuyuan which is a hot spring that also bills itself as a 'butterfly valley'. And 

with very good reason. There are so many and so many species too. Judicious planting of various 

nectar plants around the grounds and all set in some wonderful natural habitat means that it was 

like a sweet shop for us. We fitted in a hasty picnic but otherwise had cameras clicking away for 

much of our two hours here. Birdwings moved passed and the usual assortment of swallowtails 

were present – here it was the Spangles that were particularly numerous. Great Orange-tips put 

on a great show, sometimes three together, and a single Red-base Jezebel came in to be 

photographed. There were several other whites, and these were stopping too. We saw the 

brimstone Gonepteryx amintha, the Chocolate Albatross, the Plain Puffin, the Pyshe, and Red-base 

Jezebel. The Cornelian flashed deep orange and the Indigo Flash flashed... There were quite a 

range of Lycaenids with the Malayan and the Common Cerulean frequent but we also saw Angled 

Sunbeam, Purple Sapphire, and Opaque 6-line Blue. Skippers were exceedingly numerous with 

Formosan Flats and Polytremis zina. One tree had various sailors including Common Hill Sailor 

visiting it. There were patches where the crows and glassy tigers were abundant. Peacock and 

Blue and Lemon Pansies all sat to have their photos taken. An Orange Oakleaf failed to settle. It 

was mesmerising stuff. There were lots of dragonflies too with the Jewelwings prominent and 

also Pruinose Skimmers.  
 

Rain arrived just as we were leaving and stayed with us on our journey up the Eastern Rift 

Valley. Sadly it was still there when we arrived at Matian. This strange but appealing little 

wetland is a great spot for birds and dragonflies but today with quite solid rain it wasn't easy to 

look at them. Nonetheless we did find some new Odonata. Asian Pintail and Evening Skimmer 

were appreciated. Amongst the birds we found White-breasted Waterhen, Moorhens, Black-

crowned Night Herons and two Cinnamon Bitterns. Soon the rain got the better of us and we 

headed north to Haulien where the rift meets for the Pacific Coast. From here it was but a short 

hop to the entrance to the Taroko Gorge. This great defile is renowned as the deepest gorge in 

Eastern Asia and even at its entrance you know you are in for something special. As the main 

road swung right to go over a bridge the Taroko road disappeared through a rough-hewn coach 

sized hole in the rock. Only short, but an indication of things to come. A few miles of mind-

bogglingly spectacular scenery later and we were pulling off the main road and onto the mile-

long switchback road up to the Bulowan Leader Village. This wonderfully situated hotel is 

backed by cliffs cloaked in subtropical forest, every inch of land you can see outside of the 
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complex is natural and the scenery unbelievable. We checked in and headed to our rather lovely 

Japanese-style rooms and met up at six-fifteen for dinner.  
 

After we looked at the moth trap – full of moths, kaydids and cicadas already – and then at a tiny 

pond that was host to two tree frogs. There was also a single gorgeous Moltrecht's Treefrog, a 

stunning green and white species. We were not totally sure which parented the large foam mass 

on the leaves! A night walk revealed little – distant eyeshine in several places were almost 

certainly flying squirrels, but we never saw anything close. Best sighting was a single Brown 

Wood Owl. That is until first we spotted a snake in a culvert and later I found a gorgeous Green 

Bamboo Viper at the top of the grounds. 

 

 

Day 16 September 24th  Taroko Gorge 
 

For many the day started at the moth trap where the night's haul of fabulous species was 

certainly the best of the trip. Most remarkable perhaps was the number of hawkmoths with 

around ten individuals of at least five species. Most spectacular though were two huge moths, 

one a curvaceous orange species Antheraea formosana, the other a beautiful Hercules Moth, the 

widespread Attacus atlas – indeed there were two of the latter – the second largest moth in the 

World. The variety amongst the rest was amazing. There must have been forty or more species of 

large moths, perhaps a couple of hundred of smaller ones. There were some great leaf mimics and 

a whole collection of stick mimics that really looked the part on the veranda. There were some 

pretty beetles and also some cicadas and any number of impressive katydids, all green except one 

which was ochre-orange! 
 

After an excellent breakfast we went to check on the Green Bamboo Viper and sure enough this 

little beauty was still there. He obligingly did the viper lying in wait pose for us as we 

photographed this highly venomous snake from all angles. Over by the pond we again found the 

Moltrecht's Treefrog and a species of Tree Frog which was now half hidden in a curled up leaf. 

Swallowtails were already fluttering around the garden in numbers and often settling on the 

Ixora. We could photograph Spangles, Great Mormons and Chinese Peacocks as we wished – 

marvellous! 
 

At nine we left the lovely Bulowan and headed out in Taroko's amazing vertiginous scenery. 

Driving down from Bulowan we stopped to pick up the trap camera and enjoyed a few minutes 

at a little pool where alongside Red-bodied Chasers and Greater Pruinose Skimmers there were 

two Lesser Emperors. These were engaged in a spot of egg-laying whereby they'd land on a twig 

and flutter their wings with the result that the twig then became propelled across the water – cool 

Looking up onto the landscape above we noticed large orange flowers in crevices, cliff-tops and 

stabilised scree. This was Lycoris aurea, a relative of Amaryllis with huge gold trumpets and 

possibly the gaudiest wild plant we saw in Taiwan – so dramatic and so famous is this species 

that the park authorities have planted it on banks around the Visitor Centre.  
 

Moving a short distance down the gorge we took a walk along the Shakadang Trail. This was 

beautiful, it was sad though that the typhoon damage meant the path was only open for half a 

kilometre. The water, unsullied by recent rains was clear and blue against the marble, even the 

deepest pools, and they were very deep, had visibility right to the bottom. The cliffs rose 

majestically above us, all but the steepest pale cliffs carpeted in a verdant green of trees and 
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lianas, with a fantastic array of ferns. For some reason the trail was very crowded this morning 

and this meant that bird and butterfly-watching didn't really work, however we still managed 

one of the best butterfly sightings of the trip when the spectacular skipper the Indian Awl-King 

obligingly perched on the cliff face right next to us! The flora of the Shakadang Trail is very 

special especially amongst the Pteridophyta, including more common species like Cyclosorus 

acuminatus and the big clubmoss Selaginella doederleinii (as well as two other species). Also present 

among this lush fernery were the appropriately named Quercifilix, several spleenworts (Asplenium 

spp, especially Asplenium nidus on boulders), Woodwardia orientalis, Dictyocline griffithii and the 

climbing Arthropteris palisotii. As well as this fine array of ferns, Aralia species and pink Otanthera 

grew amongst climbers like Heterosmilax and Actinostemma tenerum (a most unlikely-looking 

squash). 
 

We moved upwards to where the gorge narrows to a dramatic defile worn through implacable 

marble. We walked slowly up through this incredible landscape following the old Japanese built 

road that hugged the cliff walls, the new main road being mostly under tunnels a hundred metres 

further into the mountain. Photographing this kind of scenery is virtually impossible, it is all so 

vertical! Out the far end of this section the wall on the far side of the river seemed to rise sheer for 

a thousand feet or more. Of course top to bottom the gorge rises ten thousand feet so this cliff was 

only part of the story. 
 

We took a walk along the kilometre and a half long Lushui Trail. This trail features a gentle uphill 

walk along a wide track before it loops back along the side of a cliff (literally!) and back to the 

main road. The cliff path did have a well-built handrail and fence on the downward side making 

those of us less than enamoured with vertical drops feel much safer! This was a good walk for 

butterflies with lots of skippers and grass yellows. There were a good number of Five-spot 

Sergeants too. An amazing caterpillar whose long hairs were tipped with rain drops and whose 

hairy horns stuck out front like a runaway bull, motored over some rocks. We passed the 

common Ring-cup Oak on the route and were introduced to the endemic Taroko Oak too. Near 

the end of the walk a stream allowed us to photograph beautiful Formosan Jewelwings and along 

said stream we also saw Formosan Gossamerwings, Short-tailed Gossamerwings and Indigo 

Dropwings as well as a very large Anax that didn't stop. Just before our lunchtime restaurant a 

flowering bank featured both Indigo and Green Flashes, an obliging Lime Butterfly, several 

skippers and sergeants, and a striking iridescent blue fly with an orange head. 
 

In the afternoon we headed uphill a few kilometres to Xhibou where the stream that usually 

provides so many butterflies and odonata had had its water stolen so there was little though the 

Taiwan Whistling Thrush and European Comma were both still enjoyed.  
 

The afternoon was spent along two cliff-side trails that both allowed us to fully appreciate the 

vertical nature of the town (how had the Japanese built these?!). We found some good things too, 

notably a most beautiful red and yellow flower (Titanotrichum oldhami) of the African Violet 

family) which was blooming amongst a host of ferns and selaginella. Also here was a pretty pale 

pink-flowered soapwort. Then it was back down to Xiangtiang where we checked into our hotel 

rather early as the rain fell... 
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Day 17 September 25th  Taroko Gorge 
 

This morning we were met by a crazy sight at the moth trap. The evening before we'd seen so 

many moths arriving in the rain and had noted that the hawkmoths weren't in though we did see 

a bunch of them sitting on a dark wall fifty metres away. Well, at breakfast, the hawkmoths had 

arrived. In numbers! There were maybe forty of them, perhaps ten species too. There were all 

manner of spectacular species - it was an amazing sight! 
 

After breakfast we were off to the Baiyun Trail. This gorgeous walk starts with a five hundred 

metre tunnel right through the mountain. This was not without its wildlife interest though for we 

found a small group of roosting Formosan Horseshoe Bats. Outside we were confronted with a 

magnificent scene as tumbling rivers met through marble and schist with ridge after ridge of 

steep mountains rising all around. Trees of all sorts as well as myriad ferns hung from the banks. 

At the foot of a shadey cliff an immaculate Red Helen and a Papilio hermosanus both sat obligingly 

as they sipped salts.  
 

The Baiyung is a 2km long trail that from this point winds gently up the valley and is wide 

enough for a small vehicle all the way. There are regular short tunnels and we found just a few 

more bats. All the time there were butterflies with swallowtails sailing by and glassy tigers 

drifting past. We found a Melia tree that was covered in butterflies with perhaps a hundred and 

fifty mixed tigers, swallowtails, crows and the like fluttering about. There were at least three 

hairstreaks including the Green Flash and a poor view of an Apefly. It was just a pity they were 

all up in the tree. Various sailors and sergeants were seen, the Five-dot Sergeants being very 

common, and there were Staff Sergeants and quite a few Nettle Tree Butterflies. Grass Yellows 

were everywhere and included at least four species. Tiger Beetles ran along the track in front of 

us. Twice we saw majestic Euthalia formosana flying around us and best was a Superb (that's its 

name) Emperor which flew around a tunnel entrance. The trail met some superb cascades and 

waterfalls though the most fun was the Water Curtain found in the tunnel at the end. A break in 

the tunnel roof meant that there was literally a curtain of water descending with some force in the 

centre of the tunnel. Some of us divested ourselves of most of our clothes and tried the waters. 

They were very cold. And so powerful you had a great back massage at the same time. Out in the 

sunshine we basked with the butterflies to get warm.  
 

Back down at the bridge Lief bought us our picnic (including beer today) as we walked amongst 

the river pebbles (much iron pyrites in some). The swallowtails had changed shift and we now 

had five superb Taiwan Redbreasts that sat in formation for us allowing photos as close as we 

liked. They are the most beautiful butterflies. 
 

The Swallow Grotto is a scenic walk down part of the old road right in the centre of the gorge. 

Every tight bend in the river has new marvels as the sky disappears above and the swirling 

marble patterns mark the river's progress towards the Pacific. The Taroko Gorge is a majestic 

place and the forces of nature are obvious in their magnitude here. These mountains have risen in 

only the last four million years and the great pressures applied have turned the limestone into 

fine hard banded marbles. Remarkably the Liwu River in a fine example of antecedent drainage 

has maintained its course by cutting down through the marble during the uplift. How it has done 

so is a mystery to us, the abrasive power of the water must be immense, full of diamonds one 

would think! This walk was all about the scenery however we did see a few butterflies such as 

the Common Tiger and twice a Black Eagle passed over head. 
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Then it was on down towards the coast stopping at a viewpoint overlooking the Pacific which 

had now returned to calm. The drive for fifty kilometres or so northwards here is one of the 

world's most scenic coastal routes with almost vertical green-cloaked mountains rising directly 

from the ocean and somehow a good road winds its way along the mountainsides, sometimes a 

thousand feet above the water's just below. Reaching the amazingly scenic but super-modern port 

of Su’ao we suddenly found people lands again and so quickly were on the freeway to Taipei 

passing rice paddies full to the brim with egrets, but no time to stop now as we wanted to get to 

our hotel near the airport. 
 

Arriving in the bright lights of the city here we settled into our hotel (after Ros had spotted our 

first scantily clad betel girls in their roadside stalls!) and then went out for our final meal. The salt 

egg and bitter gourd was great, so too the fish fingers! A spicy number with dried chilies, peanuts 

and chicken was superb and there was fresh asparagus too. Great stuff! Then it was off to the 

supermarket to buy various unusual goodies to take home whilst I went off to the nearest 7-11 

where Richard had sent a copy of the new butterfly book! 
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Systematic List Number 1 Butterflies 
 

The number of days a species was seen in the field is recorded out of the 16 days, so 3/16 shows 

that a species was seen on 3 of the days in the field. Nomenclature follows ‘Butterflies of Formosa 

in Colour’ by Takashi Shirozu, Hoikusha 1973 (text in Japanese). 
 

Papilionidae 
Tailed Jay Graphium agamemnon   frequent in the south and east. 4/16 

Glassy Bluebottle Graphium cloanthus local but well scattered. 6/16 

Common Bluebottle Graphium sarpedon connectens widespread in low numbers. 12/16 

Common Jay Graphium doson postianum Huisun and the East. 5/16 

Chinese Peacock Papilio bianor  Large dark swallowtail with blue sheen on  

  upper hindwing. Widespread in low numbers.  

  10/16  

Common Raven Papilio castor formosanus Scattered records. 6/16 

Lime Butterfly Papilio demoleus Jhibhen & Taroko. 2./16 

Southern Chinese Peacock Papilio dialis widespread in low numbers 9/16 

Red Helen Papilio helenus fortunius Scattered. 5/16 

 Papilio hermosanus a beautiful green species. South and east,  

  especially Taroko. 7/16 

 Papilio hoppo Mt Hehuan area and  Sanlingxi. 3/16 

Great Mormon Papilio memnon heronus widespread. 12/16  

Yellow Helen Papilio nephelus chaonulus widespread in low numbers. 10/16 

Paris Peacock Papilio paris only seen for certain below Dasyueshan 

Common Mormon Papilio polytes pasikrates Scattered records, mainly the east. 6/16 

Spangle Papilio protenor amaura Huge dark swallowtail with very long  

hindwings. Scattered throughout. 5/16 

Taiwan Redbreast Papilio rumanzovia beautiful species with large red spots on  

  hindwing. Basianshan and Huisan, also last  

  day. 3/16 

Asian Swallowtail Papilio xuthus 2 Basianshan, also at Huisan. 2/16 

Highland Red-bodied Swallowtail Atrophaneura horishana Large swallowtail with red body and bright red  

  areas on hindwings. A male Dasyueshan,  

  common at Mei-fing, Rueyian, and several Mt  

  Hehuan. 3/16 

 Byasa impediens 1 Basianshan and 2  Sanlingxi. 2/16 

 Byasa polyeuctes termessus Very long narrow hindwings with large red and  

  white spots. Highlaands etc. 3/16 

Common Rose Pachliopta aristolochiae Scattered, rather common in the south. 3/16 

 interpositus 

Golden Birdwing Troides aeacus kaguya a number in the south, even in a Typhoon!  

  Also noted Zhibhen. 3/16 

 

Pieridae 
Lemon Emigrant Catopsilia pomona  Only on 3 days. 3/16 

Mottled Emigrant Catopsilia pyranthe  Only Jhibhen 

 Cepora nandina eunama Dasyueshan and Hui Sun. 2/16 

Scalloped Grass Yellow Eurema alitha scattered throughout. 5/16 

One-spot Grass Yellow Eurema andersonii godana  foot of Dasyueshan 

Three-spot Grass Yellow Eurema blanda arsakia scattered. 3/16 

Small Grass Yellow Eurema brigitta hainana scattered in the south and east. 3/16 

Common Grass Yellow Eurema hecabe  only noted on first day! 

 Gonepteryx amintha formosana  2 Mt Hehuan and several Wulu. 2/16 

 Gonepteryx taiwana 1 Blue Gate Trail and 1several Jhibhen. 2/16 

Common Albatross Appias albina semperi scattered in the south. 3/16 

Plain Puffin Appias indra aristoxenus Jhibhen and Fuyuan. 2/16 

Chocolate Albatross  Appias lyncida formosana  Nanren and Fuyuan. 2/16 

Eastern Striped Albatross Appias olferna Dasyueshan and Nanren. 2/16 

Common Gull Cepora coronis cibyra Jhibhen & Fuyuan. 2/16 
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Broadwing Jezebel Delias lativitta formosana 1 Huisan 

Red-base Jezebel Delias pasithoe curasena  a few records. 4/16 

Great Orange Tip Hebomoia glaucippe formosana  scattered throughout. 8/16 

Yellow Orange Tip Ixias pyrene insignis  scattered throughout. 8/16 

Psyche Leptosia nina niobe  generally uncommon. 6/16 

Indian Cabbage White Pieris canidia  widespread. 12/16 

Small White Pieris rapae crucivora scattered. 3/16 

Spotted Sawtooth Prioneris thestylis formosana singles Dasyueshan, Huisan and several  

  Nanren. 3/16 

 

Lycaenidae 

Subfamily Curetinae 
Angled Sunbeam Curetis acuta formosana south and east. 4/16 

Formosan Sunbeam Curetis brunnea Basianshan, Huisan and Nanren where seen  

  with the previous species! 

 

Subfamily Lycaeninae 
 Heliophorus ila matsumurae  Stunning little butterfly. Frequent. 7/16 

 

Subfamily Miletinae 
Apefly Spalgis epeus dilama 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko 

 

Subfamily Polyommatinae 
Common Hedge Blue Acytolepis puspa myla Fuyuan and Taroko. 2/16 

Metallic Hedge Blue Callenya melaena shonen Baiyung Trail, Taroko 

Silver Forget-me-not Catochrysops panormus exiguous Nanren 

Pale Pea Blue Catochrysops panormus exiguus  Several in Kenting area. 1/16 

Plian Hedge Blue Celastrina lavendularis himilcon Dasyueshan 

 Celastrina oreas arisana Mt Hehuan 

Plains Cupid Chilades pandava peripatria Fuyuan 

Gram Blue Euchrysops cnejus Sheding 

Oriental Grass Jewel Freyeria putli formosanus 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko 

Metallic Caerulean Jamides alecto dromicus scattered records. 3/16 

Dark Caerulean Jamides bochus formosanus scattered records. 4/16 

Common Caerulean Jamides celeno widespread. 10/16 

Malayan Blue Megisba malaya  widely scattered. 6/16 

Opaque Six-line Blue Nacaduba beroe foot of Dasyueshan and Fuyuan. 2/16 

Transparent Six-line Blue Nacaduba kurava  Nanren 

Large Four-line Blue Nacaduba pactolus hainani Kenting area. 1/16 

The Quaker Neopithecops zalmora Jhibhen 

Common Lineblue Prosotas nora formosana scattered throughout. 6/16 

 Prosotas dubiosa Basianshan 

Dark Cupid Tongeia filicaulis mushanus Jhibhen 

 Tongeia hainani Huisan and  Sanlingxi. 2/16  

  

Pale Grass Blue Zizeeria maha okinawana scattered in the east. 2/16 

Lesser Grass Blue Zizina otis Fuyuan 

 

Subfamily Theclinae 
Long Banded Silverline Spindasis lohita formosana Jhibhen 

Club Silverline Spindasis syama 1 below Dasyueshan 

Powdered Oakblue Arhopala bazarlus 2 Huisan 

Burmese Bushblue Arhopala birmana asakurae Huisan 

Falcate Oakblue Mahathala ameria hainani this elegant and distinctive species was seen at  

  a number of localities, especially the east. 4/16 

Common Tinsel Catapaecilma major moltrechtii wow! Nanren and Sheding. 2/16 

Green Flash Artipe eryx horiella scattered in the east. 3/16 

Cornelian Deudorix epijarbas menesicles Dasyueshan and Huisan. 2/16 

 Deudorix rapaloides 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko 
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Bush Clover Rapala cerulean liliacea 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko 

 Rapala varuna formosana Fuyuan and Bulowan. 2/16 

Formosan Royal Tajuria caeruela 1 Haisan 

 

Nymphalidae 

Subfamily Acraeinae 
Yellow Coster  Acraea issoria formosana  scattered throughout. 5/16  

 

Subfamily Amathusiinae 
Vietnamese Junglequeen Stichophthalma howqua formosana  this spectacular butterfly was seen at Huisan 

  

Subfamily Apaturinae 
 Chitoria chrysolona A female at Jhibhen 

 Helcyra superba takamukui 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko. Also a dead one found  

  in Basianshan 

Red Ring Skirt Hestina assimilis formosana scattered. 3/16 

Great Purple Emperor Sasakia charonda formosana a female at Huisan 

Eastern Courtier Sephisa chandra androdamas 1 Huisan 

White-headed Leopard-Cat Timelaea albescens formosana  Scattered throughout, sometimes quite 

common. 7/16 

 

Subfamily Calinaginae 
Freak  Calinaga buddha formosana singles Nanren and Sheding. 2/16 

 

Subfamily Charaxinae 
Great Nawab  Polyura eudamippis formosana these are fast-flying insects and so at four  

  localities we saw either this or the next in  

  flight! 

China Nawab Polyura narcaea meghaduta 1 in the riverbed at the foot of Dasyueshan 
 

Subfamily Danainae 
Plain Tiger Danaus chrysippus  Only at Jhibhen 

Common Tiger Danaus genutia  scattered. 4/16 

Ceylon Blue Glassy Tiger Ideopsis similis  local in the south. 3/16 

Glassy Tiger Parantica aglea maghaba widespread. 10/16 

Chestnut Tiger Parantica sita niphonica Taroko, also Mei-fung. 3/16 

Swinhoe's Chocolate Tiger Parantica swinhoei Huisan and Mei-fung area. 2/16 

Blue Tiger Tirumala limniace locally common. 7/16 

Dark Blue Tiger Tirumala septentrionis widespread. 10/16 

Blue-branded King Crow Euploea eunice  mostly in the south and east. 6/16 

Striped Blue Crow Euploea mulciber barsine widespread. 10/16 

Double-branded Black Crow Euploea sylvester swinhoei South and east lowlands. 4/16 

Dwarf Crow Euploea tulliolus South and east lowlands. 7/16 

Paper Kite Idea leuconoe Kenting area. 2/16 

 

Subfamily Libytheinae 
Nettle-Tree Butterfly Libythea celtis formosana scattered throughout. 6/16 

 

Subfamily Nymphalinae 
Indian Fritillary Argyreus hyperbius scattered. 4/16 

Rustic Cupha erymanthis widespread in low numbers. 9/16 

Common Leopard Phalanta phalantha Mei-fung and Jhibhen. 2/16 

Sergeant-Major Abrota ganga formosana throughout, commonest in the east. 6/16 

 Euthalia formosana 2 Basianshan and two probably this species  

  along the Baiyung Trail, Taroko. 2/16 

Red Baron Euthalia irrubescens fulguralis Huisan 

Studded Sergeant Athyma asura baelia singles Huisan and Mei-fung. 2/16 

Orange Staff Sergeant Athyma cama zoroastes reasonably frequent. 6/16 
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Staff Sergeant Athyma selenophora laela frequent. 7/16 

Common Sailor Neptis hylas widespread. 10/16 

Clear Sailor Neptis nata lutartia 1 below Dasyueshan 

 Neptis noyala ikedai 1 Basianshan 

 Neptis pryeri jucundita 1 Baiyung Trail, Taroko 

Formosan Sailor Neptis reducta singles below Dasyueshan and also Mei-fung.  

  2/16 

Broad-banded Sailor Neptis sankara shirakiana scattered. 3/16 

Common Hill Sailor Neptis sappho formosana frequent at higher altitudes. 4/16 

Sullied Sailor Neptis soma tayalina mostly higher elevations. 5/16 

 Neptis taiwana singles Basianshan and  Sanlingxi. 2/16  

Common Lascar Pantoporia hordonia rihodona Jhibhen 

White Commodore Parasarpa dudu jinamitra  Sanlingxi 

Common Mapwing Cyrestis thyodamas formosana widespread. 12/16 

Malayan Egg-fly Hypolimnas anomala widely scattered. 4/16 

Great Egg-fly Hypolimnas bolina Widespread. 10/16 

Danaid Egg-fly Hypolimnas misippus Mei-fung 

Peacock Pansy Junonia almana mainly in the east. 3/16 

Chocolate Soldier Junonia iphita widespread. 10/16 

Lemon Pansy Junonia lemonias aenaria widely scattered. 8/16 

Blue Pansy Junonia orithya  scattered throughout. 6/16 

Orange Oakleaf Kallima inachus formosana singles  seen at seven different localities! 7/16 

Blue Admiral Kaniska canace drilon  widespread in low numbers. 8/16  

Comma Polygonia c-album asakurai scattered. 5/16 

Asian Comma Polygonia c-aureum lunulata mainly west side of mountains. 4/16 

Leopard Spot Symbrenthia hypselis scatinia Basianshan and Huisan. 2/16 

Common Jester Symbrenthia lilaea formosanus  widespread. 12/16 

Australian Lurcher Yoma sabina podium 1 at Jhibhen 

 

Subfamily Satyrinae 
Common Palmfly Elymnias hypermnestra hainana widespread and locally common. 10/16 

 Lethe bojonia 1  Sanlingxi 

 Lethe butleri periscelis 1 Huisan 

 Lethe christophi hanako 1  Sanlingxi 

Bamboo Tree Brown Lethe europea parvida 1 Dasyueshan and also noted  Sanlingxi. 2/16 

 Lethe insana formosana Dasyueshan 

 Lethe mataja  Sanlingxi 

Straight-banded Tree Brown Lethe verma cintamani scattered at higher altitudes. 3/16 

Common Evening Brown Melanitis leda scattered records. 4/16 

Dark Evening Brown  Melanitis phedima polishana scattered records. 5/16 

 Minois nagasawae several at Hehuan 

Lilacine Bushbrown Mycalesis francisca formosana scattered in the west. 3/16  

Single Ring Bushbrown Mycalesis sangaica mara a few records. 3/16 

South China Bushbrown  Mycalesis zonata Fuyuan 

Chinese Labyrinth Neope armandii lacticolora Dasyueshan, Mt Hehuan and Mei-fing. 3/16 

Muirhead’s Labyrinth Neope muirheadi nagasawae also Dasyueshan, Mt Hehuan and Mei-fing!  

  3/16 

 Ypthima akragas Fuyuan 

Common Five-ring Ypthima baldus zodina scattered. 3/16 

 Ypthima formosana Jhibhen   

 Ypthima multistriata Basianshan & Mei-fung. 2/16  

Common Four-ring Ypthima praenubila kanonis ?probably this species Fuyuan 

 Zophoessa dura neoclides Dasyueshan and  Sanlingxi. 2/16 

Formosan Lilacfork Zophoessa niitakana Mount Hehuan 

 

Hesperidae 

Subfamily Coeliadinae 
Orange Awlet Bibasis jaina formosana Spectacular red-bodied skipper with red  

on wings. Jhibhen 

Indian Awlking Choaspes benjaminii formosanus or Similar Awlking. Nanren 
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White-banded Awl Hasora taminatus vairacana Huisan 

 

Subfamily Hesperiinae 
 Aeromachus inachus formosana 1 Huisan 

Bush Hopper Ampittia dioscorides etura 1 Huisan 

 Caltoris bromus yanuca 1 foot of Dasyueshan 

Austen’s Swift Caltoris cahira austeni scattered. 3/16 

Shiny-spotted Bob Isoteinon lamprospilus formosanus Several in the south and east. 5/16 

Restricted Demon Notocrypta curvifascia foot of Dasyueshan, also Basianshan. 2/16 

Oriental Straight Swift Parnara bada foot of Dasyueshan 

Conjoined Swift Pelopidas conjuncta or closely related species! Mei-fung 

Small Branded Swift Pelopidas mathias oberthueri foot of Dasyueshan 

 Polytremis zina taiwana 1 Fuyuan 

Chinese Dart Potanthus confucius angustatus  Nanren 

Dark Palm Dart Telicota bambusae horisha scattered throughout.41/16 

Grass Demon Udaspes folus Sheding 

 

Subfamily Pyrginae 
Magpie Flat Abraximorpha davidii ermasis Basianshan and Taroko. 3/16 

 Calaenorrhinus ratna  Sanlingxi 

China Flat Daimio tethys niitakana Nanren 

Formosan Flat Seseria formosana scattered. 3/16    

Evan’s Snow Flat Tagiades cohaerens Kenting Peninsula 
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Systematic List Number 2         Moths 
 

The following is just a few of the many species seen! More work to be done. Secies recorded only 

in 2012 are recorded in [parenthesis]. 
 

Tortricidae 
[Cerace xanthocosma/stipatana Cilan] 

 

Pyralidae 
Diaphania indica several locations 

[Maruca vitrata Cilan] 

 

Limacodidae 
[Miresa fulgida Cilan, a beautiful species] 

Parasa hilarata several locations 

[Parasa tessellate]  

 

Cossidae 
[Zeuzina multistrigata A leopard moth. Fataan.] 

 

Arctiidae 
Aglaomorpha histrio Taroko etc 

Agylla virlis Mei-fing, Taroko etc  

Amata perixanthia a clear-winged species – noted at several localities 

Asura connexa  

[Chrysaeglia magnifica Wushe, a yellow and black tiger moth.] 

[Cyana effracta Taroko. Small white and pink footman.] 

Cyana formosana Various localities. White footman with pink lines and three black discal spots. 

Cyana subalba Taroko. White footman with pink lines, and three black spots. 

Euchromia elegantissima  Common around Kenting. Stunning clearwing with dark yellow spotted  

wings and a red, blue and white body! 

Miltochrista fuscozonata most sites. A rosy footman relative. 

Miltochrista sauteri  scattered. Stunning orange and grey moth the colours in panels all over the wings.  

Nyctemera adversata Black and white. Often encountered in the daytime 

[Spilarctia taiwanensis Wushe, buff ermine with red abdomen.] 

Spilarctia wilemani Bulowan Leader Village 

 

Lymantriidae 
Euproctis scintillans  Bulowan Leader Village. Pretty little moth with irregular yellow margin 

Lebeda nobilis Bulowan Leader Village. Another dead stick mimic! 

[Lymantria concolor Scattered records, resembles Black Arches] 

[Pida decolorata Wushe, medium sized, grey/white, dark apices] 

[Somena scintillans Taroko] 

 

Lasiocampidae 
Gastropacha pardalis Bulowan Leader Village. Superb dead leaf mimic. 

Paralebeda femorata Bulowan Leader Village. Looks like a short broken twig! 

Trabala vishnou  Common throughout. Huge yellow or green moth with hindwings protruding 

 above forewings!  

 

Notodontidae 
Diphtherocome pulchra  widespread. Green and russet panelled prominent. 

[Notodonta griseotincta Taroko] 

Syntypistis comatus Bulowan Leader Village. Lichenose species 

Tarsolepis taiwana Bulowan Leader Village and Taroko. Large mother of pearl windows in the wings 
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Saturniidae 
Actias heterogyna Wuli. The Taiwan Moon Moth – fabulous! 

Antheraea formosana Taroko. Bigger and darker orange than the next species with more falcate wings  

Antheraea yamamai Dasyueshan and elsewhere. Huge silkmoth with bright orange wings and eye spots 

Attacus atlas The Hercules moth. Second largest moth in the world! Both Bulowan Leader  

 Village and Taroko 

Loepa formosensis Taroko 

 

Sphingidae 
[Acosmeryx castanea Fataan] 

Ambulyx semiplacida Bulowan Leader Village. Large pale hawk with dark blotch on each forewing 

Ampelophaga rubiginosa  Taroko. Medium-small. Dark, with pale line down centre of thorax.  

Cechenena lineosa    Bulowan Leader Village and Taroko 

Cechenena minor Taroko 

[Clanis bilineata Cilan]    

[Dolbina inexacta Taroko] 

Macroglossum bombylans  Hummingbird hawkmoth with pale orange-rufous upperbody and black  

tail with white band 

Macroglossum mitchelli A humming-bird hawk moth. Hindwings orange basally 

Marumba saishuana Bulowan Leader Village and Taroko. Large hawk with elegantly shaped wings 

Marumba sperchius Bulowan Leader Village 

[Meganoton analis Cilan] 

[Theretra latreillii Fataan] 

Theretra nessus Taroko. Large hawkmoth with pale band on wing. 

[Theretra oldenlandiae Fataan. Large hawkmoth with pale and dark-striped wings. ] 

 

Callidulidae 
Callidula attenuata diurnal and very butterfly like – we kept thinking it was a riodinid of some sort! 

Scattered throughout 

 

Drepanidae 
Macrocilix mysticata Taroko. As the name suggests a large chinese character. 

 

Erebidae 
Erebus pilosa Dasyueshan. A large owl with bluish coloration. 

Avatha chinensis  Dasyueshan 

 

Geometridae 
Abraxas antinebulosa Dasyueshan. Clouded magpie sp. 

Abraxus persimplex  Taroko. Magpie sp 

Abraxas suspecta Dasyueshan. Clouded magpie sp. 

[Alcis taewanovariegata Various sites] 

Biston perclarus various sites 

[Celena festivum Wushe, green bordered fawn.]
 

[Combibaena procumbaria Taroko. A small emerald with white tornal blotch.] 

Krananda semihyalina several sites. Angled wings, basally transparent. 

Milionia basalis  dayflying blue-tinted black moth with large yellow stripe on each wing.  

Obeidia gigantearia  Dasyeushan. Large 'magpie moth' with wide speckled golden rim.  

Obeidia lucifera resembles Orange Moth, but wings white with orange borders. 

Obeidia trigrata similar to previous species but smaller. 

Opisthograptis punctilineata frequent.  

Ourapteryx pallidula Mei-fung. A swallowtail moth. 

Ourapteryx similaria Mei-fung. A swallowtail moth. 

Ourapteryx scuticaudaria scattered. A swallowtail moth. 

Tanaoctenia haliaria  Dasyueshan. An Emerald 

Tanaorhinus formosanus Taroko. An emerald. 

[Timandra convectaria Wushe] 

[Vindusara moorei  Another 'magpie'. Wushe.] 

[Xenoplia trivialis Cilan] 
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Noctuidae 
Asota egens  a large orange species, with black dots on head and near parts of wings. 

Asota heliconia  scattered. Concorde-shaped with a white vertical bar on each grey-brown wing.  

Asota tortuosa  Concorde-shaped with irregular white cross bar on grey-brown wings.  

[Callopistria repleta Cilan. crazy ornamented legs acting as camouflage.] 

Checupa curvivena  scattered. Beautifully marbled green and black and white moth.  

[Eudocima salaminia  Large green panels on buff background.] 

[Karana hoenei Cilan. Marbled/ Varied Coronet type.] 

[Phyllodes eyndhovii Cilan etc. A large species] 

[Spirama helicina Taroko] 

 

The following are moths we recorded but my writing is so terrible I can’t work out exactly what I wrote! 

Macrocitox onysticata 

Lomographis guttulata 

Oreta laochooana 
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Systematic List Number 3 Amphibians & Reptiles 
 

Central Formosan Toad Bufo bankorensis Dasyueshan and Basianshan 

Emerald Frog Rhacophorus prasinatus on a night walk at Wuli 

Moltrecht’s Frog Rhacophorus moltrechti stunning creature! singles Fuyuan and  

  Taroko 

Sauter’s Frog Rana sauteri 1  Sanlingxi 

Latouche’s Frog Rana latouchii Nanren 

Tree Frog sp  a total of five of these seen Fuyuan and  

  Taroko – not certain of identity at all! 

 

Five-lined Elegant Skink Eumeces elegans Bulowan etc, also  Sanlingxi, Fuyuan 

Swinhoe’s Japalura Japalura swinhoei widespread in forest 

Long-tailed Mabuya Mabuya longicaudata Nanren and Sheding 

Common House Gecko Hemidactylus frenatus widespread 

Hekoa’s Gecko  Nanren 

 

Formosan Slug Snake Pareas formosensis one on the nightwalk above Kenting  

  Peninsula guesthouse 

Ruhstrat’s Wolf Snake Lycodon ruhstrati a dead one en route to Huisan 

Red-banded Odd-tooth Snake Dinodon rufozonatus one in a petrol station near Kenting sadly  

  met its end while we were there! 

Greater Smooth Green Snake Cyclophiops major a dead one  Sanlingxi and a live one on  

  the nightwalk above Kenting Peninsula  

  guesthouse 

Hatori’s Coral Snake Sinomicrurus hatori dead one Dasyueshan 

Banded Krait Bungarus multicinctus A dead one in the Taroko Gorge 

Stejnejer’s False Cobra Pseudoxenodon stejnegeri 

Bamboo Pit Viper Trimeresurus stejnegeri below Bulowan Leader Village, Taroko,  

  where seen both days.  

Formosan Tiger Keelback Rhabdophis tigrinus formosanus one of Dasyueshan gave a memorable  

  performance! 
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                       Systematic List Number 4 Mammals 
 
Formosan Rock Macaque Macaca cyclopis Endemic. Rather widespread. 

White-faced Flying Squirrel  Petaurista alborufus lena Endemic subspecies. Seen on 3 night walks, 

  Dasyueshan and Jhibhen. At least 22 seen in  

  Total 

Indian Giant Flying Squirrel Petaurista philippensis 1 at Jhibhen 

Pallas’s (or Red-bellied) Squirrel Callosciurus erythraeus Scattered throughout, though mostly in  

montane areas. 

Owston’s Long-nosed Squirrel Dremomys pernyi owstonii Endemic subspecies. Superficially very  

similar to Pallas’s Squirrel. Kenting area 

Formosan Greater Horseshoe Bat Rhinolophus formosae Taroko Gorge. 

Sika Deer Cervus Nippon taiouanus Endemic subspecies.2 at Sheding  

Reeve’s Muntjac Muntiacus reevesi seen both days at Dasyueshan. 

Taiwan Serow Capricornus crispus 7+ at Dasyueshan, also 1 Mt Hehuan 
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Systematic List Number 5    Dragonflies & Damselflies 
 
Taxonomy and nomenclature is based on Liang-Jong Wang’s ‘Dragonflies of Taiwan’ (1999).  

 
Matrona cyanoptera Formosan Jewelwing Fabulous iridescent demoiselle. Widespread  

     along forest streams. 

Psolodesmus mandarinus dorothea Formosan Piedwing common throughout. 

Euphaea formosa Formosan Gossamerwing Handsome band-winged damselfly. Locally  

     abundant along rivers and streams in the south  

     and east, e.g Fataan, Jhibhen, and Fuyuan. 

Bayadera brevicauda Short-tailed Gossamerwing Taroko 

Ceriagrion fallax Black-tailed Marsh Dart Despite the name this is a striking yellow  

     damselfly. Scattered 

Ceriagrion aurantiacum Orange-tailed Sprite Taroko 

Paracercion melanotum Eastern Lilysquatter Dasyueshan 

Rhinocypha perforata Common Blue Jewel Nanren 

Anax nigrofasciatus Blue-spotted Emperor Taroko 

Anax parthenope Lesser Emperor.  Fuyuan 

Pseudothemis zonata Pied Skimmer  Nanren 

Lyriothemis flava Golden Chaser  Dasyueshan, Basianshan 

Orthetrum albistyla White-tipped Skimmer Nanren 

Orthetrum sabina Green Skimmer  locally common 

Orthetrum glaucum Common Pruinose Skimmer  Dasyueshan, ,Fuyuan 

Orthetrum pruinosum neglectum Red-bellied Skimmer A stunning pink and blue skimmer. Common 

Orthetrum melania Greater Pruinose Skimmer frequent thrghout 

Orthetrum triangulare Lesser Pruinose Skimmer frequent throughout. 

Acisoma panorpoides Asian Pintail  Taroko 

Neurothemis ramburii Red Percher  Scattered records 

Lyriothemis elegantissima Forest Chaser  Sanlinxi and Nanren 

Trithemis festiva Indigo Dropwing  Dasyueshan, and eastern Taiwan 

Trithemis aurora Crimson Dropwing  Dasyueshan 

Tholymis tillarga Evening Skimmer  Taroko 

Pantala flavescens Globe Skimmer  Abundant, though of course, rarely settled! 

Tramea virginea Saddlebag Glider  Basianshan 

Rhyothemis triangularis Sapphire Flutterer  wow! Nanren. 
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Systematic List Number 6 Birds 
 

Nomenclature and taxonomy is taken from the Birds of East Asia by Brazil (2009). The number of 

days a species was seen in the field is recorded out of the 16 days, so 3/16 shows that a species 

was seen on 3 of the days in the field. Endemic species are in bold. 
 

Little Grebe Tachybaptus ruficollis heard at Matian wetlands 

Streaked Shearwater Calonectris leucomelas typhoon driven on two days at Taiwan’s  

  southernmost point 

Wedge-tailed Shearwater Puffinus pacificus 2 birds typhoon driven at Taiwan’s  

  southernmost point 

Bown Booby Sula leucogastor 1 typhoon driven at Taiwan’s southernmost  

  point 

Grey Heron Ardea cinerea 1 en route to Dasyueshan 

Great Egret Ardea alba Widespread in lowlands. 6/16 

Intermediate Egret Egretta intermedia only noted on last day! 

Little Egret Egretta garzetta Widespread, mostly lowlands. 11/16 

Pacific Reef Egret Egretta sacra seen along the east coast on last day 

Cattle Egret Bubulcus ibis Scattered records. 7/16 

Black-crowned Night Heron Nycticorax nycticorax 2 Jhibhen 

Malayan Night Heron Gorsachius melanolophus 1 at Dongshi, 1 at Hui Sun. 2/16 

Cinnamon Bittern Ixobrychus cinnamoneus 2 at Matian 

Spot-billed Duck Anas poecilorhyncha A total of 4 seen. 2/16 

Northern Pintail Anas acuta Aogu wetlands. 1/16 

Garganey Anas querquedula Aogu wetlands. 1/16  

Northern Shoveler Anas clypeata Numerous at Aogu wetlands. 1/16 

Osprey Pandion haliaetus singles in the south and on last day. 2/16 

Crested Serpent Eagle Spilornis cheela scattered in low numbers. 4/16 

Crested Goshawk Accipiter trivirgatus singles twice in the east. 2/16 

Chinese Goshawk Accipiter soloensis 1 in the far south 

Black Eagle Ictinaetus malayensis Scattered – a total of 5. 3/16 

Mountain Hawk-Eagle Spizaetus nipalensis 1 in Taroko Gorge 

Taiwan Partridge Arborophila crudigularis 1at the FRA Huisan 

Swinhoe’s Pheasant Lophura swinhoii A male seen superbly at Dasyueshan, 2 there  

  the next day. 2/16 

Mikado Pheasant Syrmaticus mikado A superb male posed for the photographers at 

  Dasyueshan 

White-breasted Waterhen Amaurornis phoenicurus Several at Matian wetland 

Common Moorhen Gallinula chloropus Several at Matian wetland 

Black-winged Stilt Himantopus himantopus noted in the east 

Eurasian Curlew Numenius arquata Kenting area 

Far Eastern Curlew Numenius madagascariensis 1 Kenting area  

Pomarine Skua Stercorarius pomatorhinus 1 typhoon-driven bird off the southernmost  

  point 

Aleutian Tern Onychoprion aleuticus ?probably this species noted off the  

  southernmost point during the typhoon 

Common Tern Sterna hirundo common offshore during the Typhoon 

Little Tern Sterna albifrons noted off the southernmost point during the  

  typhoon 

Whiskered Tern Chlidonias hybridus noted off the southernmost point and large  

  numbers up the southern river valleys during  

  the typhoon 

White-winged Tern Chlidonias leucopterus noted off the southernmost point during the  

  typhoon 

Rock Pigeon Columba livia Feral Pigeon. Scattered. 3/16 

Ashy Wood Pigeon Columba pulchricollis In small numbers in broadleaf hill forests on  

  four days. 4/16 

Oriental Turtle Dove Streptopelia orientalis scattered. 3/16   

Red Collared Dove Streptopelia tranquebarica Scattered, locally common. 6/16 
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Spotted Dove Streptopelia chinensis widespread, lowlands. 13/16 

Emerald Dove Chalcophaps indica a total of 3. 2/16 

White-bellied Pigeon Treron sieboldii Near Dongshi 

Collared Scops Owl Otus lettia 1 Kenting 

Brown Wood-Owl Strix leptogrammica 1 seen well at night at Taroko 

Savanna Nightjar Caprimulgus affinis 1 Jhibhen 

Silver-backed Needletail Hirundapus cochinchinensis scattered records. 3/16 

House Swift Apus nipalensis Widespread. 16/16 

Common Kingfisher Alcedo atthis Widespread in small numbers. 6/16 

Taiwan Barbet Megalaima nuchalis locally in small numbers. 3/16 

Gray-capped Woodpecker Dendrocopus canicapillus a total of 3 seen. 2/16 

Fairy Pitta Pitta nympha rather bizarrely we found a feather in the  

  Taroko gorge! 

Oriental Skylark Alauda gulgula 1 Kenting 

Barn Swallow Hirundo rustica only noted in the east on one day! 

Pacific Swallow Hirundo tahitica Widespread and common. 14/16 

Striated Swallow Cecropis striolata Scattered. 5/16 

Asian Martin Delichon dasypus Locally in gorges etc. 3/16 

White Wagtail Motacilla alba rather scarce. 2/16 

Grey Wagtail Motacilla cinerea Widespread. 14/16 

Ashy Minivet Pericrocotus divaricatus scarce. 2/16 

Grey-chinned Minivet Pericrocotus solaris Jhibhen 

Collared Finchbill Spizixos semitorques scattered. 3/16 

Styan’s Bulbul Pycnonotus taivanus Locally abundant in the far south and up  

as far as Fuyuan in the eastern lowlands. 4/16. 

Aka Taiwan Bulbul. 

Light-vented Bulbul Pycnonotus sinensis Locally abundant in western and  

northern lowlands. 4/16. Aka Chinese 

Bulbul. 

Black Bulbul Hypsipetes leucocephalus frequent in low to high hills. 5/16 

Flamecrest Regulus goodfellowi approach to Mount Hehuan 

Brown Dipper Cinclus pallasii Scattered along watercourses. 3/16 

Blue Rock Thrush Monticola solitarius Jhibhen 

Formosan Whistling Thrush Myophonus insularis Wulu area. 2/16 

White-browed Shortwing Brachypteryx montana 1  Sanlingxi 

Yellowish-bellied Bush-Warbler Cettia acanthizoides scattered in higher areas. 2/16 

Ijima’s Leaf-Warbler Phylloscopus ijimae 1 Kenting area in Typhoon! 

Rufous-faced Warbler Abroscopus albogularis Huisan and Blue Gate Trail. 2/16 

Gray-streaked Flycatcher Muscicapa griseisticta Dasyueshan 

Ferruginous Flycatcher Muscicapa ferruginea scattered. 2/16 

Vivid Niltava Niltava vivida Dasyueshan. 2/16 

White-browed Bush-robin Luscinia indica  Sanlingxi 

Collared Bush-Robin Luscinia johnstoniae 1 Dasyueshan, several Mt Hehuan. 2/16 

Plumbeous Redstart Rhyacornis fuliginosus Widespread along waterways. 9/16 

White-tailed Robin Cinclidium leucurum Dasyueshan and Mt Hehuan area. 3/16 

Little Forktail Enicurus scouleri 1  Sanlingxi 

Black-naped Monarch Hypothymis azurea Scattere in east. 2/16 

Asian Paradise Flycatcher Terpsiphone paradisi Dasyueshan and Fuyuan. 2/16  

Taiwan Hwamei Garrulax taewanus heard only this year 

White-whiskered Garrulax morrisonianus Not uncommon in upper montane  

Laughingthrush  forests, e.g. Dasyueshan. 2/16 

Steere’s Liocichla Liocichla steerii Common mid-high elevations. 7/16 

Taiwan Scimitar-Babbler Pomatorhinus musicus Kenting area. Very unobtrusive 

Rufous-capped Babbler Stachyris ruficeps Scattered records. 4/16 

Taiwan Barwing Actinodura morrisoniana  Sanlingxi 

Taiwan Fulvetta Alcippe formosana 2 Dasyueshan 

Grey-cheeked Fulvetta Alcippe morrisonia Widespread and common. 7/16 

Taiwan Sibia  Heterophasia auricularis locally common. 4/16 

Taiwan Yuhina Yuhina brunneiceps locally common. 6/16 
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White-bellied Erpornis Erpornis zantholeuca reasonably common Jhibhen. 2/16. Previously  

  called White-bellied Yuhina, Yuhina  

  zantholeuca. 

Black-throated Tit Aegithalos concinnus scattered. 4/16 

Coal Tit Parus ater Dasyueshan and Mei-fing. 2/16 

Green-backed Tit Parus monticolus Mei-fing 

Yellow Tit Parus holstii Mei-fing 

Eurasian Nuthatch Sitta europaea scattered at mid-high elevations. 2/16 

Fire-breasted Flowerpecker Dicaeum ignipectus scattered. 2/16 

Japanese White-eye Zosterops japonicus scattered records. 3/16 

Maroon Oriole Oriolus traillii 2 near Zhibhen  

Brown Shrike Lanius cristatus scattered throughout. 5/16 

Black Drongo Dicrurus macrocercus widespread in open habitats. 7/16 

Bronzed Drongo Dicrurus aeneus common low-mid forests. 5/16 

Eurasian Jay Garrulus glandarius 1 Dasyueshan 

Formosan Magpie Urocissa caerulea Wulu 

Red-billed Blue Magpie Urocissa erythrorhyncha Introduced, Wuling Farm. 1/16 

Grey Treepie Dendrocitta formosae widespread. 8/16 

Eurasian Nutcracker Nucifraga caryocatactes Dasyueshan 

Large-billed Crow Corvus macrorhynchos scattered. 4/16 

Javan Myna Acridotheres javanicus Introduced. Common at low altitudes in  

the south. 7/16 

White-rumped Munia Lonchura striata Dasyueshan 

Vinaceous Rosefinch Carpodacus vinaceus Dasyueshan and Mount Hehuan. 3/16 

Brown Bullfinch Pyrrhula erythaca Dasyueshan and Mount Hehuan. 3/16 

Eurasian Tree Sparrow Passer montanus widespread near habitation. 9/16 
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Preamble to the Plant Checklists 
 

This list is based on the that compiled by Owen Mountford on the 2009 tour with additions from tours up to 

2012. As flora was not a string interest on our group we did not spend much time on it and I’ve elected to 

just leave this list in for reference. Fortunately, there is an excellent English language flora of Taiwan, as 

well as an up-to-date and comprehensive checklist with additional species and revised taxonomy: 

 
Boufford, D.E., Ohashi, H., Huang, T.C., Hsieh, C.F., Tsai, J.L., Yang, K.C., Peng, C.I., Kuoh, C.S. and Hsiao, A. 

(2003).  A Checklist of the Vascular Plants of Taiwan.  Taipei: Editorial Committee of the Flora of Taiwan, 

Second Edition 

Huang Tseng-Chieng (Editor-in-chief) (1993-2000).  Flora of Taiwan (second Edition) [5 volumes] Taipei: Editorial 

Committee of the Flora of Taiwan, Second Edition 

 

We had access to volumes from the second edition for 4 of the 5 volumes i.e. I. Pteridophyta and 

Gymnospermae; II. Angiospermae (Dicotyledons: Myricaceae-Cruciferae); III. Angiospermae 

(Dicotyledons: Hamamelidaceae-Umbelliferae); and V. Angiosperms (Monocotyledones).  However, for 

volume IV. Angiosperms (Diapensiaceae-Compositae), we had to rely on a copy of the first edition 

published in 1978.  Although excellent for the native flora, Flora of Taiwan is not comprehensive for 

aliens, including some that were established in wild vegetation (e.g. Tradescantia zebrina).  We also had 

access to a very good selection of illustrated guide-books that Richard had accumulated over his years in 

Taiwan. There were good opportunities for buying some of these books along the way, and some very good 

additions were acquired such as the three volume ‘Trees and Shrubs of Taiwan’ by Fu-Yuan Lu et al. 

 

To aid in finding the species that members of the tour might have noted or photographed during their visit, 

the checklists are structured in an artificial rather than strictly taxonomic way i.e. 

 

 Checklist I describes the ferns and their allies (Pteridophyta), Checklist II the few conifers observed 

and Checklist III the flowering plants, with the list further divided into A and B, cataloguing the 

Monocotyledones and Dicotyledones respectively. 

 

 Within each checklist the families are listed in alphabetical order, and within each family the species 

are also listed alphabetically.  For certain major distinctive families, the list is prefaced by a note 

outlining features by which the members of the family may be generally recognised e.g. Poaceae, 

Asteraceae etc and special attention to those less familiar to UK naturalists. 

 

 For each species, the account briefly describes the habitat followed by the locations where the plant 

was observed in Taiwan.  A short “pen portrait” is given in brackets (..) stressing the features that 

could be observed during our visit.  The entry sometimes also includes a vernacular name in square 

brackets [..], usually when the name is English or is widely used in the English-language 

publications.  The Flora of Taiwan has been used extensively in drafting the brief pen portraits that 

accompany the entries in the checklist]. 

 

 

Key to symbols used in the checklist 

FT  Flora of Taiwan 

FT1, FT5 Etc: Individual volumes of the Flora of Taiwan 

A  Not native to Taiwan [country/region of origin may be cited e.g. A (South America)] 

E  Endemic to Taiwan 

NFRA  National Forest Recreation Area 
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Checklist 7 Pteridophyta (Ferns and their allies) 
 

Adiantaceae 
Adiantum capillus-veneris Moist shaded banks e.g. Jhibhen forest and Taroko Gorge NP (familiar fern: bi- to 

tripinnate with maidenhair pinnules and black shiny stalk) [Maidenhair Fern] 

Adiantum caudatum Moist shady rocks e.g. Dasyueshan and Taroko Gorge NP (differs from typical 

maidenhair by being 1-pinnate 10-35cm long and with dark brown stalk covered in 

stiff reddish hairs; maidenhair pinnae comb-edged) 

Adiantum diaphanum Forests e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA, and Taroko (fronds 1-2 pinnate with 

typical maidenhair pinnae; differs from A. capillus-veneris in having hairy pinnules) 

Adiantum malesianum Above Dongshi (similar to A.caudatum but stipe longer and lowest pinnae are largest 

and fan-shaped) 

Adiantum philippense Recorded 2012 (fronds pinnate, pinnae semi-orbicular, glabrous)  

Coniogramme intermedia Forest floors at lower altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, near Bilyu Sacred Tree 

at 2160m in Taroko NP and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (creeping rhizome 

bearing fronds (40-60cm long on stipes 20-50cm), bipinnate at base and 1-pinnate 

toward tip, sharply toothed) 

 

Aspidiaceae 
Hemigramma decurrens Cilan (fronds variable in size and shape, lobed, pinnatifid, to pinnate, with a trilobed 

apex) 

Tectaria phaeocaulis Kenting FRA and Sheding (tufted pinnate or bipinnate fronds) 

 

Aspleniaceae 
Asplenium antiquum On rocks in lush vegetation in forest e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by road 

through Mingchih NFRA (tufts of undivided glossy fronds to 70 cm long and 10 cm 

wide, narrowing at each end; lines of spore heaps extending 2/3 way from midrib to 

frond margin) [Bird’s-nest Fern] 

Asplenium ensiforme Shady rocks e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (undivided elliptic frond 10-40cm long and 16-

25mm wide, with linear spore-heaps pinnately-arranged) 

Asplenium incisum Rock crevices and moist forests e.g. Fuyuan, Cilan, and by road through Mingchih 

NFRA (tufted fern with green stalks: sterile fronds 1-2 pinnately cut and 5-10cm 

long; fertile fronds 2-3 pinnately cut and 10-35cm long) 

Asplenium nidus Epiphytic on rocks e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko Gorge NP (similar to A. 

antiquum, but fronds 1-1.5m long and with lines of spore heaps Extending ½ way 

from midrib to frond margin) 

Asplenium oldhami Shady rocks e.g. Hui Sun (tufted dark brown stalks & black scales beating 2- to 4-

pinnate fronds, lanceolate in outline, 10-30cm long & 5-7cm wide, scaly beneath) 

Asplenium tenuifolium Mossy rock-faces in the mountains e.g. Anmashan Little Forktail stream side (small 

(3-16cm long) 1-2 pinnate fern with green stalk and rather fan-like pinnae) 

Asplenium trichomanes Rock crevices e.g. Dasyueshan, and western Taroko NP (familiar small fern with 

dark brown/purple stipe, 1-pinnate frond 5-25cm long with oval pinnae) [Common 

or Maidenhair Spleenwort] 

Asplenium viride Possibly this species on Day 9, but altitude too low? [Green Spleenwort] 

 

Athyriaceae 
Aythyrium japonicum Hui Sun (Bipinnatifid, sori linear, lower pinnae somewhat shortened) 

Cornopteris fluvialis Moist forest e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (tufted terrestrial fern 3-

pinnate to 4-pinnatifid, ovate/deltoid in outline, with small whitish scales on rachis) 

(presumably synonymous with plant here labelled C. banahaoensis) 

Diplazium dilatatum Wet shade e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (very large terrestrial fern; 

deeply grooved stalk bearing bipinnate to 3-pinnately cut fronds; veins in frond free) 

Diplazium donianum Steep slopes in broadleaved forest e.g. Hui Sun (large 1-pinnate fern with thick black 

rhizome and deeply grooved stalk; veins in fronds free) 

Diplazium esculentum Forests at low and moderate altitude e.g. near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko 

NP, and Sibao school (1-2 pinnate fern with thick stalk and base of pinnae widened 

to auricles, venation like D. formosanum) 

Diplazium formosanum Broadleaved forest e.g. Day 14, and by road through Mingchih NFRA (1-pinnate fern 

to 45cm: 1-2 free pairs of basal lobes, 3-4 pairs of united lobes; veins in frond joining 
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to from network) 

 

Blechnaceae 
Blechnum orientale Open woodland (large 1-pinnate leaves with linear-lanceolate lobes) 

Brainea insignis Hui Sun (a small tree fern)  

Struthiopteris hancockii Anmashan (pinnate, dimorphic fronds, fertile pinnae contracted) E 

Woodwardia orientalis Moist and partially shaded places e.g. Anmashan, in Taroko NP (i.e. Bilyu Sacred 

Tree at 2160m), grounds of Wuling Farm and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(large tufted fern 30-200cm on stalks 30-60cm long; bipinnate fronds, basal pinnules 

often lacking 1-3 pinnae on lower side. Pinnae often bearing abundant buds on upper 

surface) (var. formosana) 

Woodwardia unigemmata Partially shaded places e.g. by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP (differs from 

latter in having large bud in axil of 2
nd

 pinnae near apex of frond; plants distinctively 

bronze when young) [Walking Fern] 

 

Cyatheaceae 
Cyathea lepifera Broad-leaved forest at lower altitudes e.g. Anmashan, Hui Sun, by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (3-pinnate tree fern to 6m or more tall, fronds 1.5-2m long) 

Cyathea metteniana Humid forests (3-pinnate tree fern with trunk to 1m tall and broadly deltate fronds 1-

2.5m long) 

Cyathea podophylla Hui Sun (bipinnate tree fern) 

Cyathea spinulosa Moist forest e.g. Hui Sun, Cilan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by road and near 

Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (3-pinnate fern with trunk to 5m tall and spiny) 

 

Davalliaceae 
Davallia mariesii Epiphyte on rocks e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan 

Pass (finely divided fronds (12-25cm across) on rhizome only 1cm in diameter) 

Humata griffithiana On Acer kawakamii at Anmashan entrance gate car park (pentagonal finely-divided 

fronds) 

 

Dennstaedtiaceae 
Dennstaedtia hirsuta Hui Sun, Taroko Gorge, locally common (bipinnate, densely hairy)  

Dennstaedtia scabra Broadleaved forest e.g. Anmashan (rather similar to Davallia but firmer texture and 

triangular 3-4 pinnate fronds on chestnut-reddish stalks) 

Dennstaedtia scandens Broadleaved forest e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, near Cilan, and Bulowan Leader 

Village in Taroko Gorge NP (4-pinnate fern with prickles on stipe and rachis, 

allowing plant to become far-clambering) 

Dennstaedtia smithii Broadleaved forest e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (3- to 4-pinnate fern to 1m 

long on stalks also up to 1m long; latter covered in rusty hairs; spores covered in 

cup-shaped flaps (indusial)) 

Histiopteris incisa Cilan (bi- to tri-pinnate, lower surface glaucous, reduced basal pinnules resemble 

stipules) 

Microlepia hookeriana Shady places e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (long-creeping with 1-pinnate fronds 35-45cm 

long, pinnae fine toothed and with small “ear-lobe” at their base) 

Pteridium aquilinum Broadleaved forest e.g.Dasyueshan km 50, near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in 

Taroko NP and Salmon Eco-centre in grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar colonial 2-3 

pinnate fern – ssp. latiusculum) [Bracken] 

 

Dicksoniaceae 
Cibotium taiwanense Forests e.g. Hui Sun, pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, near Sibao school in 

Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (large fern with stout prostrate 

rhizome and 3-pinnatifid fronds 1.5-3m long) E 

 

Dryopteridaceae 
Acrophorus stipellatus Dasyueshan accommodation forest (tripinnatifid to 5-pinnatifid) 

Arachniodes aristata Dasyueshan entrance car park (3-pinnate, pinnae suddenly reduced at apex) 
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Arachniodes festina Forest e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (long-creeping scaly rhizome 

bearing 3-pinnate deltoid fronds 40-65cm long, lobes elliptic and blunt with toothed 

margins) 

Cyrtomium caryotideum Forests e.g. near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail 

on Sihyuan Pass (leathery 1-pinnate fronds 30-35cm long on similar length stalks 

with 2-6 pairs of pinnae, margins minutely sharp-toothed) 

Diacalpe aspidioides Forest floor and margins e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (clustered with 

chestnut-brown stalks, densely covered in brown scales; fronds 4-pinnate, oval in 

outline, ca 30cm long and upper surface covered in minute stout hairs) 

Dryopteris atrata Dasyueshan accommodation car park (stipe scales black) 

Dryopteris formosana Forests e.g. Kenting NFRA (fronds to 40cm long and 25cm wide, 3-pinnate, 

pentagonal in outline, spore-piles round in 1 row between midrib and margin 

covered in kidney-shaped flap) [Formosan Wood-fern] 

Dryopteris sparsa Forests e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (tripinnate fronds deltoid or pentagonal, 35cm 

long and 25-30cm wide on chestnut-brown stipes) 

Dryopteris varia Possibly this species seen too 

Leptorumohra quadripinnata Forests e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (long-creeping rhizome bearing 4-

pinnate fronds that are pentagonal in outline and short hairy all over) 

Polystichum falcatum Cilan, Wuling Farm (odd-shaped terminal pinnae) synonomy? 

Polystichum hancockii Forests and shady cliffs e.g. Anmashan and Taroko Gorge NP (distinctive shield-

fern, essentially 1-pinnate but with basal pinnae pinnate again and much wider, teeth 

bristle-tipped) 

Polystichum manmeiense ‘Little Forktail’ waterfall, Dasyueshan.  

Polystichum morii Mountain rocks above 2500m e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (small 1-

pinnate fern to 12cm, lower pinnae reflexed and all pinnae with long-bristle teeth) E 

Polystichum tacticopterum Forests up to medium altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (bipinnate ovate-

lanceolate fern 30-60cm long, toothed edges and tips with bristle teeth; spore heaps 

near midrib) 

 

Equisetaceae 
Equisetum ramosissimum By streams, gutters and paths e.g. Hui Sun, near Sibao school and by main road (#8) 

west out of Taroko NP, grounds of Wuling Farm and by road and near Minzhir lake 

in Mingchih NFRA (typical horsetail: diffusely branched and pointed “cones”) (ssp. 

debile) [Branching (or Boston) Horsetail] 

 

Gleicheniaceae 
Dicranopteris linearis Forming thickets on exposed slopes in broadleaved forest e.g. Anmashan, Hui Sun, 

Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by road through Mingchih NFRA (clambering colonial 

fern with stems that fork ending in pairs of 1-pinnate fronds) 

Diplopterygium chinensis Recorded 2012 (very large, fronds green beneath) 

Diplopterygium glaucum Forests in mountain districts e.g. km 50 at Dasyueshan (large clambering fern (as 

much as 5-8m long) with stems bearing bipinnate fronds that are very glaucous 

beneath) 

 
Grammitidaceae 
Prosaptia urceolaris Mossy rocks e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (tufted pinnatifid fern 10-20cm 

long and 1-2cm wide with distinctive wavy-winged stalk and spore heaps in cavities 

near end of lobes) 

 

Hymenophyllaceae 
Crepidomanes latealatum Shaded rocks and logs e.g. Anmashan and by road through Mingchih NFRA (small, 

delicate with far-creeping threadlike rhizomes; fronds 2-3 pinnately cut & <3cm 

long) 

Mecodium badium Epiphyte e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (long-creeping filmy fern, 3-4 

pinnatifid fronds 8-30cm long and lanceolate in outline, stipe narrow winged) 

Mecodium polyanthos Mossy rock crevices and tree trunks e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (typical 

filmy fern, 3-pinnatifid and to 25cm, pinnules ca 1mm wide and not over-lapping; 

stipe unwinged) 

 

Lindsaeaceae 
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Lindsaea cheinii Day 9. This species is not in FT 1. 

Lindsaea ensifolia Hui Sun (pinnate, terminal pinna larger than lateral) 

Lindsaea orbiculata Day 9 (pinnate with orbicular pinnae dentate on margin)  

 
Lomariopsidaceae 
Elaphoglossum callifolium Broadleaved forest (fern with narrow undivided tongue-like fronds up to 30cm long) 

 

Lycopodiaceae 
Diphasiastrum complanatum Exposed sites in the mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, Taroko NP and by 

road through Mingchih NFRA (prostrate creeping stems with Erect branched stems 

resembling small cypress shoots and dense spore “cones”) [Issler’s Clubmoss] 

Lycopodiella cernua Banks by roads, exposed grasslands and thickets e.g. near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 

2160m in Taroko NP and Sihyuan Pass (resembling small drooping fir-trees) 

[Nodding Club-moss: as Lycopodium cernuum in FT1] 

Lycopodium clavatum Exposed places and grasslands on the mountains e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, near road 

pass at Hehuanshan and Taroko NP (clubmoss with prostrate creeping branched 

stems and narrow-lanceolate leaves with long hair-like tips; fertile stems 

Erect/clambering with long cone-like spore-bearing parts) [Stag’s-horn Clubmoss] 

Lycopodium yuehanense Hehuan Pass, this species is not in FT1 

Lycopodium sp. A very attractive pendulous epiphyte along trail from Dasyueshan entrance car park, 

seen through telescope. One of several possible species. 

 

Marattiaceae 
Angiopteris lygodifolia Along stream banks in forest e.g. by road and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA 

(mature fronds ca 2m long, bipinnate, pinnules 5-16cm long and toothed; stalk 

fleshy with distinctive joint-like thickening near base) 

 
Oleandraceae 
Arthropteris palisotii Forests at lower altitudes e.g. Taroko Gorge NP, stop 1 (climbing fern with twining 

rhizome bearing occasional fronds, 1-pinnate, 16-30cm long and, like next, with an 

auricled at base) 

Nephrolepis auriculata Mixed broadleaf forest, locally very common e.g. Anmashan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley 

etc. (narrow 1-pinnate fronds that are 30-60 cm long, each pinna asymmetric with a 

lobe (“auricula”) at base) 

Nephrolepis multiflora Forest on Day 9 (pinnae much longer than the previous species) 

 

Osmundaceae 
Osmunda japonica Hillsides and forest edges e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (sterile fronds 

like those of O. regalis i.e. bipinnate to 80cm with lanceolate fine-toothed pinnules) 

 

Plagiogyriaceae 
Plagiogyria euphlebia Forests e.g. near Bilyu sacred tree (somewhat similar to next: sterile fronds 30-75cm 

long, not glaucous beneath and shorter than fertile) 

Plagiogyria formosana Forests in the mountains e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail and by Mt Nanhu Trail on 

Sihyuan Pass (1-pinnate fern 25-85cm long with sterile fronds that have fine-toothed 

pinnae that are glaucous beneath and fertile fronds with sickle-like pinnae)  

 

Polypodiaceae 
Aglaomorpha meyeniana On trees e.g. Hui Sun (large epiphytic fern with rhizome densely covered in red-

brown scales; fronds large leathery and pinnately cut, base expanded to form a 

humus-collecting receptacle and terminal third usually fertile with linear lobes) 

Colysis hemionitidea Terrestrial in forests e.g. at Jhibhen (long-creeping rhizome, long-stalked undivided 

lanceolate fronds 35-65cm long, 2.5-7cm wide) 

Colysis wrightii Hui Sun (lanceolate fronds) 

Crypsinus quasidivaricatus Moist rocks e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (creeping rhizome with 

scattered pinnatifid fronds to 16cm long and usually 2-3 pairs of lobes) 

Drynaria fortunei On rocks and trees e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (resembling Aglaomorpha and 

Pseudodrynaria, but with basal humus-collecting portion of the frond looking like 

brownish oak-leaves) 
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Lemnaphyllum diversum On trees e.g. Cilan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(epiphytic, long-creeping with lanceolate fronds 6-10cm by 1-2cm and round spore-

piles) 

Lemnaphyllum microphyllum Epiphyte on trees & boulders e.g. on trees at Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (long-creeping 

rhizome, small undivided fronds: sterile ovate, almost sessile and 1-2cm long; fertile 

linear to ca 6cm long) 

Lepisorus monilisorus Epiphytic e.g. Dasyueshan entrance car park, and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(long-creeping slender rhizome, densely scaly bearing undivided fronds 5-16cm long 

and 5-10mm wide, with veins obscure) E 

Lepisorus morrisonensis Epiphytic e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (rhizome 4mm thick covered in 2-

coloured scales; stipes straw-coloured bearing elliptic fronds 16-25cm long and 10-

16mm wide) 

Lepisorus thunbergianus Epiphytic e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (long-creeping with rather 

crowded fronds that are linear-elliptical (10-20cm long and 3-10mm wide) leathery 

and broadest in middle) 

Loxogramme formosana Dasyueshan accommodation (entire fronds very variable in shape and dimensions) 

Microsorium fortunei Epiphytic on mossy rocks e.g. by road and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA 

(widely creeping rhizome bearing simple fronds 20-60cm long and 3-5cm wide on 

stalks 10-25cm long with 2 rows of large round spore-piles, one on either side of 

midrib) (labelled as M. superficiale at Mingchih) 

Microsorium scolopendrium Kenting FRA (fronds pinnatifid with terminal lobe much longer) 

Polypodium amoenum Epiphytic on trees e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (typical polypody differing 

from P. formosanum in having pinnae finely toothed) 

Polypodium formosanum Epiphytic on trees e.g. by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP and near Minzhir 

lake in Mingchih NFRA (typical polypody but with untoothed lobes sharp-pointed 

and lowest pinnae deflexed) 

Pseuodrynaria coronans On tree trunks e.g. Hui Sun (from similar Aglaomorpha by purer brown scales and 

fertile part of frond not with linear lobes) 

Pyrrosia adnascens On hardwood trees e.g. Kenting FRA, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (long-creeping rhizome with dimorphic fronds: fertile linear and 

sterile oval and about half their length) 

Pyrrosia lingua On rocks e.g. Dasyueshan, grounds of Wuling Farm, by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan 

Pass and both by road and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (long-creeping 

rhizome bearing leathery lanceolate fronds 10-16cm long and 2cm wide on long 

stalks) 

Pyrrosia polydactylis On trees, rocks and walls e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (short-creeping rhizome 

bearing palmately-lobed fronds on stalks 16-30cm long) E 

Pyrrosia sheareri Epiphytic on trees e.g. Cilan and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (short-creeping 

rhizome bearing leathery lanceolate fronds that are up to 40cm on stalks to 20cm 

long, their underside covered in dense star-shaped light brown hairs) 

 

Pteridaceae 
Cheilanthes argentea Rocks and walls e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (distinctive small fern up to 8cm, leathery, 

pentagonal in outline and 1-2 pinnate fronds that are startlingly white beneath; frond 

stalk 10-25cm long) 

Onychium japonicum Shady banks and rocks e.g. Taroko Gorge and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(delicate 3-4 pinnate triangular fern 16-25 cm long, with pale brown spores) 

Pteris cretica Mixed broadleaf forest (1-pinnate sterile rather leathery fronds, often with lower 

pinnae forked, distinct from fertile fronds with narrower pinnae) [Cretan Brake] 

Pteris ensiformis Day 9 (bipinnate, 2-5 pairs of lateral pinnae) 

Pteris kidoi Recorded 2012 (dimorphous, in both forms terminal pinna much longer) 

Pteris longipinna Shady forest edges e.g. Anmashan and grounds of Wuling Farm (single fronds 30-45 

cm 1-pinnate but with lower 2-3 pairs of pinnae forked and all pinnae linear) E 

Pteris vittata Dasyueshan (simply pinnate, middle pinnae longest) 

Pteris wallichiana Moist shady cliffs e.g. Anmashan, near Bilyu sacred tree in Taroko NP and by Mt 

Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (distinctive fern with stem to 1m, and about five 2-

pinnate fronds arranged palmately) 

 

Salviniaceae 
Salvinia natans Occasional in ponds (floating leaves with distinctive midrib) 
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Schizaeaceae 
Lygodium japonicum Forest margins e.g. Hui Sun, Anmashan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (like a bindweed 

with triangular fronds that are pinnate with 3-5 lobes, lateral branches bipinnate) 

Lygodium microphyllum Seen by the lake on the last day (differs from L. japonicum in having lateral branches 

singly pinnate) 

 

Selaginellaceae 
Selaginella delicatula Forest floors at low and medium altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, Taroko Gorge 

NP, by road through Mingchih NFRA (erect fernlike clubmoss 20-50cm tall with 4-

angled “cones” at ends of branches) 

Selaginella doederleinii Moist shady forest floors e.g. Taroko Gorge NP, and by road through Mingchih 

NFRA (distinctive decumbent clubmoss 12-35cm tall, alternately branched; leaves 

very 2-ranked and with narrow pointed tip) 

Selaginella involvens On tree-trunks and in moist shade e.g. Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (erect 

complanate clubmoss unbranched below and to 40 cm tall; leaves elliptic and not 

ciliate edged) 

Selaginella leptophylla Less shady forest floors e.g. Taroko Gorge NP, and by road through Mingchih 

(typical spreading complanate clubmoss, short (<16cm tall) with leaves apparently in 

two ranks) 

Selaginella moellendorffii Humid shade and forest floor e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko Gorge (erect 

complanate clubmoss to 55cm tall similar to S. involvens but with ovate leaves that 

have ciliate edge) 

Selaginella remotifolia Montane forests and on rocks e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (creeping 

clubmoss, rooting at intervals, with stem leaves characteristically spaced further 

apart than their width) 

 

Thelypteridaceae 
Cyclosorus a. acuminatus Shaded places e.g. Anmashan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko Gorge NP (long-

creeping rhizomes bearing 1-2 pinnate fronds, with terminal part of frond markedly 

narrow; lower pinnae longest) 

Cyclosorus parasticus Especially on forest stream banks e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (lower 

pinnae longer in oblong lanceolate frond that are 2-pinnate but do not markedly 

narrow toward tip) 

Cyclosorus taiwanensis Dense forests especially near streams e.g. Hui Sun last stop (tufted fronds to 1m with 

long stalks and 1-2 pinnate; lower pinnae shortened) 

Dictyocline griffithii Rich humus in dense forests e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (somewhat tufted fern with 

netted venation: 1-pinnate, pinnae separate below, but fused (i.e. lobed frond) toward 

tip) 

Parathelypteris beddomei Verges and forest margins e.g. Dasyueshan, near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in 

Taroko NP, by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass, and Mingchih (2-pinnate fronds 

tufted on long creeping rhizome, lower pinnae much reduced to give narrow 

oblanceolate outline; spore heaps near margins) 

Stegnogramma dictyoclinoides Dense forests e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (tufted fern 16-18cm long 

and 8-10cm wide, pinnate below and pinnately cut toward tip; distinctive reticulate 

venation) 

Thelypteris erubescens Wet, often muddy places in forests e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (fronds 

tufted, 2-pinnately cut fronds to 1m long; spore heaps close to midvein) 
 
Vittariaceae 
Antrophyum formosanum Epiphytic on trees e.g. Hui Sun and Taroko Gorge NP (oblanceolate, undivided fronds 

10-30cm long and up to 3cm wide, spore-heaps linear following the veins) 
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Antrophyum obovatum On rocks and trees e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (distinctive short fern, 

broadly obovate or rhomboid, narrowed suddenly to acute point) 

Vittaria anguste-elongata Epiphytic on rocks and trees e.g. Hui Sun and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(short-creeping rhizome bearing suberect tufts of almost stalkless linear fronds 8-

30cm long and 2-4mm wide) 

Vittaria flexuosa Epiphytic on trees e.g. Anmashan and by road through Mingchih NFRA (from next 

by smaller size (20-50cm long and 5-8mm wide) with spores in submarginal groove) 

Vittaria zosterifolia Pendent on trees e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (very long ribbon-like fronds (as much 

as 2m) but only 12mm wide with spores borne on marginal groove) 

 

 

Checklist 8 Conifers 
 

Araucariaceae 
Araucaria heterophylla Planted on roadsides on coastal plains e.g. west coast between Taipei and Taichung 

(familiar ornamental tree with narrow pyramidal outline and whorled branches) A 

(Norfolk Island, South Pacific) [Norfolk Island Pine] 

 

Cupressaceae 
Calocedrus macrolepis Forests at lower to medium altitudes (large tree often with crooked trunk, scaly bark 

and dark green obtuse scale-like leaves – var. formosana is E) 

Chamaecyparis formosensis From 1000-2900m in mixed and coniferous forest e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm, by 

Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and Mingchih NFRA (large tree with spreading 

branches, flattened branchlets and scale-like triangular leaves that are green above 

and whitish beneath with acute apex) E 

Chamaecyparis obtusa Often with latter at 1300-2800m e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm and Mingchih NFRA 

(differs from C. formosensis in the blunt leaf-tips) (var. formosana is E: nominate 

variety in Japan) 

Juniperus squamata Exposed slopes and scrub above 3000m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (shrub 5-

10m tall: densely arranged 3-5mm needle leaves (leaves concave and whitish above, 

grooved and green below); fruit purplish black berries) 

 

Cycadaceae 
Although one cycad is native to Taiwan (Cycas taitungensis), the only cycads seen were planted in recreation areas.  

The collection at Kenting NFRA was notable, however, with some fine specimens of several species. 

 

Pinaceae 
Abies kawakamii Forests and groves at 2800-3000m, locally dominant e.g. Hehuan (typical fir: from 

Picea by mature cones upright and leaves 10-16mm, broadly linear, flat with 

prominent midrib) E 

Picea morrisonicola Mountain slopes and ravines at 2000-2500m e.g. Dasyueshan (typical spruce to 50m 

tall with needle leaves 10-16mm long and spirally arranged) E 

Pinus armandii High mountain slopes e.g. Dasyueshan, above 2000m by main road (#8) west out of 

Taroko NP including by Mt Bilu Trail in far western NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on 

Sihyuan Pass (large 5-needle pine with needles 8-16cm long) (E var. masteriana; 

nominate variety in China) 

Pinus morrisonicola Mixed forest e.g. Dasyueshan (large 5-needle pine with needles 6-8cm long and 

triangular in cross-section) E 

Pinus taiwanensis Forests above 700m altitude e.g. Dasyueshan, locally very common (typical 2-needle 

pine, a large tree with needles 8-11cm long and rigid) E 

Pseudotsuga wilsoniana Dasyueshan km 50, second trail  

Tsuga chinensis Forests at 2000-3500m e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, and Taroko NP (large conifer tree 

with linear leaves spirally arranged but ±2-ranked, leaves 16-25mm long, 2-3mm 

wide and notched at tip) (E var. formosana; nominate variety in China) [Taiwan 

Hemlock] 
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Podocarpaceae 
Podocarpus macrophyllus Day 9 afternoon forest trail  

 

Taxodiaceae 
Cunninghamia konishii From 1300-2000m in mixed and coniferous forest e.g. Anmashan, Bilyu Sacred Tree 

at 2160m in Taroko NP, and grounds of Wuling Farm (large tree with spreading 

branches and all leaves densely arranged spirally-arranged linear-lanceolate and ca 2 

cm, glaucous beneath and globose cones at end of branches) E 

Cryptomeria japonica Planted for timber and ornament e.g. forest near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA 

(tall tree: twigs with spirally-arranged needles that are thicker than wide, 6-16mm 

long and almost appressed; bark red stringy) A (China and Japan) [Japanese Red 

Cedar] 

Taiwania cryptomerioides Scattered from 1800-2600m and lower where possibly planted e.g. grounds of 

Wuling Farm, by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and Dasyueshan (large tree 

differing from latter by leaves on mature branches being scale-like and not glaucous) 

E 

 

 

Checklist 9 Flowering Plants 
 

A) Monocotyledones 
 

Agavaceae 
Agave americana Naturalised on dry roadsides (huge rosettes of fleshy spine-edged leaves over a 

metre long, rarely producing a stem 5-9m tall bearing branched inflorescence of 

yellow tubular flowers) A (Mexico) [Century Plant] 

Dracaena fragrans Planted on roadsides (shrub with clusters of broadly linear leaves at the end of 

branches, leathery and sometimes striped) A (Guinea, Nigeria and Ethiopia) 

 

Amaryllidaceae 
Lycoris aurea Cultivated at Taroko Gorge Visitor Centre (showy bulbous herb: linear leaves to 

50cm long and 12-16mm broad; erect stems, terminal umbel of orange-yellow 

flowers with 6 equal wavy-edged segments 6-8cm long and stamens even longer) 

 

Alismataceae 
Alisma canaliculatum Shallow water e.g. Fataán Wetland (typical water-plantain: long-stalked elliptic 

leaves and open pyramidal inflorescence of laterally compressed fruit) 

 

Araceae 
Acorus gramineus Widespread on rocks (grass-like leaves, deep green) 

Alocasia cucullata Wet margins and by roadside ditches in lowlands, and not always easy to say 

whether native or cultivated (colonial herb fleshy ovate-cordate leaves) 

Alocasia odora Broadleaved forest, especially where wet e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko 

Gorge NP (from latter by much more arrow-shaped leaves) 

Arisaema formosanum Forest edges from low to moderate altitudes e.g. Dasyueshan (“cobra lily” with 

stems spotted purplish brown and long-stalked radiately-divided leaves with 7-11 

wavy-edged leaflets; flower head typical Aroid, greenish spathe with white lines and 

prolonged into nodding thread-like tip and purplish club-like spadix with long 

filiform tail (total spadix length 5-8cm); fruiting head recurved) E 

Arisaema thunbergii Humid forests e.g. by road and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (generally 

similar to A. formosanum but with 11-16 leaflets and spadix 3-4cm long with 

threadlike appendage 40-60cm long) (ssp autumnale is E) 

Colocasia formosana Wet places in forests in the hills e.g. Jhibhen (very large leaves to 1m with cordate 

base) E 

Epipremnum pinnatum Moist lowland scrub and forest e.g. in Sheding Nature Park, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley 

and Taroko Gorge NP (coarse climber resembling Swiss Cheese Plant: pinnately cut 

cordately based leaves 30-50cm long) 

Pistia stratiotes Pools e.g. pools at Fataán Wetland (as the name implies, resembling a free-floating 
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aquatic lettuce) [Water-lettuce] 

Pothos chinensis Liana appressed to tree trunks up to medium altitudes e.g. Kenting NFRA, Fuyuan 

Butterfly Valley, and Bulowan Leader Village (distinctive climber: 2-ranked 

alternate lanceolate leaves whose stalks are winged – constriction between blade and 

wings) 

 

Arecaceae (still more commonly known by its former name of Palmae FT5) 

Note: Palms are unbranched woody plants with terminal clusters of very large pinnate or palmate leaves 

Areca catechu Planted in groves and as single trees (medium-sized palm grown for fruit to chew 

with betel; pinnate leaves to 2m long and numerous orange-brown ovate fruit) A 

(widely cultivated but may be native to Malaysia and Philippines) [Areca Nut] 

Arenga tremula Forests at lower altitudes e.g. Kenting FRA, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, and Taroko 

Gorge NP (palm with clustered short trunks bearing pinnate leaves up to 2.5m long 

and as much as 1.35m wide) 

Calamus formosanus Broadleaved forest at lower altitudes e.g. Kenting NFRA (clambering rattan palm 

20-50m long: sheaths spiny, leaves pinnate 1.2-1.8m long; yellowish almost globose 

fruit) E 

Livistona chinensis Planted on roadsides on coastal plain (palm tree with bulbous base to stem and 

palmately-divided leaves with pendulous lobes) A (var. subglobosa is native on 

Kuwei islands off Taiwan and typical species widespread in south China and Japan) 

Phoenix hanceana Dry seaside scrub e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (typical date-palm: trunk 

to 6m , leaves to >2m long and pinnate) 

 

Cannaceae 
Canna indica Naturalised in roadside gullies/ditches (1.5 m tall herb with narrow elliptic leaves 

and loose cluster of erect red flowers) A (tropical America) 

 

Commelinaceae 
Belosynapsis kawakamii On rocks in forest e.g. Kenting NFRA (decumbent perennial with stalkless, fleshy, 

hairy elliptic-ovate leaves (1.7-3cm long) arranged in two ranks) E  

Commelina communis Moist semi-shaded and open sites (sprawling annual herb with lanceolate leaves and 

flowers with 2 large indigo petals 1cm long and a smaller white one; spathe around 

flowers leaf-like ) [Asiatic Dayflower] 

Commelina diffusa Waste places below 1100m e.g. above Dongshi (from C. communis by lateral petals 

only 5mm and being perennial) 

Pollia japonica Damp slightly shady places e.g. above Dongshi, and Fuyuan Butterfly Valley 

(ascending herb with 13-27 cm long lanceolate leaves and branched inflorescence of 

small whitish flowers giving way to globose indigo fruit) 

Rhopalephora scaberrima Rough ground in some shade (perennial herb 50-100cm tall; sessile lanceolate leaves 

9-16cm long with prickles on the sheath; open inflorescence of white flowers with 2 

petals larger than third) 

Tradescantia zebrina Naturalised on shady rocks in forest, widespread (familiar house-plant whose 

lanceolate leaves have broad silver stripes on upper surface and purplish below, and 

small 3-petalled purple flowers) A (Neotropics)  

 

Cyperaceae 
Carex baccans Open forest e.g. Dasyueshan, near Sibao school in Taroko NP, Wuling, and 

Mingchih (sedge with rough edged leaves 5-18mm wide and with male and female 

flowers not clearly distinguished, fruit rather reddish and becoming apparently 

fleshy) 

Carex satzumensis Gravel and sandy slopes in high mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, and 

km 50 at Dasyueshan (distinctive short tufted sedge with dense contiguous 

pyramidal inflorescence, brownish and with male and female flowers not readily 

distinguished) 

 

Cyperus alternifolius Moist grassy edges e.g. Sheding Nature Park, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Fataán 

Wetland (tufted perennial 50-160cm tall: with many stiff leafy bracts at top of stem) 

A (Madagascar/Africa ssp flabelliformis) [Umbrella Papyrus] 
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Cyperus difformis Wet places, often rice fields (annual tufted galingale: sharp triangular stems 25-60cm 

tall, light green soft leaves and generally simple corymb of dark green or brownish 

green spikelets) 

Cyperus distans Swampy sites e.g. by lake at Lung-luantan (+/- slender galingale with triangular 

stems & loose leafy corymbs of linear red-brown spikelets 8-40mm long) 

Cyperus haspan Shallow water and rice-fields e.g. by lake at Lung-luantan (slender galingale 10-

50cm tall, solitary stems spaced along horizontal rhizome; leaves reduced to sheaths; 

many small spikelets in terminal umbel) A (Mexico) [Dwarf Papyrus] 

Cyperus imbricatus Wet margins such as roadside gutters (typical taller galingale with bluntly triangular 

stems and clustered straw-coloured dense cylindrical spikes) [Shingle Flat-sedge] 

Cyperus iria Wayside weed in damp places (typical galingale with triangular stems and umbels of 

straw-orange spikelets surrounded by long leafy bracts, each spikelet narrow and 

flattened and made of up closely overlapping bracts) (possibly introduced, origin 

unknown) [Rice Flat-sedge] 

Cyperus malaccensis  Wet places and shores e.g. Fataán Wetland (tufted perennial 70-100cm tall: sharply 

triangular stems: leaves normally reduced to sheaths and compound corymbs of light 

brown spikelets 0.5-3.5cm long) (ssp monophyllus) 

Cyperus pilosus Wet verges (usually annual galingale, 25-85cm tall, sharply triangular stem, leafy 

with ample umbels/corymbs of straw-coloured spikelets 5-16mm long) 

Cyperus platistylis Floating communities in lakes and pools e.g. Fataán Wetland (30-90cm tall with 

rough angled triangular stems; long leaves and quite dense hemispherical 

inflorescences of straw-coloured spikelets) 

Fimbristylis cymosa Coastal rocks e.g. in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (distinctive with jizz of 

sea-pink: densely tufted, linear leaves 5-30cm long and dense semi-globular terminal 

heads) 

Fimbristylis dichotoma Waste places (resembles slender often loosely tufted club-rush but short hairy and 

linear glaucous leaves and corymbs of ovate spikelets 4-8mm long) 

Fimbristylis ovata Open grasslands and coastal rocks (tufted perennial, all leaves basal, up to 30cm 

long and ca 1mm wide; single terminal spikelet, sometimes with bristle bract at 

base) 

Kyllinga brevifolia Weed of waste places and flower-beds e.g. Ying Da and Sheding Nature Park (dense 

single head of whitish-green spikelets surrounded by whorl of long bracts) 

Kyllinga nemoralis Verges e.g. wet mossy turf by road through Mingchih NFRA (differs from latter in 

being taller and with white heads turning straw-coloured) 

Schoenoplectus mucronatus Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (tufted leafless club-rush with round stems 45-

130cm tall and apparently lateral tuft of 5-20 oblong spikelets, each 1-2cm long) 

(ssp. robustus) 

Schoenoplectus validus Shallow water (creeping mainly leafless club-rush with round somewhat glaucous 

stems 70-200cm tall and apparently lateral nodding tuft of many ovoid spikelets, 

each 6-16mm long) 

Scirpus ternatanus Wet places on forest edges e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below Meifeng (robust 

club-rush to 120cm tall with grass-like leaves and a large branched terminal 

inflorescence of ovoid spikelets each 3-5mm long) 

Scleria terrestris Wet forest margins e.g. km 50, Dasyueshan (quite robust (to 2m) sedge-like 

perennial with compound panicle of rather small distant flowers, forming tiny hard 

greyish pearl-like fruit) 

 

Hydrocharitaceae 
Blyxa echinosperma Running water e.g. stream between pools and restaurant in Fataán Wetland (Tufts of 

bright green wavy linear leaves (all basal) 10-20cm long) 

 

Iridaceae 
Crocosmia x crocosmiiflora By streams in hill forests e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA and by Minzhir lake 

(familiar herb with Iris-like leaves and branched spike of fruit) A (garden origin 

from South Africa: presumably this, though NOT listed in FT5 or checklist) 

[Montbretia] 

Iris formosana Moist forest edges in the mountains e.g. in leaf at Dasyueshan (typical creeping iris 

with characteristic “ensiform” leaves (sword-like, crowded and arranged like a fan)) 

E 

Sisyrinchium atlanticum Rueyian River Reserve (blue flowers, naturalised) (North America) 
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Juncaceae 
Juncus effusus Wet places e.g. by pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, by Mt Nanhu Trail on 

Sihyuan Pass and Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (familiar leafless rush with 

smooth quill-like stems filled with pith and lateral clusters of greenish-brown 

flowers) [Soft Rush] (var. decipiens) 

Juncus tenuis Wet trampled places e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (short rush with 

narrow grass-like leaves and terminal greenish flowers overtopped by long leafy 

bracts) A (native to the Americas but widely naturalised elsewhere) [Slender Rush] 

Juncus triflorus Wet places in the high mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (short perennial 

tufted rush 5-20cm tall, with compressed threadlike leaves and terminal solitary 

heads) E 

Juncus wallichianus Wet places e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (short tufted rush with 

bristle-like leaves and open branched inflorescence with numerous heads) 

 

Liliaceae 
Aletris formosana Mountain grasslands (perennial with basal tuft of grass-like leaves and long spikes of 

3-chambered, 3-angled capsules) E 

Asparagus cochinchinensis Broadleaved forest e.g. Dasyueshan, in Rueyian River Reserve, Taroko Gorge, and 

Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (typical clambering asparagus often spiny at nodes and 

clusters of 2-3 sickle-shaped cladodes (leaf-like branches)) 

Lilium formosanum Sunny sites and roadsides e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, Hehuan, and grounds of Wuling 

Farm (typical tall lily with many linear-lanceolate leaves and fragrant white funnel-

like flowers often marked red/purple on outside) E 

Ophiopogon reversus Forests at low to medium attitudes e.g. Taroko Gorge NP, and near Minzhir lake in 

Mingchih NFRA (perennial with all leaves basal, numerous and slightly toothed, 

grass-like and narrowed at each end; few-flowered spike of regular white or purplish 

flowers, petals 3.5-5mm long) 

Paris polyphylla Dasyueshan entrance car park etc. (a herb paris with 7 to 14 leaves, fruiting heads of 

red berries) 

Tricyrtis formosana Moist and open grassland, as well as light shade e.g. ponds and forest at Jhibhen 

forest, Taroko NP, grounds of Wuling Farm, and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(perennial lily with alternate broad lanceolate pointed leaves 5-16cm long and hairy 

beneath; flowers 3-4cm across in open corymbs, regular with 6 purplish-white 

“petals” spotted in red) E (var. formosana) [Toad Lily] 

Veratrum formosanum Gone over on Hehuan Pass  

 

Musaceae 
Musa x sapientum Planted as roadside ornamental and cultivated for fruit on coastal plain e.g. from 

Taipei to Taichung and Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (familiar gigantic herb with huge 

oblong leaves and arching flower stems bearing pendant fruit) A (anciently 

cultivated, origin may be SE Asia) [Banana] 

 

Orchidaceae 
Calanthe puberula Forests at 1300-2500m e.g. by road and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA 

(terrestrial orchid 20-50cm, slender with 3-6 oblanceolate leaves 7-30cm long 

arising from “pseudobulbs” and ca 3-10 light purple spurless flowers ca 2cm in 

diameter, lip deeply 3-lobed, and lateral petals linear; sepals reflexed) 

Calanthe speciosa Forests below 1600m e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (robust terrestrial 

orchid 50-70cm tall; leaves 5-10, 2-ranked and 40-60cm long and 7-8cm wide 

arising from “pseudobulbs”; dense yellow many-flowered spikes, flowers ca 2cm 

across and spurred) = Calanthe formosana 

Cymbidium dayanum Epiphyte in fine flower at Fuyuan Butterfly Valley. 
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Pandanaceae 
Pandanus odoratissimus Coastal scrub e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan and common in Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (medium-sized erect or decumbent shrub with long sword-like 

leaves, spiny on margins and midrib, and big (12-18cm) globose to avoid fruiting 

mass resembling a pineapple) 

 

Poaceae (still more commonly known by its former name of Gramineae FT5) 

Note: Grasses have tiny flowers surrounded by chaffy bracts arranged in spikelets, sometimes with bristles (awns) 

and usually narrow linear leaves that have a flap (the ligule) at their base.  Members of the distinctive 

subfamily Bambusoideae have tall jointed woody stems. 

Agrostis i. infirma Rocky grassland in mountains e.g. by pass at Hehuanshan (typical bent-grass, 

rooting at nodes, long ligules, erect leaves & diffuse panicle of 1-flwr spikelets) 

Alopecurus aequalis Moist lawns and flowerbeds e.g. grounds of Silks Hotel in Taroko Gorge NP (typical 

annual foxtail: stems knee-bent at base, panicle a dense narrow spike of 1-flowered 

spikelets, anthers orange) (var. amurensis) [Orange Foxtail] 

Arundo formosana Mainly on rocky cliffs e.g. above Dongshi and grounds of Wuling Farm 

(distinctive grass like a small pendant reed) 

Cenchrus echinatus Roadsides and weedy areas e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (short grass with 

dense spike of hard bur-like fruit) A (Neotropics) [Spiny Sandbur] 

Ceratochloa cathartica Rough verges in the mountains e.g. in Rueyian River Reserve and grounds of 

Wuling Farm (patch forming quite coarse grass, leaves 5-7mm long and large 

panicle of long elliptic strongly compressed spikelets, each 27-28mm long and 

composed of 4-9 flowers with no awns) A (South America) (named Bromus 

catharticus in FT5) [Rescue Brome] 

Chimonobambusa quadrangularis  Hui Sun, introduced. 

Dactyloctenium aegyptium Sandy places in coastal zone e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (mat-forming perennial: 

flat hairy-edged leaves; spreading inflorescence of 2-7 dense spikes, each with all 

spikelets on lower edge and resembling spokes of a wheel) (Pantropical) [Crowfoot-

grass] 

Dendrocalamus latiflorus Always originally planted (bamboo to 20m tall with stems to 20cm in diameter; from 

Phyllostachys spp by having stems in clumps) A (Burma to China) 

Deschampsia cespitosa Moist montane grasslands e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan (densely tufted grass: 

leaves ridged and very rough above with long-pointed ligule) (var. festucifolia) 

[Tufted Hair-grass or Hassocks] 

Digitaria henryi Waste ground near coast e.g. by road to Kenting NFRA (from D. ciliaris by being 

hairier, 4-10 spikes and spikelets 2.5mm) 

Echinochloa crus-galli Swampy edges and weedy places e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan and Fataán Wetland 

(lush annual grass whose flower head branches have bristle-tipped branches) 

[Cock’s-spur grass] 

Eleusine indica Road verges and rougher grassland e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (similar to 

Digitaria, but annual with fewer more robust spikes with spikelets all on one side) 

[Yard-grass] 

Festuca ovina? Alpine grasslands e.g. by road pass at Hehuanshan (familiar fine-leaved dense tufted 

grass; narrow panicle of spikelets with short awns) [Sheep’s Fescue] 

Imperata cylindrica Rough roadside verges up to moderate altitudes (tall, to 3m, perennial grass with 

pale dense silky spike-like head) 

Leersia hexandra Wet places and shallow water e.g. upper shore of lake at Lung-luantan (loosely 

tufted perennial, decumbent and rooting at lower nodes (both these and leaf-edges 

rough) and loose panicle of 1-flowered spikelets) 

Lolium multiflorum Disturbed land (familiar fodder grass: spike of sessile spikelets with only one glume 

and long awns) A (south Europe etc) [Italian Rye-grass] 

Miscanthus floridulus Common on coastal plains, both native and planted as windbreaks e.g. west coast 

between Taipei and Taichung (tall robust reed-like grass forming patches topped by 

plume-like panicles 30-50cm long, spikelets 2-4 mm long) 

Miscanthus sinensis More open parts of broadleaved forest and higher e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River 

Reserve, grounds of Wuling Farm and by road through Mingchih NFRA (from latter 

by shorter inflorescence and spikelets ca 5mm long) 
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Oryza sativa Cultivated in rice-fields and spreading e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (tufted annual 

grass with ligules 1-2cm long and leaves 25-80cm long and 5-30mm wide and 

panicle of flattened spikelets comprising 1 fertile flower and 2 sterile lemmas) 

(widely cultivated – Asian origin) [Rice] 

Phragmites vallatoria Forming beds by broad lowland rivers e.g. west coast between Taipei and Taichung, 

and Fataán Wetland (typical true reed 2-4m tall with diffuse plume-like 

inflorescence) 

Phyllostachys makinoi Forming bamboo forest but often planted e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko 

Gorge NP (tall far-creeping almost hairless bamboo up to 16m tall with stems up to 

10cm in diameter) E [Makino Bamboo] 

Poa annua Open sites e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, and near Bilyu Sacred Tree 

at 2160m in Taroko NP (familiar weed with few-flowered spikelets in panicle, no 

awns and leaves with boat-shaped tip and grooves on either side of midrib) [Annual 

Meadow-grass] 

 Saccharum spontaneum Frequent on exposed gravelly riverbeds near the coast e.g. west coast between Taipei 

and Taichung (tall reed-like grass with large silky panicle and stems hairy just below 

the inflorescence) 

Schedonorus arundinaceus Rough grassland e.g. in grounds of Wuling National Hotel (tufted perennial grass 

with leaves 5-16mm wide, ridged above and hairy auricles and branched panicle of 

3-10 flowered spikelets bearing short awns) A (Eurasia) [Tall Fescue: better known 

as Festuca arundinacea] 

Setaria pallide-fusca Rough grasslands, waste ground and roadsides e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (typical 

Bristle-grass: annual 20-50cm tall, edges of leaf-sheath hairless and dense 

cylindrical spike with purplish-brown bristles) 

Setaria palmifolia Damp shady places e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (tufted perennial grass to 1m tall with lanceolate leaves 40cm long, 

as much as 6.5cm wide and longitudinally corrugated; loose panicle to 40cm) [Palm-

grass] 

Setaria verticillata Disturbed grassland and margins (erect hairy annual with stem knee-bent at base and 

with cylindrical inflorescence of somewhat interrupted whorls, spikelets subtended 

by 1-4 bristles) [Rough Bristle-grass] 

Spinifex littoreus Sandy seashores e.g. in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (quite robust long 

creeping grass with very short sharp-pointed leaves, ligule a ring of hairs) 

Yushania niitakayamensis Open mountainsides covered in this dwarf bamboo, sometimes as forest understorey 

e.g. km 50 Dasyueshan, by road pass in Hehuanshan (including conifer forest) 

(slender colonial bamboo 1-4m tall, much twiggy-branched and with leaves 4-18cm 

long and 5-13mm wide) 

 

Pontederiaceae 
Eichhornia crassipes ±naturalised in ponds and lakes e.g. Fataan wetlands (free-floating with spikes of 

lilac flowers and roundish leaves whose petioles have globular inflated bases) A 

(Tropical and subtropical South America) [Water-hyacinth] 

Monochoria vaginalis Ponds and swampy shores e.g. in Sheding Nature Park (aquatic with polymorphic 

leaves (linear when submerged, floating lanceolate and aerial heart-shaped) and few-

flowered cluster of purple-blue flowers, each 16-25mm across) [Heartleaf False-

pickerelweed] 

 

Smilacaceae 
Smilax arisanensis Broadleaved forest e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below Meifeng (rather woody 

vine to 7m, sometimes prickly, with tendrils, leathery lanceolate leaves and simple 

umbels of blue-black berries) 

Smilax china Forests e.g. Dasyueshan and Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (differs from S. 

arisanensis by its red berries and roundish leaves) 

Smilax lanceifolia Forests e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (from other species in being without 

prickles, having lanceolate leaves and yellowish-red berries) 

 

Strelitziaceae 
Ravenala madagascariensis Planted but still notable (huge paddle-shaped leaves on long stalks, in distinctive fan 

shape aligned in single plane) A (Madagascar) [Traveller’s Palm] 
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Typhaceae 
Typha orientalis Swamps, ponds and river banks e.g. Fataan wetland (typical reedmace or cattail: 

long 2-ranked linear leaves) 

 

Zingiberaceae 
Alpinia intermedia Recorded (red berries in erect inflorescence) 

Alpinia pricei Verges and margins e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area and by road 

through Mingchih NFRA (herb to 1.2m with oblong/lanceolate leaves and erect 

spike of large white asymmetric flowers, strongly marked with red stripes within) E 

(var. pricei in lowlands but var. sessiliflora (flowers with bracteoles) at Mingchih) 

Alpinia zerumbet Broadleaved forest and its margins e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (tall herb to over 3m with 

alternate oblong leaves to 80cm long, and pendulous spikes of crimson ridged 

globular capsular fruit) [Shell Ginger] 

Hedychium coronarium Wet shores and gullies (tall colonial ginger with narrow elliptic leaves and showy 

clusters of fragrant white flowers) [White Ginger: also cultivated in fields for its root 

as along the east coast in Pingtung province and in the Fataán Wetland] 

 

 

 

B) Dicotyledones 
 

Acanthaceae 
Note: Mostly shrubs or rather woody herbs with opposite leaves and 2-lipped flowers, somewhat resembling the 

mint family (Lamiaceae) but without strong scents.  The flowers are often in spikes with prominent 

overlapping bracts. 

Codonacanthus pauciflorus Broad-leaved forests at lower altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko 

Gorge (small erect herb 30-60cm tall: stalked pointed ovate leaves 3-9cm long and 

open one-sided few-flowered panicles, white flowers) 

Hygrophila salicifolia Wet places and shores e.g. Fataán Wetland (branched erect or decumbent herb: 

linear-lanceolate or oblanceolate (willow-like) leaves) 

Hypoestes cumingiana Scrub edges e.g. Longkeng and Sheding Nature Park  (tall woody-based herb: ovate-

oblong leaves and very open panicle of markedly 2-lipped pink-purple flowers to 

2cm long) 

Hypoestes purpurea Possibly this species seen too? 

Justicia procumbens Forest edges and rough margins e.g. Ying Da and Taroko NP (ascending hairy herb 

with short-stalked roundish leaves and spikes of pink to light violet flowers 7-8mm 

long) 

Parachampionella rankanensis Forests in the hills e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (low herb with obscurely toothed ovate leaves to 5cm long and 

large nearly stalkless purple-blue flowers with curved corolla tubes and 5 rounded 

lobes) E 

Peristrophe roxburghiana Forest edges in lowlands e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (inflorescences of 1-4 flowers, 

each reddish violet and to 5cm long) 

Thunbergia grandiflora Garden escape and ±naturalised on bushesat Ying Da (vine with heart-shaped/ovate 

leaves and blue/purple flowers with pale throat) A (India and Southeast Asia) [Blue 

Trumpet-vine] 

 

Aceraceae 
Acer kawakamii Forests e.g. Dasyueshan, Rueyian River Reserve, Taroko Gorge NP (from typical 

maples by having unlobed leaves that are oblong-ovate with long point) E 

Acer palmatum Broad-leaved forest and their edges e.g. Dasyueshan (typical elegant sharply 7-lobed 

maple tree – var. pubescens) [Japanese Maple] 

Acer serrulatum Broadleaved forest (differs from A. palmatum in having 5-lobed leaves) E 

 

Actinidiaceae 
Actinidia chinensis Dasyueshan (climbing shrub with suborbicular leaves to 12 cm) var. setosa E 
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Aizoaceae 
Sesuvium portulacastrum Disturbed seashores e.g. rocky places in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area, and 

Aogu (much-branched decumbent hairless perennial with opposite linear-lanceolate 

cylindrical or flattened leaves, with clasping base) 

Trianthemum portulacastrum Aogu wetlands (creeping herb with oval to round leaves and white to light pink 5-

petalled flowers) 

 

Amaranthaceae 
Achyranthes aspera Disturbed ground and pathsides e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (herb with narrow 

chaffy spikes of green flowers that become reflexed below – vars. indica and rubro-

fusca) [Prickly Chaff-flower] 

Achyranthes bidentata Forest edges and verges e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (from latter by having 

stamindoes (sterile stamens) not fringed) (var. japonica) 

Alternanthera sessilis Waste ground and wet places e.g. Tainan riverside, near lake at Lung-luantan, and 

track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (prostrate to ascending branched 

annual herb, opposite narrow lanceolate leaves with sessile clusters of chaffy flowers 

at their base, each with 5 stamens) 

Amaranthus viridis Waste ground e.g. Sibao in Taroko NP (only 3 perianth segments and usually 

<80cm) A (Tropical Americas) 

Celosia argentea Waste places and roadsides (tall annual with alternate ovate entire leaves and 

terminal spikes where flowers are largely hidden by overlapping whitish or pink 

papery bracts) [Plumed Cockscomb] 

Gomphrena celosioides Open grassland e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (ascending perennial herb: opposite 

oblong sessile leaves 1-4.5cm long, with white sessile globular to spike-like heads) 

A (Brazil) [Prostrate Globe-amaranth] 

Iresine herbstii Probably always planted e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (small shrub with opposite 

deep maroon heart-shaped leaves with pink veins; upright branched flower spike of 

small woolly whitish flowers) A (Neotropics) [Bloodleaf] 

 

Anacardiaceae 
Rhus javanica Thickets and secondary forest e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (bush whose alternate pinnate 

leaves have 9-17 leaflets and panicles of small berries – var. roxburghiana) 

 

Apiaceae (still more commonly known by its former name of Umbelliferae FT3) 

Cnidium monnieri Verges e.g. near hotel lunch stop in Mingchih NFRA (typical short umbellifer: 2-3 

pinnate leaves with linear lanceolate lobes; compound white umbels with bracts) 

(var. formosanum is E: nominate variety in China etc) 

Conioselinum morrisonense Moist mountain rocks and slopes e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical 

small umbellifer with ovate to deltoid 2- to 3-pinnate leaves and ovate fruit) E 

Cryptotaenia japonica Forest edges e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (aromatic perennial with sharp-

toothed trefoil leaves and very open irregular umbels of 1-4 white flowers and 

oblong fruit) 

Hydrocotyle setulosa Wet track margins in the hills e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below Meifeng, and 

near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP (typical marsh pennywort: perennial 

prostrate and creeping with hairy long-stalked round or kidney-shaped leaves5-

20mm across, slightly 5-7 lobed) E 

Hydrocotyle sibthorpioides Moist shady places e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (typical marsh pennywort: hairless 

and prostrate, shallowly 5-7 lobed roundish leaves 5-16mm across) 

Oenanthe javanica Ponds and wet places e.g. Fataan wetlands (typical perennial umbellifer: 1-3 pinnate 

leaves and white umbels with dense fruiting umbellules) 

Peucedanum formosanum Rocks in the hills e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (robust perennial umbellifer: 

fern like leaves whose 3 primary divisions are pinnately cut into lanceolate lobes) E 

Pimpinella niitakayamensis Mountain rocks and grassland e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical small 

umbellifer with 1-pinnate basal leaves, stem leaves with narrower segments, white 

flowers and small ovoid fruit) E 

Torilis japonica Roadsides and forest tracks e.g. Taroko to Wuling (familiar small rough-hairy 

umbellifer, bipinnate leaves and umbels of small bur-like fruit) [Upright Hedge-

parsley] 
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Apocynaceae 
Parsonia laevigata Rocks and scrub above seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (twining 

shrub with milky sap and opposite pointed oblong leaves; linear pods to 16cm long) 

 

Aquifoliaceae 
Ilex goshiensis Dasyueshan, forest near accommodation (small evergreen tree with elliptic leaves to 

4cm with entire margins)  

Ilex hayataiana Forests at medium altitudes e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (small 

evergreen holly with usually hairy twigs, entire elliptic leaves 3-4cm long and red 

berries 5-7mm across) E 

Ilex pedunculosa Broad-leaved forest e.g. Dasyueshan (small evergreen holly with hairless twigs, 

ovate leaves to 8cm long with crenulate or entire margins) 

Ilex tugitakayamensis Dasyueshan (evergreen tree with elliptic leaves to 14cm long with entire margins 

and veins elevated on both surfaces) 

Ilex uraiensis Broad-leaved forest (evergreen holly with hairless twigs, elliptic leaves to 10 cm 

long with few remote teeth and red berries 10-11 mm across) (apart from Taiwan 

only in Ryukyu Islands) 

 

Araliaceae 
Aralia armata Secondary forests e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (shrub differing from all other Aralia 

species in having prickles actually on the 2-3 pinnate leaves) 

Aralia bipinnata Forest edges e.g. widespread in Rueyian River Reserve, Salmon Eco-centre in 

grounds of Wuling Farm and by road through Mingchih NFRA (from A. 

decaisneana by hairless leaves that are glaucous below) 

Aralia decaisneana Secondary forests and disturbed forest margins at lower altitudes e.g. Fuyuan 

Butterfly Valley and Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP (sparingly 

prickly shrub with rusty tomentose hairs and rather leathery pinnate leaves with 7-11 

leaflets and erect spikes of long-stalked globular umbels) 

Fatsia polycarpa Moist shady forest edges e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, by main road 

(#8) west out of Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (clearly similar 

to the familiar garden/house plant: shrub with palmately-lobed leaves 20-35cm 

across and branched panicles of globular umbels) 

Hedera rhombea Forests from 800-2600m e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (an ivy: shrub 

climbing with aerial rootlets, shiny evergreen alternate leaves, ovate on fertile 

shoots, often 3-5 lobed on sterile shoots) (var. formosana is E: nominate variety in 

Japan and Korea) [Japanese Ivy] 

Schefflera octophylla Broadleaved forest (large shrub: leathery long-stalked leaves of 6-9 leaflets arranged 

digitally; flowers in elongate panicles giving way to globular fruit) 

Tetrapanax papyriferus Thickets e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge 

NP, grounds of Wuling Farm, by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and by road 

through Mingchih NFRA (unarmed evergreen shrub 2-4m tall: palmately lobed 

leaves to 50cm across (7-12 lobes) and large terminal panicles of many globular 

umbels) 

 

Aristolochiaceae 
Asarum macranthum Broadleaved forest e.g. near Dasyueshan entrance car park (creeping perennial 

bearing heart-shaped leaves that are variegated above and purplish below; flowers 

low to ground and 3-sepalled) E 

 

Asclepiadaceae 
Asclepias curassavica Verges e.g. above Wushe (perennial herb with white sap, opposite narrow leaves and 

orange+yellow flower-heads) A (Neotropics) [Tropical Milkweed] 
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Asteraceae (still more commonly known by its former name of Compositae FT4) 

Note: Familiar family with 3 broad artificial groupings, which may loosely be termed thistle-like, dandelion-like or 

daisy-like, depending on whether the flower-heads are composed of tubular, ligulate or both types of floret.  

Most Taiwanese representatives are herbaceous. 

Adenostemma lavenia Wet places in the lowlands e.g. Jhibhen, Fuyuan, and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih 

NFRA (perennial erect herb with opposite ovate-oblong leaves and open 

inflorescences of small heads of whitish tubular flowers) NB This was the flowering 

shrub supremely attractive to many danaid butterflies for example at Jhibhen and 

Fuyuan. It is a source of pyrrolizidine alkaloids, necessary for pheromone synthesis 

and defence. 

Ageratum houstonianum Widespread weed (annual with blue discoid flowers) 

Anaphalis margaritacea Stony places on high mountains e.g. near pass, Hehuanshan, near Bilyu Sacred Tree 

at 2160m in Taroko NP and far western Taroko NP (grey-white woolly erect 

perennial with linear-oblong leaves decurrent down stem and sub-globose heads in 

clusters with bright white involucral bracts) [Pearly Everlasting] ssp. morrisonicola 

Anaphalis nepalensis Mountains above 3200m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (similar to latter but with 

leaves NOT decurrent, plant <10cm tall, white-woolly and normally with just a 

handful of heads) 

Artemisia campestris Dry open and/or rocky sites in the hills and mountains e.g. near road pass at 

Hehuanshan and Salmon Eco-centre in grounds of Wuling Farm (typical wormwood 

but with bipinnately cut leaves with thread-like segments and numerous globose 

heads to 2.5-3.5mm) [Field Wormwood] = A.morrisonensis 

Artemisia capillaris Rocks near rivers e.g. Waterfall Trail in Taroko Gorge NP (differs from A. 

campestris in its heads only 1.5-2mm across, very fine leaves) 

Artemisia kawakamii Dry rocky sites above 2700m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (short mugwort, 

with bipinnate leaves white-tomentose beneath, and narrow panicles of globose 

heads ca 5mm across with purplish involucres) E 

Artemisia princeps Rough margins e.g. far western Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass 

(typical mugwort: cobweb-hairy, alternate pinnately-cut leaves white-woolly beneath 

& narrow paniculate inflorescence of numerous small rayless grey-purplish heads) 

(var. orientalis) 

Aster somai Western Taroko Gorge (mugwort with 2-pinnately cut leaves that are white matted 

hairy beneath and have acute linear-lanceolate lobes; heads white-woolly and 4mm 

across)  

Aster subulatus Upper saline marshes and by ponds e.g. Aogu wetlands, lake-shore at Lung-luantan, 

Fataán Wetland and near Sibao school in Taroko NP (hairless annual, rather fleshy 

linear to lanceolate leaves and numerous purple-rayed daisies) A (North America) 

Aster taiwanensis Rocky margins e.g. Taroko NP including by Bilyu Sacred Tree (fairly typical 

“Michaelmas Daisy”: leafy stems, leaves lanceolate & coarsely sharp-toothed; 

panicles of white-rayed daisies) E 

Bidens pilosa Rough wet verges, water margins in lowlands, widespread & often abundant (typical 

bur-marigold with opposite trefoil leaves and heads with white rays – var. minor – 

except rayless form at Dasyueshan) A (Pantropical) [Black Jack] 

Carpesium nepalense Under forests from 1000-2600m e.g. km 50 at Dasyueshan (erect branched perennial 

woolly at base; alternate irregularly-toothed soft-hairy oblong leaves 12-18cm long; 

yellow heads surrounded in leafy coarsely-toothed bracts) 

Cirsium arisanense Grassy ridges e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (thistle to 1m tall with pinnately cut 

lanceolate leaves and 1(-3) white heads with involucral bracts 3.5-4mm wide) E 

Cirsium kawakamii Mountain meadows e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (thistle, shorter than last with 

pinkish-white heads in clusters with involucral bracts <3mm) E 

Conyza canadensis Disturbed ground e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (tall annual with numerous 

toothed linear-lanceolate leaves and many small white heads, each flower has 4-

lobed corolla) A (North America) [Canadian Fleabane aka Erigeron canadensis] 

Crassocephalum crepidioides Disturbed places along trails e.g. by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP (erect/ 

straggling annual: alternate toothed leaves variable in shape (upper elliptical, lower 

with 2 lobes at base) and orange-pink heads, drooping at first) A (Africa and 

Madagascar; not in FT4 but included in checklist) [Thickhead] 

Dichrocephala bicolor Damp weedy places on clay e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve and near 

Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP (low stout annual with alternate coarsely 

pinnately cut hairy leaves, leafy stems and raceme of small globular heads with erect 
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narrow white rays and yellow disc) 

Eclipta prostrata Ditches and shores (ascending annual with opposite lanceolate leaves and solitary 

long-stalked white daisy-like heads that have numerous narrow rays) [False Daisy] 

Elephantopus mollis Common weed of rough ground and waysides e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (rigid 

perennial herb, whitish hairy, big ovate-lanceolate leaves, stems forking and dense 

clusters of discoid 2-5 flowered whitish heads surrounded by heart-shaped leaf-like 

bracts) A (Neotropics) 

Emilia sonchifolia Verges and disturbed ground e.g.  near lake at Lung-luantan and Taroko Gorge NP 

(like a sow-thistle with small pale rose heads) 

Erechtites hieracifolia Disturbed ground e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below Meifeng (Tall annual with 

alternate coarsely-toothed leaves and numerous cylindrical heads of yellowish-green 

flowers) A (North America) [Fireweed] 

Erigeron morrisonensis High montane rocky swards e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical short 

fleabane with spathulate hairy basal leaves and linear stem leaves, and 1-6 daisy-like 

head with numerous white rays) E 

Eupatorium formosanum Forest edges e.g. Dasyueshan, pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, by trail from 

Hehuan Villa toward Taroko NP and by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP (herb 

to 2m: opposite leaves ovate below and tripartite in mid and upper stem; flowers like 

E. chinense) E 

Galinsoga parviflora Waste ground and margins (bushy annual with opposite ovate leaves and small 

daisy-like flowers with 5 rays) A (tropical America) [Gallant Soldier] 

 

Gnaphalium adnatum Roadsides and waste e.g. by Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP, western 

Taroko NP, grounds of Wuling National Hotel and by road in Mingchih NFRA 

(robust white-woolly cudweed to 70cm tall, similar to G. affine but heads 6mm 

across) 

Gynura japonica Under forests at 1000-2500m e.g. Dasyueshan, pipeline trail in Rueyian River 

Reserve and grounds of Wuling Farm (branched perennial 35-100cm tall: leaves 

deeply pinnately cut with lobes sharply toothed and numerous rayless yellow heads) 

(var. flava is E; nominate variety more widespread in East Asia) 

Hypochaeris radicata Lawns etc. e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar herb: all leaves basal, somewhat 

lobed, with blunt tip; stems branched bearing scale-like bracts and several yellow 

dandelion-like heads 2-4cm across) A (temperate Eurasia – not included in FT4, but 

in checklist) [Common Cat’s-ear] 

Ixeris chinensis Rocks and cliffs e.g. coastally at Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (from I. 

laevigata by white pappus and involucre 6-10mm long) 

Lactuca formosana Sunny slopes e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (biennial lettuce 45-100cm tall, 

differing from L. indica in its 3-ribbed fruit) 

Mikania cordata Forests and scrubby edges (climbing herb with opposite toothed heart-shaped leaves 

and open corymbs of white few-flowered heads) 

Mikania micrantha Possibly present too. This name is not in FT 4. 

Myriactis humilis Dasyueshan etc. (perennial with white to purple button heads, very variable) 

Parthenium hysterophorus Waste ground and verges e.g. by road to Kenting NFRA (tall weedy herb with 1-2 

pinnately cut leaves; many small white 5-rayed daisies) A (Neotropics) (not in FT4 

but included in checklist) [Whitetop Weed] 

Petasites formosanus Moist forests in the mountains e.g. Sihyuan Pass, Rueyian River Reserve trail below 

Meifeng and near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP (typical creeping 

butterbur with long-stalked heart-shaped leaves, wavy edged and toothed, sparsely 

cobwebby below) E 

Picris hieracioides High montane grassland e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan and far western Taroko 

NP (medium rough hairy biennial/perennial with narrow lanceolate leaves and 

yellow dandelion-like heads) (ssp. morrisonensis is E; nominate subspecies 

throughout Eurasia) 

Pluchea carolinensis This species at Taroko? (shrubby with heads of white flowers) Not in FT 

Pluchea indica Aogu wetlands (sub-shrub with serrated leaves and heads of purple flowers)  
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Prenanthes formosana Montane forests, scattered records (rather delicate perennial 65-95cm tall with milky 

latex, alternate long-stalked bristle-toothed pinnate leaves (terminal leaflets much 

larger) and branched panicles of numerous small purple heads) E 

Senecio nemorensis Mountain grasslands and forests e.g. km 50 Dasyueshan, by highway #14a to 

Hehuanshan and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (leafy perennial with fine-

toothed lanceolate leaves and open inflorescence of 17-25mm 5-rayed daisies) 

[Wood Ragwort] 

Senecio scandens Moist forest edges in mountains e.g. western Taroko NP (clambering perennial with 

alternate stalked leaves that have cut or lobed margin and yellow daisies with rays to 

9mm) 

Solidago virgaurea Open places and woods on base-rich soils e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, and near road 

pass at Hehuanshan (typical perennial goldenrod, unbranched with long-stalked 

ovate toothed leaves and leafy corymb of small yellow daisies) (var. leiocarpa) 

[Goldenrod] 

Sonchus arvensis Weedy sites e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (familiar perennial herb: to 1m 

with alternate lanceolate prickly-edged leaves and large dandelion-like yellow heads 

4-5cm across) Status uncertain [Perennial Sow-thistle] 

Sonchus oleraceus Waste ground and margins e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar annual/biennial 

with milky latex, differing from latter by paler heads 2cm across) Status uncertain 

[Smooth Sow-thistle] 

Taraxacum formosanum Scattered records of presumably this, the only Taraxacum species in Flora of Taiwan 

Tridax procumbens Roadsides, disturbed ground and amenity grassland (trailing herb with opposite 

lanceolate, often lobed, leaves and very short-rayed pale yellow heads) A (tropical 

Americas) [Coat-buttons] 

Vernonia cinerea Widespread and locally common (perennial with small purple flowers) 

Vernonia patula A common annual weed   

Wedelia biflora Seashores and wet places near coast e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (differs from W. 

prostrata in clambering habit and leaves 7-14cm long) 

Wedelia prostrata Moist open shores and waste places e.g. Bulowan Leader Village (long-creeping 

herb, rooting at nodes, with opposite thick coriaceous few-toothed oblong leaves 1.5-

4.5cm long and yellow daisy-like heads) 

Youngia japonica Waste ground and roadsides, scattered records (bronze biennial with pinnately-cut 

leaves all basal and terminal panicles of yellow dandelion-like heads) 

 

Balsaminaceae 
Impatiens uniflora Forests in montane districts e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, by main 

road (#8) west out of Taroko NP, by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and near 

Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (herb 10-50cm tall with long-stalked elliptic 

toothed leaves to 10cm long, and one typical red-purple balsam flower with long 

spur recurved under) E 

Impatiens walleriana By trails and roads and on disturbed forest edges e.g. Dasyueshan, Fuyuan Butterfly 

Valley and Taroko Gorge NP (succulent pink-purple herb, resembling the familiar 

Bizzie-Lizzy) A (East Africa – not listed in FT) 

 

Begoniaceae 
Note: Family mostly composed of 1 genus, with distinctive alternate cordate leaves where one of basal lobes is 

much larger than the other.  Flowers numerous, with male and female flowers separate 

Begonia aptera Woodland undergrowth in hills and mountains e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River 

Reserve (white-flowered glabrous creeping Begonia, wingless capsules) 

Begonia formosana Moist rocky places in forests e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (pink-flowered 

creeping Begonia, coarsely dentate leaves and male flowers with 5 tepals) (Apart 

from Taiwan, only on Ryukyu Islands) 

Begonia laciniata Forest undergrowth e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, near Sibao school in Taroko NP 

and by road through Mingchih NFRA (densely rusty hairy stemmed Begonia with 

irregularly lobed leaves) 

Begonia nantoensis Dasyueshan (stout begonia with pale pink flowers, loosely pubescent) 
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Berberidaceae 
Berberis brevisepala Scrubby slopes in mountains above 2600m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan 

(typical barberry with evergreen alternate spinose-serrate obovate leaves in clusters 

of 3-5) E 

Berberis kawakamii At the pass on Day 13 (leaves elliptic, spinose-serrate) 

 

Betulaceae 
Alnus formosana Dasyueshan (typical alder: ovate-oblong fine-toothed leaves and cone-like fruit) 

(Apart from Taiwan, only on Ryukyus) 

Carpinus kawalkamii Broadleaved forest e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (typical hornbeam with narrow 

lanceolate double-toothed leaves and pendulous fruiting catkins where nuts have 

long leaf-like bracts) 

 

Bignoniaceae 
Radermachia sinica Thickets and forests at lower altitudes e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge 

NP (medium-sized tree: opposite bipinnate leaves, leaflets 4.5-6cm) [China Doll 

Tree] 

 
Boraginaceae 
Ehretia resinosa Sheding Nature Park (shrub or small tree) 

Trichodesma khasianum Lowland forest edges e.g. Nanrenshan conservation area (distinctive large shrubby 

herb: opposite oblong leaves 8-22cm long, rough above and panicles of red-brown 

wide-cylindrical flowers 1-1.3cm long with 5 wide spreading pale green calyx-lobes) 

Is this the same as Trichodesma calycosum? 

 

Brassicaceae (still more commonly known by its former name of Cruciferae FT2) 

Arabis lyrata Exposed open ground in mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan and by 

highway #8 at km 119.5 in western Taroko NP (low hairy perennial with lyrate 

usually toothed leaves, those above clasping stem and erect pods 3.5-5cm long by 

2mm wide) (ssp. kamtschatica) 

Barbarea taiwaniana Rocky, often moist slopes in the high mountains e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan 

and near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP (typical wintercress: erect leafy 

perennial whose pinnately divided leaves have a particularly large terminal lobe and 

racemes of erect linear flat pods) E 

Brassica napus Sown or naturalised on banks e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar vegetable: 

somewhat glaucous, pinnately-lobed leaves and inflorescences of yellow flowers and 

linear pods 5-10cm long) A (Europe etc – not included in FT2 or checklist) [Rape] 

Capsella bursa-pastoris Waste places and roadsides e.g. grounds of Wuling National Hotel (familiar low 

weed with unequally pinnate cut leaves, small white flowers and distinctive fruit, 

triangular and notched) [Shepherd’s-purse] 

Cardamine flexuosa Disturbed ground, wet or weedy e.g. by road in Mingchih NFRA (small cress with 

small white flowers, pinnate leaves and narrow pods) [Wavy Bittercress] 

Cardamine hirsuta Apparently this at Dasyueshan (Hairy Bittercress) Not in FT 

Rorippa indica Roadside weed e.g. Kenting NFA (typical ascending perennial yellow-cress: toothed 

lanceolate alternate leaves; racemes of 4-petalled yellow flowers giving way to 

linear pods 16-25mm long) 

 

Calophyllaceae (formerly part of the family known as Guttiferae FT2) 

Calophyllum inophyllum Scrub on rocky or sandy seashores e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area 

(medium tree whose opposite hairless elliptic/oblong leaves have broad flattened 

stalks and are 8-18cm long by 4.5-10cm wide) 

 

Campanulaceae 
Adenophora uehatae Rock ledges in the mountains above 2500m e.g. Taroko to Wuling (rather short 

bellflower with stems covered in white hairs and elliptic/lanceolate toothed leaves 

and large (16-30mm long) solitary sky-blue bell flowers) E 

Campanumoea javanica? Swampy margins e.g. Fataán Wetland (resembles bindweed/Ipomoea but with 

opposite heart-shaped leaves) 
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Hippobroma longiflora Moist grassy shade e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and road through Mingchih NFRA 

(perennial herb: alternate elliptic pinnately-toothed leaves and fragrant white, long-

tubed flowers with 5 lobes) A (Neotropics) [Horse-poison] 

Lobelia chinensis Chun Yang research station above Wushe (perennial herb with white to rose-purple 

flowers, white woolly inside the tube)   

Pratia nummularia Moist lawns and mown margins e.g.  near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP 

and Mingchih (far-creeping and rooting with alternate, toothed roundish heart-based 

leaves and white and purple lobelia like flowers giving way to purple globular 

berries) 

 

Cannabaceae (placed by FT2 in Moraceae) 

Humulus scandens Scrub and woodland edge in lowlands e.g. both grounds of Silks Hotel and near 

Sibao school in Taroko NP (typical hop: prickly rough climber with opposite 5-7 

lobed leaves; pendulous catkins of male flowers, cone-like female) 

 

Capparaceae 
Cleome rutidosperma Pathways and wet margins e.g. Ying Da (perennial with ascending 5-angled stems, 

alternate trefoil leaves and asymmetric 4-petalled lilac-blue flowers, long-stalked 

petals, and both stamens and pod long curved) A (tropical Africa to Australia) 

[Fringed Spider-flower] 

  

Caprifoliaceae 
Lonicera sp. A honeysuckle with yellow flowers at Dasyueshan km 50 does not fit any of the 

species in Flora of Taiwan 

Sambucus formosana Moist thickets e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve and Fuyuan Butterfly 

Valley (typical elder rather resembling Danewort) E 

Viburnum luzonicum Broadleaved forest e.g. Taroko NP (small deciduous tree with opposite sharp-

toothed leaves with attenuate tip and ≥7 pairs of veins, and umbel-like heads of 

white flowers giving way to red berries – var. formosanum).  This seems to be a 

synonym of V. betulifolium  

 

Caryophyllaceae 
Cerastium trigynum Rocks at Hehuan Pass (biennial or perennial with linear leaves and white flowers) 

var.morrisonense 

Dianthus pygmaeus Rocky grasslands in mountains and their foothills e.g. in fine flower below Hehuan 

Pass (typical low perennial pink: creeping with opposite linear leaves 2-5cm long 

and 1-few showy pink flowers with 5 deep-cut fringed petals) E 

Drymaria diandra Disturbed ground, weedy sites and roadsides e.g. Taroko Gorge (like a chickweed 

with rather distant pairs of round leaves and 5 white petals) 

Silene fortunei Taroko Gorge in fine flower (pink flowers with very long narrow calyx) 

Silene morrison-montana Rocks and gravel above 3000m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical low 

perennial campion with opposite linear leaves 25-50mm long and 2.5mm wide and 

solitary white flowers to 16mm wide with swollen calyx) E 

Stellaria arisanensis Wuling Farm salmon viewing riverside woodland (perennial with glandular hairy 

leaves and solitary white flowers c.1cm diameter) 

Stellaria media Weed of roadsides and disturbed ground e.g. near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in 

Taroko NP and walls by road through Mingchih NFRA (familiar weed: opposite 

stalked ovate leaves, lines of hairs on stem and 6-8mm white flowers, whose 5 petals 

are divided almost to base) [Common Chickweed] 

 

Casuarinaceae 
Casuarina equisetifolia Locally planted in coastal zone and possibly naturalised e.g. Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (evergreen tree whose slender, much-branched twigs have minute 

scale-leaves in whorls of 5–20 and fruit resembling a woody, conifer cone) A 

(Australasia, Philippines, Indochina etc - not in FT or checklist) [Beach She-oak] 

 

Celastraceae 
Maytenus diversifolia Coastal scrub e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (spiny shrub: 

leathery alternate obovate leaves 25-30mm long and almost globular red/purple 

capsules ca 6mm) (aka Gymnosporia diversifolia) 
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Chenopodiaceae 
Chenopodium ambrosoides Weedy waste ground e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP and Salmon Eco-centre in 

grounds of Wuling Farm (differs from most goosefoots in being aromatic, having 

glandular hairs and narrow lanceolate leaves with coarse teeth) A (Neotropics) 

[Mexican-tea] 

 

Clusiaceae (still often known by its former name of Guttiferae FT2) 

Hypericum japonicum Wet open track margins, this species at Dasyueshan? (erect annual St John’s-wort: 

sessile ovate/oblong leaves 2-18mm long with scattered pale glandular dots and up 

to 30 regular yellow flowers )  

Hypercium nagasawai Stony forest edges e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (wiry ascending St. John’s-

wort: sessile oblong leaves to 25mm long with black glands around edge and 1-11 

regular 5-petalled yellow flowers) E 

Hypericum taihezanense Dasyueshan (perennial herb)  

 

Combretaceae 
Terminalia catappa Scrub near seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (tree of pagoda outline 

of horizontal branches bearing oblanceolate shiny leaves to 25cm) [Indian Almond] 

 

Convolvulaceae 
Ipomoea cairica Widespread at lower altitudes (weedy morning glory with palmate leaves and pale 

purple flowers)  

Ipomoea gracilis Sandy beaches and thickets near seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area 

(prostrate or twining hairless herb: long heart-shaped leaves and funnel-shaped 

purple or pink flowers 3-4.5cm long) 

Ipomoea nil Naturalised in coarse roadside vegetation etc. e.g. Ying Da (typical morning-glory 

with ovate to 3-lobed leaves and bright blue funnel-like flowers to 6cm) A (circum-

tropical) [Japanese Morning-glory] 

Ipomoea obscura Verges and margins in lowlands e.g. Tainan, Ying Da, and track to Longkeng 

Ecological Protected Area (distinctive twining herb: pointed heart-shaped leaves and 

funnel-shaped flowers to 2cm long, pale yellow-white with dark mid-petal lines) 

Ipomoea pes-caprae Upper sandy sea-shores e.g. point at Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (spreading 

prostrate vine with “goat’s-foot” leaves 3-9cm long) [Beach Morning-glory or 

Goat's-foot] 

Ipomoea triloba Twining over bushes e.g. Tainan, Ying Da, and Kenting (morning glory with broad 

cordate or 3-lobed leaves and clusters of quite small pink trumpet-like flowers) 

 

Crassulaceae 
Hylotelephium subcapitatum Moist cliffs above 3000m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, in leaf (resembles 

orpine or roseroot: small succulent with flattened toothed leaves and terminal head 

of small dry fruit) E 

Kalanchoe gracilis Leaves in western Taroko Gorge (fleshy herb with opposite pinnately-lobed leaves 

>> 3cm and cymes of yellow flowers) E 

Sedum morrisonense Rocky places in mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical reddish 

stonecrops to 8cm tall with linear leaves to 6mm and yellow 5-petalled star-like 

flowers to 13mm wide) E 

 

Cucurbitaceae 
Gynostemma pentaphyllum Verges and scrub edges e.g. Dasyueshan and in Rueyian River Reserve (slender vine 

with bifid tendrils opposite simple or 5-foliate leaves and tiny yellow-green flowers) 

Momordica charantia Roadsides and waste ground (slender vine with leaf-lobes obovate and narrowed but 

without glands at base, yellow flowers 1cm across and orange warty ovate fruit) A 

(Old World tropics but widely naturalised) [Bitter Melon] 

Momordica cochinchinensis Verges and margins e.g. at Jhibhen (from M. charantia by leaves being glandular at 

base; flowers creamier) 

Ebenaceae 
Diospyros eriantha Taroko Gorge 

Diospyros maritima Kenting FRA 

Diospyros morrisiana Hui Sun 
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Elaeocarpaceae 
Elaeocarpus japonicus Dasyueshan 

 

Ericaceae 
Gaultheria itoana Open places in the mountains e.g. Dasyueshan and Hehuan Pass (small evergreen 

scrub, oblong leaves 10-16mm long, toothed and slightly recurved at edges, racemes 

of ovoid-tubular white flowers) E 

Lyonia ovalifolia Dasyueshan (small deciduous tree, flowers in glabrous racemes)  

Rhododendron formosanum Broad-leaved forest at 800-2000m e.g. Dasyueshan accommodation (small evergreen 

tree to 10m, almost hairless 8-16cm long and 1.5-3cm wide) E 

Rhododendron lasiostylum In leaf at Dasyueshan 

Rhododendron latoucheae In leaf at Dasyueshan, not in FT 

Rhododendron oldhami Drier forest on the hills e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm and by road through Mingchih 

NFRA (shrub 3-4m tall densely covered in rufous hairs with lanceolate-oblong 

leaves 3-8cm long; flowers solitary or 1-3, funnel shaped, to 4cm long and red) E 

Rhododendron pseudochrysanthum  In leaf in Dasyueshan accommodation forest (stout bush to 3m, mainly hairless 

with crowded glossy evergreen leaves 2-8cm long and 16-35mm wide) E 

Rhododendron rubropilosum Sunny mountain slopes e.g. Hehuan, in leaf (shrub ca 1m tall, twigs with appressed 

grey or brown hair, lanceolate leaves crowded toward shoot tip and 1-4cm long, 

edges recurved) E 

Vaccinium randaiense Dasyueshan (evergreen shrub or small tree with lanceolate leaves and racemes of 

glabrous flowers) 

Vaccinium wrightii Cilan (small evergreen tree, ovate to oblong leaves) 

 

Euphorbiaceae 
Bischofia javanica Native in forest and planted e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP 

(glabrous tree with alternate toothed trefoil leaves) 

Chamaesyce atoto Sandy coastal areas e.g. car park near lake at Lung-luantan (differs from other 

prostrate Chamaesyce species in its elliptic leathery leaves 12-30mm long) 

Chamaesyce garambiensis Sandy flats at the coast e.g. pathsides at Longkeng Ecological Protected Area 

(perennial prostrate Chamaesyce with thick roundish leaves 3-11mm diameter that 

are minutely toothed near tip) E 

Chamaesyce hirta Dry paths and disturbed places, mainly in the lowlands e.g. Kenting NFRA 

(ascending and hairy with ovate leaves to 3.5cm long with compact flower clusters 

ca 1.5cm in diameter) [Hairy Spurge] 

Chamaesyce hyssopifolia Roadsides e.g. at Jhibhen, and grounds of Silks Hotel in Taroko Gorge NP (differs 

from most other Chamaesyce species in erect/ ascending habit, and from C. hirta by 

leaves hairless, oblong-lanceolate and often purple spotted) A (Tropics and 

subtropics of Americas) 

Chamaesyce makinoi Pavements and trampled waste ground e.g. Hui Sun paths (typical Chamaesyce 

closely related to spurges, prostrate annual with opposite leaves and reddish stems 

with tiny reddish flowers and milky sap; glabrous fruit) 

Chamaesyce prostrata Trampled waste ground e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (from C. makinoi by short 

hairy capsules) 

Glochidion rubrum Scrub and woodland e.g. by seashore in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (shrub 

with alternate untoothed obovate leaves 3-8cm long and 6-chambered reddish fruit 

5-10mm across on short stalks) 

Macaranga tanarius Edges of secondary forest, widespread, e.g. coastal scrub in Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (also planted as a shade tree near habitation) (tree with glaucous 

twigs and large alternate, ovate, peltate leaves i.e. with leaf-stalk attached to 

underside of leaf) 

Mallotus paniculatus Frequent on roadsides in tropical Taiwan e.g. in Sheding Nature Park and 

Nanrenshan conservation area (differs from M. japonicus in having leaves matted 

white or rusty below) 

Melanolepis multiglandulosa Kenting FRA (shrub or small tree with large orbicular-ovate leaves, densely 

tomentose panicles)  
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Phyllanthus urinaria Garden weed and disturbed sites e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan, Kenting NFRA, at 

Jhibhen, and grounds of Silks Hotel in Taroko Gorge NP (shrubby herb with 2-

ranked small oblong alternate leaves, with numerous tiny greenish white flowers and 

round fruit on underside of the stems) [Chamberbitter] 

Ricinus communis Open waste places (familiar big erect purplish herb with large alternate 5-7 lobed 

and toothed leaves, branched racemes of fruit covered in soft spines) A (from SE 

Mediterranean to India) [Castor-oil Plant] 

 

Fabaceae (still often known by its former name of Leguminosae FT3) 

Note: An important family divided into three subfamilies, two of which mainly contain shrubs and trees i.e. 

Mimosoideae (with bipinnate leaves and often globular heads of regular flowers) and Caesalpinoideae (with 

pinnate leaves and slightly irregular flowers).  True peaflowers (subfamily Faboideae) are mainly herbs and 

vines, recognised by the characteristic “sweet-pea” flower and this subfamily is much the best-represented in 

Taiwan. 

Subfamily 1) Caesalpinioideae: 

Bauhinia x blakeana Day 1 verges (pink flowers) 

Bauhinia variegata Usually planted along town streets (small tree with distinctive cow-hoof leaves and 

large white flowers) A (India to China) 

Senna x floribunda Naturalised shrub (shrub to 1.5m tall and pinnate leaves without terminal leaflets, 

large yellow “butterfly” flowers and long dark pods) A (horticultural origin) 

Senna hirsuta Waste places e.g. in Sheding Nature Park (erect annual: pinnate leaves with 8-12 

very hairy leaflets, paired yellow flowers 2.5cm across and long linear flat pods) A 

(Americas) 

 

Subfamily 2) Faboideae 

Arachis hypogea Usually sown for ground cover and food but spreading e.g. Sheding Nature Park 

(mat-forming annual herb: leaves with 4 leaflets and solitary yellow flowers, pods 

maturing underground) A (Brazil) [Peanut] 

Canavalia rosea East coast beaches (large trefoil leaves with oval leaflets and purple flowers) 

Desmodium heterophyllum Moist grassland including lawns e.g. grounds of Silks Hotel in Taroko Gorge NP 

(slender trailing tick-trefoil: leaflets oblong 5-18mm long and 3-10mm wide; flowers 

pink, often solitary and 5-6mm long) 

Desmodium triflorum Open and waste ground e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (slender 

prostrate herb: trefoil leaves with obovate notched leaflets; flowers pink, fruit of 

jointed pods) 

Dolichos trilobus Margins of coastal thickets e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (twining 

trifoliate herb with ovate leaflets and solitary pinkish-white to purple flowers 1cm 

long, fruit like small curved “mange-tout”) E 

Dumasia villosa Open thickets and roadsides 500-2500m altitude e.g. Dasyueshan and main road (#8) 

west out of Taroko NP (twining herb: soft-hairy trefoil with ovate leaflets 3-6cm 

long; and axillary dense racemes of yellow flowers 14mm long) E (ssp bicolor) 

Erythrina variegata Planted on roadsides (tree with prickly branches, trefoil leaves and dense clusters of 

big red flowers) A (but native in southern Taiwan) [Tiger’s Claw] 

Indigofera spicata Dry open grassland & waste (low trailing annual herb: pinnate leaves, spikes of 

pinkish to violet-purple flowers) [Creeping Indigo] 

Macroptilium atropurpureum Rough grassy margins e.g. Tainan riverside and track to Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (large trailing herb with trefoil leaves with black-purple flowers and 

long pods) A (Neotropics – Texas to Peru and Brazil) [Purple Bush-bean] 

Mucuna macrocarpa Riversides and forest edges e.g. Cilan (very robust long woody vine, rusty-hairy with 

trefoil leaves and hanging clusters of fruit) 

Pueraria montana Shrouding bushes by roads and on forest edges e.g. above Dongshi, near Sibao 

school in Taroko NP (big twining vine with coarse brown hairs, trefoil leaves and 

erect racemes of pinkish purple flowers giving way to flattened pods >6mm wide, 

also covered in dense brown hairs) [a Kudzu] 

Pycnospora lutescens Forest margin e.g. Taroko Gorge NP (slender herb: trefoil leaves with obovate 

leaflets 1-3cm (densely hairy beneath) and sparse racemes of pink flowers) 
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Sesbania cannabina Waste ground e.g. Aogu wetlands and above lake-shore at Lung-luantan (woody 

annual: narrow alternate pinnate leaves (40-80 leaflets, none terminal); groups of 1-3 

yellow flowers and sickle-like pod 18-25cm long) A (India to Philippines) [Yellow 

Pea-bush] 

Tadehagi triquetrum Edges of thickets e.g. in Sheding Nature Park (low shrub: leaves undivided, 

lanceolate with winged stalk; racemes of 7mm pink flowers giving way to pods 

resembling those of Desmodium) (ssp pseudotriquetrum) 

Tephrosia obovata Sandy or rocky seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (densely silky 

hairy low mat-forming perennial herb: pinnate leaves, 11-13 leaflets and pink/red 

flowers in few-flowered racemes, each 1cm long) 

Trifolium pratense Road verges e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar red clover: ascending hairy 

stems, crescents on leaflets and red-purple heads) A (Europe) [Red Clover] 

Trifolium repens Verges and waste ground e.g. pipeline trail and nearby roadsides in Rueyian River 

Reserve, Taroko NP and grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar white creeping clover 

with crescents on hairless leaves) A (Europe) [White Clover] 

Vigna marina Aogu wetlands (vine with ovate leaflets and yellow flowers) 

 

Subfamily 3) Mimosoideae 

Acacia confusa Waste ground and scrub e.g. Sheding Nature Park (evergreen tree with leathery 

sickle-like phyllodes (not true leaves) and golden-yellow globular heads) 

Albizia julibrissin River banks (tree with bipinnate leaves and angular glabrous twigs) [Persian Silk-

tree] 

Leucaena leucocephala Weedy bush on roadsides at lower altitudes e.g. Tainan (small tree with bipinnate 

leaves and globular heads of white regular flowers) A (widespread in tropics and 

subtropics) 

Mimosa pudica Verges and waste ground e.g. Ying Da and near lake at Lung-luantan (familiar, 

usually herbaceous with small dense globular pink heads and bipinnate leaves that 

droop when touched) A (Neotropics) [Sensitive Plant] 

 

 

Fagaceae 
Note: With the laurels, the most important family of trees in the mid-altitude broadleaved forests.  The oaks and 

their allies have alternate leaves that may be evergreen and distinctive fruit either of the familiar acorn or 

chestnut type. 

Castanopsis cuspidata Broad-leaved forest e.g. Dasyueshan and Cilan (evergreen tree with leaves usually 

untoothed, or dentate towards apex, 4.4 to 10 cm long brown-tinged and purple 

below, and small conical fruit) var.carlesii 

Cyclobalanopsis glauca Mixed broadleaf forest e.g. Taroko Gorge and Cilan (medium-sized evergreen tree 

with long elliptic leaves that are serrate toward the tip and glaucous beneath; acorn-

type fruit) 

Cyclobalanopsis morii Forest 1,600 to 2,400 e.g. Dasyueshan (leaves with margins toothed for half their 

length)  

Lithocarpus amygdalifolius Dasyueshan (evergreen tree. Entire leaves to 16 cm, nuts +/- enclosed in cupule) 

Quercus tarokoensis Taroko Gorge (evergreen oak with leaves to c.6cm, margins echinate-serrulate, 

shallow silky acorn cups) 

Quercus variabilis Broadleaved forest e.g. Hui Sun (deciduous oak whose leaves are ca 13-17cm long, 

sharply bristle toothed, and with the acorn cup covered in needle-like scales) 

 

Flacourtiaceae 
Scolopia oldhamii Sheding Nature Park (small tree, berries with persistent style) 

 

Gentianaceae 
Gentiana arisanensis Sunny rocky swards above 2700m e.g. km 50 Dasyueshan and near road pass at 

Hehuanshan (typical tufted small gentian (3-13cm) with crowded opposite folded 

ovate leaves (5-6mm) and blue tubular-campanulate flowers ca 2cm long with 5 

shorter lobes between the 5 main corolla lobes) E 

Gentiana scabrida Sunny rocky grasslands from 2300-3500m e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan in 

fine flower (typical medium-sized gentian ca 20cm, with opposite well-spaced 

oblong-lanceolate leaves and solitary yellow campanulate ≥2cm long flowers, often 

spotted) E 
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Swertia randaiensis Path-sides at Hehuan Pass in fine flower (resembling a centaury: perennial glabrous 

herb, opposite lanceolate leaves and stalked capsular fruit in a panicle-like raceme) 

E 
Tripterospermum lanceolatum Mountain forests e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below Meifeng (twining perennial 

with narrow lanceolate stalked opposite leaves, stalked berry fruit and often paired 

trumpet gentian flowers, powder blue or whitish-green) E 

Tripterospermum taiwanense Dasyueshan, km 50 (yellowish-white flowers and lanceolate leaves) var. 

alutaceofolium 

 

Geraniaceae 
Geranium hayatanum Montane rocks and grasslands e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan, in leaf (typical 

crane’s-bill with deeply 5-lobed leaves and solitary 5-petalled purple flowers 3-4cm 

wide) E 

Geranium robertianum Moist shade in mountains e.g. near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP, and 

on walls in grounds of Wuling Farm (familiar aromatic herb with fern-like leaves 

and pink 5-petalled flowers, forming long-beaked fruit) [Herb-robert] 

 

Gesneriaceae 
Hemiboea bicornuta Common in open forest and edges e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, 

Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, and by road through Mingchih NFRA (large herb with 

opposite long-stalked elliptic leaves 10-20 cm long and few-flowered inflorescence 

of slightly asymmetric white tubular flowers 4-4.5cm long with 5 short rounded 

lobes & strongly marked with red-purple within) E 

 

Goodeniaceae 
Scaevola sericea Scrub on sandy/rocky beaches e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (shrub to 

7m: alternate, obovate leaves crowded at branch tips and 10-25cm long; distinctive 

white or pale yellow asymmetric, fan-like flowers) 

 

Hamamelidaceae 
Liquidambar formosana Mixed broadleaf forest e.g. Hui Sun, above Wushe, Kenting FRA, and grounds of 

Wuling Farm (tall tree with alternate 3-lobed leaves and globular spiny fruit) 

 
Illiciaceae (sometimes included within Schisandraceae) 

Illicium anisatum Moist evergreen broad-leaved forest e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, and accommodation 

(small aromatic evergreen tree with crowded elliptic leaves 4-12cm long and 

distinctive “star-anise” fruit) E 

 

Juglandaceae 
Engelhardia roxburghiana Cilan (Deciduous tree with pinnate leaves)  

Juglans cathayensis Forests from 1200-2000m e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (typical deciduous walnut 

tree: leaves pinnate 40-50cm long, 9-17 leaflets ovate leaflets, and spikes of brown 

hairy ovoid fruit) 

Platycarya strobilacea Forests in north and centre of Taiwan e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (deciduous tree 

with alternate pinnate leaves 16-30cm long with 9-19 sharp-toothed lanceolate 

leaflets; fruit in somewhat cone-like head) 

 

Lamiaceae (still often known by its former name of Labiatae FT4) 

Clinopodium laxiflorum Hehuan (pink flowers larger than following species) E  

Clinopodium umbrosum Rough margins e.g. Hehuan track margins and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass 

(resembles wild basil of UK: hairy perennial with stalked opposite, toothed ovate 

leaves hairy on both sides and almost sessile whorls of fruit at base of leaves and 

often as a terminal cluster) synonym Clinopodium chinense 

Melissa axillaris Waysides and forest edges e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, near Bilyu 

Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (typical 

balm with long-stalked, serrate, pointed-ovate leaves and sessile whorls of small 

white or purplish flowers) 

Mentha arvensis Marshy ground e.g. above Wushe (familiar aromatic mint with stalked ovate toothed 

leaves and stalkless whorls of lilac-purple, almost regular, flowers) (Taiwan plant is 

apparently ssp piperascens, included in FT4 as M. canadensis) 
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Mosla punctulata Forest edges e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (herb to 60cm with square stem, opposite 

ovate toothed leaves and racemes of 2-flowered whorls; lilac-pink 2-lipped cup like 

flowers) 

Origanum vulgare Disturbed ground e.g. western Taroko Gorge (familiar aromatic herb, hairy with 

ovate untoothed leaves and terminal clusters of small pinkish flowers) (var. 

formosanum: E; species widespread in Eurasia) [Wild Marjoram] 

Pogostemon auricularia Forest edges e.g. Wuling Farm opposite salmon viewing riverside (soft-hairy square-

stemmed herb: stalked and toothed elliptic leaves 2-6cm long and dense cylindrical 

terminal spikes of almost regular flowers) 

Salvia coccinea Waste ground (familiar bedding plant: opposite stalked ovate leaves and raceme of 

whorled scarlet 2-lipped flowers) A (tropical and subtropical Americas) [Scarlet 

Sage] 

Salvia keitaoensis Scattered records (herb with pinnately compound leaves and whorls of light purple 

flowers)  

Salvia sp.  The sage with impressive yellow flowers at Mingchih does not fit any of the species 

in the Flora of Taiwan 

Scutellaria javanica Taroko Gorge (long-tubed glandular hairy mauve flowers) synonym Scutellaria 

playfairi 

 

Lauraceae 
Note: The laurel family is very important in Taiwanese forests and mainly comprises evergreen trees with simple 

often rather leathery and aromatic alternate leaves (but note Cassytha!) 

Cinnamomum camphora Edges of forest to medium altitudes e.g. Hui Sun and Fuyuan Butterfly Valley 

(alternate leaves 7-10 cm with camphor aroma) 

Cinnamomum osmophloeum Broadleaved forest e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (bark and acute leaves (8-12 cm 

long) with cinnamon aroma that may be opposite or alternate) E 

Cinnamomum reticulatum Seashore thickets e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (evergreen tree with 

almost opposite obviously net-veined leaves, obovate to 6cm, shiny above and 

glaucous beneath) E 

Cryptocarya concinna Kenting FRA  

Lindera communis Broadleaved forest up to 2300 e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (deciduous tree: 

alternate leaves with yellow-brown matted hairs beneath) 

Litsea cubeba Dasyueshan (deciduous shrub whith ginger odor, leaves green when fresh, blackish 

brown when dry) 

Litsea hypophaea Kenting FRA E 

Litsea morrisonensis Broadleaved forests e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (small evergreen tree: leaves 

lanceolate 6-11cm long, yellow-brown scaly beneath and oval fruit) E 

Machilus japonica var.kusanoi. E. Hui Sun. 

Machilus thunbergii Forest edges e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (large evergreen tree with 

thick obovate leaves 7-13cm long and 3-6cm wide, somewhat greyish beneath) 

(labelled Persea thunbergii at Mingchih) 

Neolitsea acuminatissima Dasyueshan accommodation (small evergreen tree with ovate-lanceolate leaves to 9 

cm glabrous and glaucous beneath) E 

Neolitsea konishii Broad-leaved forest in lowlands e.g. in Sheding Nature Park (evergreen tree with 

leaves oblanceolate, 11-18cm long and clustered near tips of branches/twigs, 

glaucous and appressed hairy beneath) (confined to the Ryukyus and Taiwan) 

 

Lecythidaceae 
Barringtonia asiatica Scrub in upper seashores e.g. Kenting FRA and track to Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area and planted at Nanrenshan conservation area (tree with big shining 

obovate leaves clustered at branch-tips, each 20-50cm long and 10-20cm wide) 

 

Lythraceae 
Lagerstroemia subcostata Forests up to medium altitudes e.g. laurel/oak/fig forest at Bulowan Leader Village 

in Taroko Gorge NP and near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (deciduous tree with 

distinctive smooth deciduous bark and short-stalked ovate opposite leaves) 

[“Monkey-slip Tree”] 

Pemphis acidula Shrouding coastal rocks e.g. in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (low many-

branched decumbent shrub with opposite thick fleshy, stalkless, elliptic leaves 16-

25mm long and small white or pinkish 6-petalled flowers) 
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Magnoliaceae 
Michelia compressa Broadleaved forest 200-1800m e.g. (possibly planted) by road in Mingchih NFRA 

(evergreen tree resembling a magnolia: alternate oblong leaves 6-12cm long and 2-

3.5cm wide, deep green above and greyish below) 

 

Malvaceae 
Note: the mallow and hibiscus family are large herbs or small shrubs (rarely trees) often with palmately angled 

alternate leaves and showy 5-petalled flowers with stamens fused into a prominent column, sometimes exerted, 

around the fringed styles. 

Hibiscus rosa-sinensis Probably naturalised on roadsides e.g. Sheding Nature Park and Nanrenshan 

conservation area (small shrub with coarsely toothed ovate leaves and large flowers 

of varying colours, but usually red) A (East Asia but not native in Taiwan) [Chinese 

Hibiscus] 

Hibiscus schizopetalus Sheding Nature Park (deeply fringed petals) A (East Africa) 

Hibiscus taiwanensis Thickets e.g. Dasyueshan, Sheding Nature Park, Nanrenshan conservation area, and 

by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP (large shrub with 3-7 lobed leaves and 

solitary flowers cream/yellow flowers 6-9cm across with a darker often maroon 

centre) E [Cream Hibiscus] 

Hibiscus tiliaceus Thickets above the seashores e.g. Aogu wetlands and Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (small tree with roundish, heart-based leaves that are pale hairy) 

[Hibiscus Tree] 

Malva sinensis Rough grass verges e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (resembles Common Mallow: 

shallowly 5-lobed leaves wider than long and toothed) A (China) 

Malvastrum coromandelianum Waste ground and verges at lower altitudes e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP 

(rather like Sida, but with an epicalyx of 3 lobes in addition to calyx proper; annual 

with long stalked toothed ovate leaves and solitary yellow axillary flowers) A 

(Tropical and subtropical Americas) 

Malvaviscus penduliflorus Kenting FRA (tubular red flowers) A (Tropical America) 

Sida acuta Waste places and roadsides e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (differs from S. 

cordifolia and S. rhombifolia in being an undershrub that is almost hairless) 

Sida r. rhombifolia Weed of rough ground (erect woody herb with toothed rhombic leaves and 1-2cm 

yellow flowers) 

Thespesia populnea Coastal verges and scrub e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (tree: 

long-pointed heart-shaped leaves) [Portia Tree] 

Urena lobata Waste places and roadsides e.g. Ying Da (erect low shrub with variable leaves and 

pale pink flowers ca 2 cm across with darker centre; epicalyx appressed to carpels) 

[Caesarweed] 

Urena procumbens Rocky verges e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (from latter by being erect 

undershrub with ovate, palmately lobed leaves and spreading epicalyx) 

 

Melastomataceae 
Note: an important and rich family (especially in Neotropics but locally in South and East Asia) of shrubs and trees (a 

few herbs) with opposite leaves that have parallel main veins linked by numerous minor veins (ladder-like) and 

stamens with filaments that are knee-bent; flowers usually pink or white and regular. 

Bredia oldhamii Forest margins at lower and medium altitudes e.g. Basianshan NFRA and at Jhibhen 

(small shrub: five main veins on the glabrous willow-like leaves) E 

Otanthera scaberrima Wayside slopes e.g. Taroko Gorge NP and by road through Mingchih NFRA (shrub 

covered in stiff appressed hairs: blunt leaves ovate/lanceolate, 5-nerved and 22-

55mm long; flowers with 5 (-6) pink obovate petals) E 

Sarcopyramis napalensis var.delicata, Taroko west and Mingchi (pink 4-petalled herb) 

 

Menyanthaceae 
Nymphoides coreana Ponds and other shallow water e.g. above Wushe (typical small Nymphoides 

resembling a small water-lily. Five white fringed petals in flowers 8mm across) 

 

Molluginaceae 
Glinus oppositifolius Weedy places at lower altitudes e.g. at Jhibhen (ascending annual with whorls of 3-5 

obovate/elliptic leaves 0.5-4cm and ellipsoid capsules) 

Mollugo stricta Waste ground e.g. at Jhibhen (differs from M. verticillata by having leaves widest at 

the middle) 
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Moraceae 
Broussonetia papyrifera Forest edges to moderate altitudes e.g. at Jhibhen and Bulowan Leader Village in 

Taroko Gorge NP (stout tree with thick leaves and stipules 1.5-2cm long) 

Ficus benjamina Scrub in coastal zone e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (familiar house 

plant: here a large strangler fig with pendulous aerial roots and evergreen ovate 

leaves) [Weeping Fig] 

Ficus caulocarpa Kenting FRA (large deciduous tree) 

Ficus erecta Forests e.g. near Minzhir lake in Mingchih NFRA (small tree to 4m: branches 

covered in brown matted hairs, obovate leaves 8-25cm long and 5-9cm wide) (var. 

beecheyana) 

Ficus microcarpa Planted tree e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP (typical banyan: 

many pendulous aerial roots) 

Ficus pumila Rough walls and edges e.g. near Sibao school in Taroko NP (evergreen climbing 

shrub with evergreen oblong leaves to 10cm) 

Ficus septica Coastal scrub and other woodland at low altitudes e.g. Longkeng Ecological 

Protected Area (evergreen tree with ovate leaves 16-25cm long and 8-13cm wide; 

somewhat flattened globular fruit ca 2cm diameter) 

Ficus superba var.japonica. South coast. 

Ficus vaccinioides Taroko Gorge (small evergreen creeping shrub with small leaves and hirsute 

nigrescent receptacles) 

Ficus virgara Forests at lower altitude e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (evergreen tree with yellowish 

twigs: hairless long-ovate leaves 10-22cm) 

 

Myrsinaceae 
Ardisia elliptica Probably always planted e.g. hedges in Kenting NFRA and Longkeng (also in scrub) 

(shrub to 5m: leaves elliptic-obovate, entire, leathery and alternate; umbellate 

inflorescences in leaf axils, pink petals and fleshy fruit, at first red, turning deep 

purple/black) A (from India to Indochina and New Guinea: not in FT4 but in 

checklist) [Shoebutton] 

 

Myrtaceae 
Syzygium formosanum Forest in the lowlands e.g. in Sheding Nature Park (evergreen tree with opposite 

oblong leaves, shining above and dotted below) E 

 

Nelumbonaceae 
Nelumbo nucifera Cultivated or ±naturalised in lakes e.g. Fataán Wetland (like giant water-lily with 

leaves held like umbrellas above the water; and pink or white flowers and peltate 

receptacle, fruit embedded within) A (from southern Russia to Australia) [Indian 

Lotus] 

 

Nyctaginaceae 
Mirabilis jalapa Street and roadside weed (somewhat fleshy herb with opposite ovate leaves and 

purple flowers that open in the late afternoon) A (Tropical South America) [Four 

o’clock Flower] 

 

Nymphaeaceae 
Nuphar shimadai Apparently this planted and ±naturalised in pools e.g. Fataán Wetland (typical 

yellow water-lily: floating elliptic-ovate leaves and long-stalked yellow flowers of 5 

sepals) E (Fataán is not the site where the water-lily is native) 

 

Oleaceae 
Fraxinus formosana Riversides at low/medium altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Bulowan 

Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP (typical ash: semi-deciduous, opposite pinnate 

leaves) (otherwise only in Ryukyu Islands) 
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Onagraceae 
Epilobium amurense By streams and in disturbed places e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan, Taroko NP 

(near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m NP and Mt Bilu Trail in western NP) (erect 

perennial willowherb, almost hairless with ovate to lanceolate toothed leaves, 4-

petalled flowers 10-20m wide, white or rose/purple) 

Epilobium hohuanense Open moist scree and gravel above 2600m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (small 

clumped perennial decumbent willowherb, short hairy with elliptic fine-toothed 

leaves, 4-petalled flowers 7-13mm wide, white turning rose-pink) E 

Epilobium platystigmatosum Wet disturbed places in the mountains e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan (erect 

slender willowherb almost linear leaves on short stalks, and erect 4-petalled flowers 

6-10mm across (white or pink)) 

Ludwigia epilobioides Moist places in the lowlands e.g. Ying Da (stout erect annual narrow elliptic leaves 

and 4-petalled yellow flowers to 5mm wide) 

Ludwigia hyssopifolia Possibly this species present too 

Ludwigia octovalvis Pond edges (shrubby herb with alternate willow-like leaves and 4-petalled yellow 

flowers to 3cm wide) 

Oenothera laciniata Disturbed ground e.g. Salmon Eco-centre in grounds of Wuling Farm (typical 

Evening-primrose but whose narrow leaves are somewhat pinnately lobed; yellow 

flowers 12-25mm across and cylindrical fruit) A (eastern N. America) 

  

Opiliaceae 
Champereia manillana Seashore thickets e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (hairless small tree to 7m 

tall: alternate ovate/lanceolate leaves 2.5-10cm tall; fruit orange-red, fleshy and 

ellipsoid) 

 

Oxalidaceae 
Oxalis corniculata Waste ground and margins, scattered records (procumbent herb with trefoil leaves, 

yellow 5-petalled flowers and oblong capsules) (cosmopolitan) [Sleeping Beauty] 

Oxalis corymbosa Disturbed waysides e.g. Taroko Gorge (all leaves basal and trefoil, herb with umbel 

of rose-purple flowers) A (South America) 

 

Papaveraceae 
Eschscholzia californica Sown or naturalised on banks e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (typical poppy with 

compoundly pinnate glaucous leaves with linear leaflets; large 4-petalled orange 

flowers and linear pod 7-10cm long) A (California etc – not included in FT2 or 

checklist) [Californian Poppy – generic name spelled in several ways!] 

 

Passifloraceae 
Passiflora edulis Possibly naturalised on verges (hairless tendrilled vine, alternate 3-lobed leaves and 

showy white and purple flowers to 10cm wide) A (Brazil) [Passionfruit] 

Passiflora foetida Weedy margins e.g. road through Mingchih NFRA (from other passion-flowers in 

being foetid and glandular hairy on leaf-stalks) A (South America) 

Passiflora suberosa Margins of broadleaved forest e.g. Hui Sun (Shakadang and Lianhuo Pond Trails) 

(differs from P. edulis in being pubescent and having small greenish flowers) A 

(South America) 

 

Phytolaccaceae 
Phytolacca japonica Sunny places on forest edges e.g. above Wushe (tall herb to 1.5m bearing alternate 

oblong leaves to 30cm long and lateral spikes of 5-petalled white or pink flowers) 

 

Piperaceae 
Note: climbing/scrambling shrubs (Piper) or succulent herbs/sub-shrubs (Peperomia) with simple leaves that are 

normally alternate and dense narrow greenish/whitish flower spikes without petals. 

Peperomia japonica Epiphytic on rocks e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (typical Peperomia: leaves in 

whorls of 3-6, elliptic and 1-7cm long) 

Peperomia sp. Wuling Farm and Mingchih 

Piper kadsura Forests at low to medium altitudes e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP 

(typical pepper: ovate leaves with cordate base and 5-nerved) 

 

Pittosporaceae 
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Pittosporum pentandrum Coastal scrub e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (evergreen shrub with 

crowded elliptic-lanceolate leaves that have wavy edges and greenish-white bark 

with prominent lenticels) [Taiwanese Cheesewood] 

Plantaginaceae 
Plantago asiatica Disturbed waysides e.g. Dasyueshan and by road through Mingchih NFRA (like P. 

major but much thinner leaves, and more seeds per fruit) 

Plantago major Lawns and trampled ground e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, Taroko NP 

and by road through Mingchih NFRA (familiar weed with rosette of ribbed ovate 

leaves and long greenish “rat-tail” spikes) [Great Plantain] 

 

Polygalaceae 
Polygala paniculata Seen on the last day, naturalised (subshrub with white flowers) 

 

Polygonaceae 
Note: familiar family (docks and knotweeds) mainly of herbs with lanceolate undivided leaves; the most distinctive 

feature is the ochrea, a tubular stipular sheath around the stem above the insertion of the leaves 

Antigonon leptopus Scrambling over roadsides (robust vine with narrow heart-shaped leaves and coral-

pink flower clusters) A (Mexico) [Coral-vine] 

Fallopia japonica Sunny hillsides, gravelly slopes and cliffs above 2000m, locally very common e.g. 

Dasyueshan, Hehuanshan, western Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan 

Pass (familiar as pernicious perennial weed in UK, here squatter and with more 

pinkish inflorescence above ovate cuspidate leaves with truncate base) (named 

Polygonum cuspidatum in FT2) [Japanese Knotweed] 

Fallopia multiflora Clambering over wayside bushes e.g. Dasyueshan, Rueyian River Reserve, Fuyuan 

Butterfly Valley and Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP (related to 

Russian Vine, a perennial twining herb with bindweed-like leaves and sprays of 

white 5-merous flowers; named Polygonum multiflorum var. hypoleucum in FT2) 

[Chinese Knotweed] 

Persicaria lanata Near the lake on the last day (densely woolly tall annual to 140cm; lanceolate leaves 

7-20cm and dense greenish-white to pink spikes 4-8cm long, somewhat nodding) 

(named Polygonum lanatum in FT2) 

Persicaria lapathifolia Open ground (familiar weed: much-branched, brown-glandular lanceolate leaves 7-

16cm long often woolly beneath; and dense spikes of greenish-white flowers) [Pale 

Persicaria] 

Persicaria orientalis Roadsides and wet sites e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (tall stout 

hirsute annual with ovate leaves and dense pink/red flower spikes 3-8cm long) 

(named Polygonum orientale in FT2) [Kiss-me-over-the-garden-gate] 

Persicaria posumbu Moist shady places and path-sides e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, 

Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (resembles a 

slender much-branched water-pepper: annual with ovate-lanceolate leaves and 

slender interrupted spikes of white to pale pink flowers) 

Persicaria runcinata Wet shade e.g. Dasyueshan (Ascending annual: wavy-edged ovate leaves with 

winged stalk and dense white or pink almost globular heads) (named Polygonum 

runcinatum in FT2) 

Persicaria senticosa Moist verges and partial shade e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, both 

Bulowan Leader Village, near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP, by Mt 

Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and by road through Mingchih NFRA (much-branched 

ascending annual with arrow shaped leaves, few-flowered pink spikes and recurved 

prickles on the angled stem) (named Polygonum senticosum in FT2) 

Polygonum chinense Broadleaved forest e.g. Dasyueshan, pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, Fuyuan 

Butterfly Valley, by Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (much-branched herb with ovate-cordate leaves often pale-mottled 

and branched inflorescence of white flowers that form fleshy blue-black fruit) 

Rumex crispus Wet ground e.g. grounds of Wuling Farm (typical dock with lanceolate wavy-edged 

leaves; fruit with minute teeth) (var. japonicus) [Curled Dock] 

Rumex obtusifolius Coarse road verges e.g. in Rueyian River Reserve, pass at Hehuanshan, by Mt Bilu 

Trail in far western Taroko NP and grounds of Wuling Farm (typical dock with big 

broad leaves with heart-shaped base and hooked bristles on edge of fruit) A 

(temperate Eurasia) [Broad-leaved Dock] 
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Portulacaceae 
Portulaca oleracea Pavements and trampled waste ground e.g. Day 9 paddies (annual succulent 

decumbent herb with oblong alternate to sub-opposite leaves 5-petalled yellow 

flowers) [Common Purslane] 

Talinum paniculatum Disturbed ground (somewhat woody herb: simple obovate leaves (opposite on lower 

stem); open slender inflorescence of pink 5-petalled flowers) A (Tropical America) 

[Flame-flower] 

 

Ranunculaceae 
Clematis grata Open land, streamsides and margins e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and grounds of 

Wuling Farm (typical Clematis, a woody vine with opposite ternate or pinnate leaves 

(3-9 leaflets); and sepals (when present) yellowish and 3-5mm wide) 

Clematis lasiandra Forest margins e.g. Taroko to Wuling, and grounds of Wuling Farm (typical 

Clematis: similar to C. grata but has 9-21 leaflets) 

Clematis parviloba Rueyian River Reserve (4 white tepals, leaflets in threes) ssp.bartlettii E 

Clematis spp. Some others did not key out well at all! 

Ranunculus cantoniensis Wet places and forest edges e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, frequent in Rueyian River 

Reserve, by Mt Bilu Trail in far western Taroko NP and by road through Mingchih 

NFRA (typical hairy perennial buttercup: leaves narrow ternate (lobes often ternately 

cut too), yellow flowers 9-18mm across and globose fruit with recurved styles) 

Ranunculus formosa-montanus Open sunny sites above 2600m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (small compact 

buttercup with 3-lobed leaves, the lobes further 3-5 lobed; few yellow flowers 16-

25mm across with spreading sepals) E 

Ranunculus junipericola Wet places and edge of conifer woods above 2700m e.g. below road pass at 

Hehuanshan (small buttercup, almost hairless with basal leaves 3-lobed and stem 

leaves trefoil; yellow flowers 8-12mm across with spreading sepals) E 

Ranunculus sieboldii Moist forest edges e.g. by Mt Bilu Trail in far western Taroko NP and by road 

through Mingchih NFRA (spreading annual buttercup 16-40cm tall; leaves trefoil or 

simple, coarsely toothed and 5-petalled yellow flowers 8-16mm across, fruit with 

recurved styles) 

Ranunculus taisanensis Moist places e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (short perennial buttercup 

with 3-lobed leaves and yellow flowers 5-16mm across) E 

 

Rosaceae 
Cotoneaster apiculatus Hehuan, this species is not in FT 

Duchesnea indica Bulowan Leader Village (resembles Fragaria but has solitary yellow flowers and 

dry tasteless fruit) [Yellow-flowered Strawberry] 

Eriobotrya deflexa Scrub in coastal zone e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (evergreen tree with 

oblong/lanceolate leaves 8-16cm long, toothed) (forma buisanensis E: species occurs 

in China) 

Fragaria hayatai Thickets and roadsides in mountains e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan (typical 

strawberry, hairy with toothed trefoil leaves and small recognisable fruit) E 

Photinia niitakayamensis Dasyueshan km 50 (entire leaves, to 10 cm long) 

Photinia serratifolia Conifer forest e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (hairless evergreen tree with 

obovate leaves 8-16cm long, fine toothed, and large panicles of white flowers 

forming red berries each 6mm across) [Chinese Photinia] 

Potentilla leuconota Open habitats in the high mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, not in flower 

(resembles silverweed, perennial with pinnate leaves (19-23 leaflets) whitish 

underneath and yellow flowers ≤1cm across in umbels of 8 or 9) 

Prinsepia scandens Thickets from 1600-3000m e.g. by Mt Bilu Trail in far western Taroko NP 

(clambering spiny shrub with toothed ovate-lanceolate leaves 3.5-5.5cm long and 

somewhat zigzag stem) E 

Prunus campanulata Open groves in moist places by forests e.g. Dasyueshan (typical very ornamental 

cherry with oblanceolate leaves with 2 glands on petiole; red ovoid fruit) [Taiwan 

Cherry] 

Prunus mume Probably only ever planted e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (small fruit tree: alternate 

sharp-toothed ovate leaves narrowing to long tips and grey or green bark) A (South 

China) [Chinese Plum] 
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Prunus taiwaniana Scrub and forest edges e.g. possibly planted in grounds of Wuling Farm (deciduous 

cherry tree: leaves oblong-ovate ca 6cm long, fine toothed and downy beneath) 

Pyrus calleryana Thickets at low to moderate altitudes e.g. possibly planted in grounds of Wuling 

Farm (evergreen pear tree: ovate/elliptic leaves in clusters of 3-4 at ends of twigs, 

ovate and 5-10cm long, blunt-toothed and hairy beneath) 

Rosa sericea Rocky site and scrub in mountains e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, in fruit 

(typical rose to 1m, densely prickled (prickles in pairs), pinnate leaves with 7-13 

leaflets and solitary white flowers with 4-lobed calyx) (var. morrisonensis E; 

nominate variety from China to Burma and Himalaya) 

Rubus alceifolius Forest edges in montane districts e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, and 

Dasyueshan (climbing shrub densely covered in straight hairs and with a few 

prickles; leaves shallowly 5-7 lobed with cordate base (suggesting Hollyhock) pale 

tomentose beneath; fruiting spikes with purplish sepals) 

Rubus alnifoliolatus Rocky sites and scrub e.g. by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP (erect shrub 

with reddish stems: prickles on stems & under pinnate leaves to 25cm long that have 

5-9 leaflets, each rather like a hornbeam leaf) 

Rubus buergeri Forest edges e.g. near Minzhir lake and by road in Mingchih NFRA (low creeping 

densely hairy undershrub with few prickles (1mm long); roundish leaves, shallowly 

3-5 lobed; and red fruit) 

Rubus formosensis Forest margins to medium altitudes e.g. Dasyueshan, near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 

2160m in Taroko NP (erect shrub usually without prickles, ovate 3-5 lobed leaves, 

yellow-brown matted hairy beneath) 

Rubus liuii Forest edge e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (often pendant vine-like climbing 

shrub and small curved prickles; differs from R. swinhoei in its habit and having fruit 

stalks matted hairy) E 

Rubus niveus Forests and scrub in mountains e.g. pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve, by Mt 

Bilu Trail in far western Taroko NP and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass 

(suberect sparsely prickled shrub: whitish bloom, pinnate leaves (3-7 leaflets) silvery 

woolly-white beneath) [Hill Raspberry] 

Rubus pseudoacer Forest edges e.g. Rueyian River Reserve (both pipeline trail and below Meifeng), in 

Taroko NP (near Bilyu Sacred Tree at 2160m and by Mt Bilu Trail in far western 

NP) and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (erect flexuous shrub, mainly hairless 

and without prickles: leaves 8-18cm across, round in outline but 3-7 lobed (rather 

maple-like) (ssp. flexuosus E; nominate ssp. in Japan) 

Rubus pungens Scrubby slopes in high mountains e.g. below road pass at Hehuanshan (twiggy rather 

prickly shrub with pinnate leaves (5-11 toothed hairy leaflets); flowers and fruit 

solitary) 

Rubus rolfei Open ground above 1600m, but mainly much higher e.g. near road pass at 

Hehuanshan (prostate shrub covered in brown hairs, with few prickles and leaves 

leathery, round in outline (2-6cm across), shallow 3-5 lobed) 

Rubus swinhoei Low to medium altitude forests e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass and by road 

through Mingchih NFRA (bushy climbing, somewhat prickly shrub; unevenly 

toothed lanceolate leaves and black fruit on glandular hairy stalks) 

Rubus taiwanicolus Moist low vegetation on forest margins at medium to high altitudes e.g. near Bilyu 

Sacred Tree at 2160m in Taroko NP (low subshrub to 10cm tall: pinnate leaves to 

10cm long (9-16 leaflets) with solitary or paired white flowers to 2cm across; fruit 

with many tiny drupelets suggesting a strawberry rather than a raspberry) E 

Sorbus randaiensis Mountain forests 2500-3000m e.g. Hehuan, and by Mt Bilu Trail in far western 

Taroko NP (resembling rowan: small tree with pinnate leaves (16-21 leaflets) and 

corymbs of red globose berries) E 

Spiraea cantoniense  Dasyueshan, this species is not in FT, var.plena 
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Rubiaceae 
Note: large and often important family comprising mainly trees and shrubs (in the UK mainly herbs), with simple 

usually entire leaves that are opposite or sometimes whorled; flowers regular (actinomorphic) with 4-5-lobed 

calyx and 4-5-lobed united corolla. 

Galium echinocarpum Rocky places at high altitude e.g. Dasyueshan km 50, near road pass at Hehuanshan 

(typical bedstraw with whorls of 4 or 6 oblanceolate leaves with hooked hairs along 

margins and rather few small rotate 4-lobed flowers) E 

Guettarda speciosa Tree along southern shores 

Hedyotis uncinella Rough grass and scrub edges at lower altitudes (erect/ascending herb with 4-angled 

branches, ovate-lanceolate leaves and dense white globular leads, sessile or long-

peduncled) 

Morinda citrifolia Seashore scrub e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area and road to Kenting NFRA 

(small tree with elliptic hairless leaves 16-25cm long; ovoid white fruit 3-4cm long, 

resembling those of white mulberry) [Indian Mulberry] 

Mussaenda parviflora Kenting area (clambering shrub: elliptic leaves and cymes of yellow almost hairless 

funnel-like flowers1-1.5cm long, though most prominent feature is a single white 

leaf-like calyx-lobe) 

Ophiorrhiza japonica Shady places at lower altitudes e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko Gorge 

(erect herb: pointed stalked elliptic leaves 4-12 cm long; few-flowered cymes, white 

to pink 5-lobed flowers 10-16mm long) 

Ophiorrhiza pumila Taroko (flowers smaller than the previous species) 

Paederia foetida Tianan riverside and Ying Da (scrambling, wider leaves than P.scandens)  

Paederia scandens Scrub at low/medium altitudes e.g. day 1 service station, coastal scrub in Longkeng 

Ecological Protected Area, etc. (slender, twining, foetid, herbaceous vine: opposite 

lanceolate leaves and flowers 4-5-merous, tube 9mm long with white lobes (6mm) 

and maroon throat) 

Psychotria serpens Forest edges e.g. Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP (epiphytic hairless 

creeper: opposite pointed oblong leaves 2-4cm, white fleshy fruit) 

Spermacoce latifolia Ying Da (four-angled stems, small white four-petalled flowers) 

 

Rutaceae 
Clausena excavata Open scrub in coastal zone e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (spineless shrub: alternate 

pinnate leaves; 16-31 somewhat sickle-like leaflets) [Pink Wampee] 

Murraya paniculata Taroko Gorge 

Toddalia asiatica Secondary forest/scrub near seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area 

(prickly climbing shrub: alternate trefoil leaves, with lanceolate leaflets) 

 

Salicaceae 
Salix fulvopubescens Open slopes in the high mountains e.g. Hehuan Pass (small to medium erect willow 

bush with acute oblong-lanceolate untoothed leaves, rusty hairy when young) (both 

var. fulvopubescens and var. tagawana may be present, the latter is E) 

 

Sapindaceae 
Allophylus timorensis Coastal thickets e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (evergreen shrub with 

alternate trefoil leaves, toothed leaflets 8-13cm long) 

Cardiospermum halicacabum Paddies in the south (weedy herb, clematis-like leaves, small white 4 or 5 petalled 

 flowers, inflated fruits) 

Koelreuteria henryi Both planted ornamentally and wild on roadsides and broad-leaved forest at lower 

altitudes e.g. west coast between Taipei and Taichung, near seashore in Longkeng 

Ecological Protected Area, etc. (tall deciduous tree with large alternate pinnate 

leaves and erect pyramidal panicles of yellow flowers) 

 

Sapotaceae 
Palaquium formosanum Large evergreen tree, Kenting FRA 

Pouteria obovata Thickets near seashore e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (medium-sized 

evergreen tree with rusty hairy twigs: thick obovate leaves with rounded tips; fruit 

are axillary berries 12mm long) 
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Saxifragaceae 
Astilbe macroflora Open rocky places above 3200m e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan, not in 

flower (typical short (<30cm) false goat’s-beard with coarse toothed ternate-

bipinnate leaves and terminal panicle of small white flowers and 2-horned capsules) 

E 
Hydrangea angustipetala Forests at medium altitudes e.g. Dasyueshan, near Sibao school and by main road 

(#8) west out of Taroko NP (somewhat hairy shrub: oblong/lanceolate leaves 8-

12cm long by 2.5-3.5cm wide and toothed and white “mob-cap” heads) 

Hydrangea chinensis Forests e.g. by pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (hairless shrub with opposite oblong lanceolate leaves and “mob-

cap” heads (few very large white sterile flowers surrounding denser head of tiny 

creamy fertile flowers)) 

Itea parviflora Cilan (shrub with many-flowered racemes) E 

Mitella formosana Wet places along streams in mountains e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (a 

mitrewort: hairy leaves mostly basal and somewhat maple-like in shape; stems 

covered in brown hairs) E 

Parnassia palustris Wet rocks e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (perennial with basal leaves 

heart-shaped, one stem-leaf clasping stem and 5-petalled white flower veined in 

green) [Grass of Parnassus] 

 

Scrophulariaceae (now broken up and its species allocated to various families) 

Digitalis purpurea Several in flower at Dasyueshan [Foxglove] 

Ellisiophyllum pinnatum Taroko to Wuling (delicate hairy creeping perennial: alternate pinnately-lobed 

leaves, lobes blunt-toothed; and small white 5-petalled regular flowers 8-10mm 

across) 

Euphrasia matsudae Mossy rocks in the mountains e.g. by highway #8 in western Taroko NP (typical 

eyebright differing from E. ransmorrisonensis in having no glandular hairs, smaller 

leaves and flowers only 7mm long) E 

Euphrasia transmorrisonensis Moist cliff ledges e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical eyebright: short herb 

with mall toothed obovate glandular-hairy opposite leaves and 2-lipped white 

flowers 11-13mm), veined darker, purple flushed and with yellow eye) E 

Limnophila trichophylla Muddy shores and shallow water e.g. Fataán Wetland (whorls of pinnately cut 

leaves, rather resembling a stranded water-milfoil) 

Lindernia anagallis Ying Da etc. (a herb with small pink flowers marked yellow) not in FT 

 

Mazus alpinus Cliffs and walls e.g. Dasyueshan, by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP, 

including by Bilyu Sacred Tree (differs from M. pumilus in being creeping perennial 

<10cm tall with thick leaves and rose-purple flowers) E 

Mazus pumilus Moist ground e.g. Taroko, road in Mingchih NFRA, etc. (annual, leafy mainly at 

base, oblong blunt-toothed leaves and lilac-purple flowers like a small Monkey-

flower, with yellow blotches on lower lip) 

Torenia concolor Moister shorter grassland and roadsides e.g. Dasyueshan, Fuyuan Butterfly Valley, 

Bulowan Leader Village in Taroko Gorge NP and by road through Mingchih NFRA 

(creeping herb with square stems, opposite stalked ovate leaves and asymmetric dark 

blue flowers 3-4cm long with calyx hardly winged) (var. formosana) 

Torenia violacea Margins and verges e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (differs from 

T. concolor in flowers only 18-20mm and pale blue and winged calyx) 

Vandellia crustacea Moist verges and other marginal grassland e.g. Silks Hotel grounds in Taroko Gorge 

NP (decumbent annual: opposite stalked ovate toothed leaves, flowers solitary in 

axils, 2-lipped purple flowers 8-10mm and sepals united to about halfway) 

Veronica morrisonicola Open moist gravel above 2500m e.g. near road pass at Hehuanshan, over (slender 

creeping perennial speedwell with obovate-lanceolate leaves 16-25mm long and 

short racemes of 4-petalled blue flowers each 8mm across) E 

Veronica persica Along roadsides and garden weed e.g. grounds of Wuling National Hotel (familiar 

annual weedy speedwell 10-30cm long; leaves 1-2cm long broadly ovate, blue 

flowers 7-10mm across giving way to heart-shaped capsules) A (temperate Eurasia) 

[Common Field-speedwell] 
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Simaroubaceae 
Ailanthus altissima Probably planted in the lowlands (e.g. service area near Waipu) but also native (as 

var. tanakai) in forests at medium altitudes (large tree with long pinnate leaves and 

panicles of pendulous winged fruit) [Tree of Heaven] 

 

Solanaceae 
Datura suaveolens Moist roadsides and scrubby places at medium altitudes (shrub with alternate ovate-

oblong leaves and 30cm white pendulous flowers) A (Mexico) 

Solanum aculeatissimum Rough margins and verges e.g. Tainan riverside (nightshade covered in spine and 

stiff bristles, pinnately lobed leaves, 2cm flowers white or light blue orange berry to 

3cm) 

Solanum alatum Waste places and waysides e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (typical almost hairless 

nightshade with white or blue flowers, 5-lobed calyx and shining black berries) 

Solanum biflorum Possibly this species in Taroko Gorge NP (typical softly hairy nightshade with white 

flowers, 10-lobed calyx and red berries - var. biflorum) 

Solanum nigrum Waste ground (familiar weed differing from other small white-flowered nightshades, 

especially very similar S. alatum, by dull fruit) [Black Nightshade] 

Solanum purpureum Kenting area (prickly leaves, small orange ‘tomatoes’) 

Also present were probably the following widespread species 

Solanum indicum 

Solanum lyratum 

Solanum torvum 

Solanum verbascifolium 

 

Sterculiaceae 
Firmiana simplex Taroko Gorge (deciduous tree: hairless alternate 3-5 lobed leaves, 9-23cm long by 

 10-23cm wide, lobes tapering to a long point) [Chinese Parasol-tree] 

Sterculia foetida Possibly planted in coastal areas e.g. Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (tree with 

smooth grey bark and leaves crowded at ends of twigs, 7-9 elliptical leaflets (like 

lupin) with unpleasant smell) A (East Africa to Australia) 

 

Symplocaceae 
Symplocos heishanensis Dasyueshan accommodation 

 

 

Theaceae 
Cleyera japonica  Dasyueshan (small tree with serrate leaves to 10 cm) var.longicarpa E 

Eurya glaberrima Dasyueshan (small tree with thick coriaceous leaves, oblong-lanceolate, glabrous) 

Eurya nitida Scrub edges at medium altitudes e.g. rocks by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP 

(large evergreen shrub: elliptic alternate oblong leaves 4-6.5cm long and hairless) 

Eurya strigillosa Forests at 1600-2200m altitude e.g. with latter by main road (#8) west out of Taroko 

NP (differs in having twigs and underside of leaves covered in stiff slender bristly 

hairs) E 

Gordonia axillaris Mixed broadleaf forest e.g. Dasyueshan, Wuling Farm grounds and by road through 

Mingchih NFRA (small evergreen tree: glossy oblong leaves and solitary 5-petealled 

flowers up to 9cm across) 

Schima superba Dasyueshan (tree with striking white flowers) 

Ternstroemia gymnanthera Dasyueshan (tree with reddish brown branches)  

 

Tiliaceae 
Corchorus aestuans Ying Da (diffusely branched woody perennial 40-80cm tall; somewhat asymmetric 

ovate/lanceolate toothed alternate leaves 2.5-8cm long; regular yellow 5-petalled 

flowers opposite leaves ca 5-7mm across) 

 

Trapaceae 
Trapa natans Free-floating in still water e.g. Fataán Wetland (annual with leaf rosettes on water 

surface: rhombic leaves 3-4cm long with stalks inflated above middle) [Water-

chestnut] 

 

Ulmaceae 
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Celtis formosana Thickets and secondary forests e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley and Taroko Gorge NP 

(evergreen nettle-tree: ovate leaves 7-16cm long with drawn out tips and black 

fleshy fruit) E 

 

Urticaceae 
Boehmeria densiflora Taroko Gorge (narrow leaves and spikes of yellow flowers) 

Boehmeria formosana Margins of broadleaved forest (nettle like and slightly shrubby with opposite ovate 

leaves and green flowers in spikes) 

Boehmeria pilosiuscula Wet parts of forests e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (procumbent under-shrub, densely 

soft-silky hairy, obliquely obovate leaves and fruit in a dense spike) 

Chamabainia cuspidata Sunnier margins at medium altitudes e.g. Rueyian River Reserve trail below 

Meifeng and by road through Mingchih NFRA (resembles Pellitory: slender 

creeping densely hairy perennial with opposite rhombic-ovate leaves 5-35mm long 

and tiny flowers in stalkless clusters on the stems) 

Debregeasia orientalis Locally common, e.g. Dasyueshan (a shrub with narrow leaves that are white below) 

Dendrocnide meyeniana Sheding Nature Park (tree with stinging hairs) 

Elatostema lineolatum Moist shaded forest margins e.g. Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (subshrub with hairy 

alternate elliptic/oblong leaves that have asymmetric bases and hairy stems – var. 

majus) 

Elatostema microcephalanthum Moist rocky forest floors e.g. by road through Mingchih NFRA (low perennial 

(<20cm) with asymmetric obovate leaves 1.5-6cm long and sessile clusters of 

flowers in axils) E 

Elatostema parvum Moist rocky forest floor e.g. by pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve and near 

Sibao school in Taroko NP (from other Elatostema spp by small size and presence of 

reduced leaves (“nanophylls”) opposite true leaves) 

Girardinia diversifolia Wet places e.g. Dasyueshan and by pipeline trail in Rueyian River Reserve (tall 

perennial herb with long stinging hairs and alternate coarsely toothed, often 3-lobed 

leaves and clusters of green flowers) 

Lecanthus peduncularis Moist forests e.g. with other Urticaceae at gateway to Rueyian River Reserve trail 

below Meifeng and by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass (annual/perennial prostrate 

and then ascending/erect with leaves unequal opposite, serrate and ovate; female 

flowers in a long-stalked discoid heads, often with a horn-like appendage) 

Pilea matsudai Scattered records (jagged edged nettle-like leaves) 

Pilea melastomoides Shady moist forest floors and ravines e.g. Dasyueshan, frequent in Rueyian River 

Reserve, and Fuyuan Butterfly Valley (subshrub: subequal opposite glossy leaves, 

veined like Melastoma and widely branched panicles of narrow green catkin-like 

flowers) 

Pilea peploides Moist roadsides and ditches e.g. by highway #8 at km 119.5 in western Taroko NP 

(small annual with opposite blunt rhombic leaves wider than long (to 8mm long) and 

little branched clusters of flowers in axils) 

Urtica taiwaniana Hehuan (leaves single serrate) 

Urtica thunbergiana Wet areas on margins of forests e.g. Dasyueshan, Rueyian River Reserve trail below 

Meifeng, by main road (#8) west out of Taroko NP and near Minzhir lake in 

Mingchih NFRA (tall herb with stinging hairs, opposite leaves that are double 

serrate, and with green catkin-like flowers) 

 

Verbenaceae 
Clerodendrum inerme Aogu wetlands (a white flowered ‘mangrove’) 

Clerodendrum paniculatum Ying Da (red flowers) = C.kaempferi  

Lantana camara Rough ground and verges e.g. Sheding Nature Park (familiar scrambling often spiny 

shrub with opposite ovate leaves and parti-coloured red-orange heads giving way to 

fleshy purple fruit) [Lantana] 

Phyla nodiflora Typical of sandy seashores but also on moist lawns e.g. grounds of Silks Hotel in 

Taroko Gorge NP (creeping branched herb: opposite spathulate toothed leaves; 

dense stalked spikes of white or rose-purple flowers in leaf axils) 
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Premna odorata Thickets near seashore e.g. track to Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (small tree 

with aromatic ovate leaves 10-12cm long, soft hairy beneath; terminal cymes of 

greenish-white flowers) (sometimes placed in Lamiaceae) 

Stachytarpheta jamaicensis Rough grassland and scrub nearer coast e.g. Ying Da, near lake at Lung-luantan, and 

Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (shrubby hairless herb: opposite deeply 

puckered ovate leaves and a dense spike where only a ring of blue-purple flowers 

bloom at any one time) A (Caribbean) [Blue Porterweed] 

Vitex negundo Dry scrub e.g. near lake at Lung-luantan (shrub or small tree to 5m with opposite 5-

foliate leaves and terminal panicles of light purplish flowers) 

Vitex rotundifolia Sandy and rocky seashores e.g. in Longkeng Ecological Protected Area (creeping 

decumbent shrub: undivided opposite ovate leaves 25-35mm long, white matted 

hairy beneath and short panicles of 2-lipped blue-purple flowers) [Beach Vitex] 

 

Violaceae 
Viola biflora Moist mountain rocks and forests e.g. cliffs near road pass at Hehuanshan (typical 

violet with kidney-shaped leaves, but yellow flowers – in fruit for us) [Yellow 

Wood-violet] 

Viola formosana Forest floor e.g. by Mt Nanhu Trail on Sihyuan Pass, in leaf (perennial with stolons 

and rosettes of roundish heart-based leaves, blunt-toothed and glaucous or greenish 

violet beneath; flowers violet or almost white with darker veins) E 

Viola nagasawai Gone over (typical violet: dense rosettes of long-stalked blunt ovate leaves with 

heart-shaped base and scalloped edge; flowers wider (15-20mm) than high, pale 

purpleor white veined with dark violet) 

 

Viscaceae 
Viscum articulatum Mixed broadleaf forest e.g Dasyueshan (differs from familiar mistletoe in being 

leafless and with 2-3 times forked flattened stems) 

 

Vitaceae 
Cayratia japonica Wet forest margins, shrouding vegetation e.g. Kenting NFRA (hairless vine: 

branched tendrils, leaves with 5 ovate toothed leaflets and branching umbellate 

inflorescences of small 4-petalled flowers) [Bushkiller] 

 

Zygophyllaceae 
Tribulus taiwanensis Tainan riverside, not treated as this species in FT 
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